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ABSTRACT
Quantitative characterization of hydraulic conductivities of aquifers is of
fundamental importance to the study of groundwater flow and contaminant transport in
aquifers. A conditional approach is used to represent the spatial variability of hydraulic
conductivity. Briefly, it involves using qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole-log
data to generate a three-dimensional (3D) hydraulic conductivity distribution, which is then
adjusted through calibration of a 3D groundwater flow model using pumping-test data and
historic hydraulic data. The approach consists of several steps. First, classify the
lithological information obtained from geologic borehole-logs into representative texture
categories; second, establish a quantitative correlation between laboratory measured corescale hydraulic conductivities and texture; third, generate a 3D hydraulic conductivity
distribution using a genralized kernel-estimator method; fourth, upscale the core-scale
hydraulic conductivity values such that the vertically averaged value at each location
matches the field-scale value estimated from pumping tests; and fifth, use hydraulic data to
calibrate the 3D field-scale distribution to account for regional-scale characteristics. The
approach is applied to a trichloroethene (TCE) contaminated large-scale Superfund site.
Based on the good agreement between simula tions and observations, the results are
.

considered reasonable and realistic.
A number of nonideal processes and factors may contribute to the decreasing
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contaminant removal rate observed at the site. Most of the quantitative analyses of nonideal
transport behavior have been conducted using data collected from column or small-scale
field experiments. Studies extending such analyses to regional-scale contaminant transport
are rare. In this study, a fully 3D transport model is developed to evaluate the effects of
various processes/factors on the regional-scale nonideal TCE transport. Based on the
analyses, it is found that while large-scale heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity and ratelimited desorption have significant impacts on TCE transport and cause some nonideal
behavior, their impact is not sufficient to account for the extensive tailing exhibited by the
observed concentrations in the groundwater entering the treatment plant. Rate-limited
dissolution of immiscible liquid appears to be the most likely primary cause of the extensive
nonideal transport behavior observed at the site. The impact of the nonlinear sorption and
the local-scale heterogeneity on TCE removal appears to be insignificant.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Research Problem
Increasing concern over soil and groundwater contamination stimulates the growth
of researches on contaminant transport and fate, contaminant transport modeling, and
subsurface remediation technologies. Contaminant transport in most aquifers is
characteristically nonideal. Ideal transport of contaminant in porous media refers to an
initial transport paradigm that was based on assumptions that the porous medium was
homogeneous and that the rates of interphase mass transfers and reactions were essentially
instantaneous. However, it is well known that the subsurface is, in fact, heterogeneous and
that many phase transfers and reactions are not instantaneous. Thus contaminant transport
usually deviates from that which is expected based on the original paradigm, especially at
the field and regional scales. Such transport is considered nonideal.
Quantitative analysis of the processes and factors that are potentially responsible for
nonideal transport behavior is essential to aquifer remediation operations. Although
research from lab and small field-scale experiments have been seen in literature, they are
understandably rare for large/regional- scale applications. Quantitative characterization of
aquifer heterogeneity is fundamental to the study of groundwater flow and contaminant
transport, and it requires a integrated use of geologic borehole logs, pumping-test data, and
historic hydraulic data to achieve the best results.
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Literature Review
Quantitative Characterization of Aquifer Heterogeneity
Complex heterogeneity is characteristic of subsurface environments, in which
aquifer-aquitard systems typically consist of discontinuous lenses or layers of different
permeability, size, and geometry. Subsurface characterization efforts that identify the
heterogeneous features of the system are essential for improving the description of
groundwater flow and contaminant transport. Numerous investigators have commented on
the importance of incorporating heterogeneity into studies of groundwater flow and
contaminant transport (e.g., Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Gelhar and Axness, 1983;
Guven et al., 1986; Brusseau, 1994). However, the subsurface can not be viewed in its
entirety. Rather, it is usually observed through a series of drilled boreholes, which imposes
constraints on our ability to accurately characterize the subsurface.
As discussed recently by Koltermann and Gorelick (1996), many methods have been
developed to interpolate between directly measured hydraulic properties or direct geologic
observations of sediment types (so called "hard data") and data that incorporate geologic,
hydrogeologic, and geophysical information (so called "soft data") to create representative
models of the subsurface. They grouped these methods into three categories: structureimitating methods, process-imitating models, and descriptive methods. Structure-imitating
methods include spatial statistical algorithms and geological based sedimentation patternmatching approaches. Process-imitating models include aquifer model calibration methods
and geologic process models. Descriptive methods combine geologic observations with
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facies relations to divide an aquifer into zones of characteristic hydraulic properties. The
most widely used of the first category are the kriging-based methodologies, such as ordinary
kriging, cokriging, universal kriging, intrinsic kriging, and indicator kriging (Journel and
Huijbregts, 1978; Issaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Deutsch and Journel, 1992; Johnson and
Dreiss, 1989; Ritzi Jr. , et al. , 1994). On the other hand, the non-kriging based
methodologies, such as simulated annealing (Deutsch and Cockerham, 1994), BayesianMarkov chains (Rosen and Gustafson, 1996), fractional Levy motion (Painter, 1996), and
the kernel estimator (Ali and Lall, 1996) have also begun to receive attention.
Kriging is a group of linear estimation techniques that minimize the error-variance
for unsampled values and automatically match measured values. Second-order statistical
stationarity is typically assumed during the derivations of the kriging formulae. Krigingbased methods have generally been considered superior to other interpolation methods.
However, as recently discussed by Ali and Lall (1996) and Koltermann and Gorelick (1996),
kriging does have weaknesses that make it less appealing for certain situations. First, the
assumption of statistical stationarity is often not valid in real systems because the
depositional process in sedimentary environments may often be nonstationary (Merriam,
1976), especially at the regional scale where there are definite trends in heterogeneity
(Anderson, 1989). Modifications of kriging to consider such trends include universal
kriging and moving-window techniques. However, the data requirements for these
procedures are great and the optimal selection of moving windows is difficult (Ali and Lall,
1996). The requirement of statistical stationary is relaxed in intrinsic lcriging in which it is
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assumed that the variance of the first-order increments of the interested parameter is finite
and the increments are second-order stationary. Second, the conditioning (exact
interpolator) of kriging is only true when the nugget is zero. However, the nugget can be
as high as 70% of the sill due to data noise and sampling sparsity (Ali and Lai!, 1996).
Third, the distributions generated by kriging methodologies are sensitive to the
semivariogram function used in the generation process. For example, a Gaussian
semivariogram produces an image that is more continuous and has less small-scale
variability than one produced with a spherical semivariogram. The fact that kriging is
sensitive to the semivariogram function is an advantage of this method if the measured data
are less noisy and more reliable. However, it may be difficult to determine an accurate
three-dimensional semivariogram from the available field data. Its misrepresentation can
negate the benefit of incorporating the spatial correlation information.
The characteristics of borehole-log data (nearly continuous in the vertical but sparse
in the horizontal) makes the use of kriging-based methodologies uncertain for
characterizing subsurface heterogeneity. Kriging can yield satisfactory results if the degree
of spatial correlation is high. Unfortunately, the sparsity of borehole sampling often results
in a very weak correlation structure. Furthermore, the nearly continuous vertical sampling
at each borehole contrasts with the sparse horizontal sampling and can dominate and bias
the selection of the semivariogram, which is critical to kriging as discussed above (Ali and
Lai!, 1996). Accordingly, the selected semivariogram may provide inaccurate information
on the three-dimensional correlation structure of aquifer properties.
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The kernel-estimator approach presented by Ali and La11 (1996) for stochastic
subsurface characterization is a nonparametric statistical methodology based on kernel
function estimation. It was developed for assessing the probability of the occurrence of a
high or low permeability zone at a particular location in an aquifer using borehole-log
information. Materials are classified using a binary indicator function defined as 0 or 1 for
a low or high permeability material, respectively, as is done in the indicator kriging method.
The estimated value at each point is formed as a local weighted average of the indicator
function values that lie within an averaging interval of the point. Observations closer to the
point are weighted higher using a kernel function. The averaging strategy was designed to
accommodate the vertical continuity of borehole data. No discretization of the spatial
domain beyond the available data resolution is needed for this approach, as opposed to
indicator kriging. The nearly continuous information in the vertical at each borehole is
treated differently from and integrated with the sparse information in the horizontal (Ali and
Lall, 1996). Hence, the kernel-estimator method takes full advantage of the spatial
characteristics of the borehole-log data. This method could be a better alternative than
kriging when conducting subsurface characterizations using borehole-log data, which are
usually the most readily available sources of information for subsurface properties. Another
attractive aspect of this method is that no assumption of statistical stationarity is made in its
development, which means that it is applicable to statistically nonstationary systems, which
may be the noun rather than the exception for sedimentary environments.
As discussed by the developers of the original kernel-estimator method, it is
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restricted to two types of materials. The borehole-log data were classified as a binary
sequence corresponding to a high permeability material called "sand" (indicator 1) and
a low permeability material called "clay" (indicator -- 0). The advantage of this approach
is that it can combine soft data with hard data, as done in indicator kriging, to indicate the
likelihood of occurrence of extreme-value geologic features. However, it is not possible to
discriminate among gravel, sand, and clayey sand, or among silt, sandy clay, and clay. All
materials must be classified as either "sand" or "clay", which clearly is a major limitation.
Thus, the original kernel-estimator method can not be used to construct detailed
permeability distributions for input into groundwater flow and contaminant transport
models. A direct consideration of multiple material types is required to obtain a more
representative description of three-dimensional spatial distributions of hydraulic properties.
In the first manuscript (Appendix A), the kernel-estimator method is generalized to
quantitatively characterize subsurface heterogeneities in a more realistic way. Any number
of material types or continuous variables can be considered, allowing it to generate threedimensional continuous spatial distributions of hydraulic properties using qualitative and
quantitative borehole-log data. Two synthetic site characterization problems are used to test
the application of the method.
Hydraulic conductivity is the primary hydraulic property of the aquifers.
Characterizing the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity is critical to the accurate
representation of groundwater flow and transport. Unfortunately, complete, threedimensional information about hydraulic conductivity is not readily available at the field
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scale. Therefore, the spatial distributions are estimated using whatever limited data are
available (e.g., geologic borehole-logs, pumping-test data, and geophysical logs). At most
sites, the primary sources of information for subsurface hydraulic properties are geologic
borehole logs and pumping tests. Pumping tests produce values that are averaged over a
relatively large vertical and areal extent and are, therefore, of limited use for characterizing
the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity. As discussed by Ali and Lall (1996),
existing pumping-test methodologies alone are inappropriate for the identification of
subsurface heterogeneities because they focus on the estimation of large-scale average
hydraulic parameters, and the aquifer response to pumping is damped and smoothed over
the discontinuities in the hydraulic conductivity. However, pumping-test data are useful for
calibrating three-dimensional hydraulic-conductivity distributions obtained using other
approaches.
Borehole-log data, which are generally available for any site, can provide local
stratigraphic information of a three-dimensional nature. However, borehole logs are usually
qualitative, providing information on texture rather than hydraulic conductivity. Several
methods based on correlations between hydraulic conductivity and texture are available to
transform the qualitative information obtained from borehole logs into representative
hydraulic conductivity data. For example, Uma et al. (1989) presented a new statistical
grain-size method for evaluating the hydraulic conductivity of granular aquifers. The
equation is of the form K = Cd l e (cm/sec), which is similar to the well-known KozenyCarman equation (Carman, 1937). However, in this case, the coefficient C, which was
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normally taken as a constant, is found to be a variable that depends on the nature of the
geological environment. It was established that C = 6.0 for unconsolidated and poorly
cemented sandy materials, C = 3.8 for moderately consolidated/cemented rocks, and C = 2.0
for fairly well compacted and cemented rocks. It was reported that the estimates obtained
from this method compared favorably with those determined from pumping test methods.
Several other examples are also available (Masch and Denny, 1966; Mishra et al., 1989;
Temples and Waddell, 1996).
As mentioned above, borehole logs and pumping tests are the primary sources of
information for subsurface hydraulic properties. The magnitude and distribution of
hydraulic conductivity at a given borehole location can be derived by combining the
information in borehole logs with hydraulic conductivity values measured for core samples.
If the data are sufficient, three-dimensional distributions of hydraulic conductivity can be
generated using an appropriate stochastic interpolation method. In the second manuscript
(Appendix B), such an approach is applied to a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona to
characterize hydraulic-conductivity distributions using qualitative and quantitative geologic
borehole data.
Methods that identify the heterogeneous features of the subsurface system and
incorporate them into numerical models are essential for improving the description of
groundwater flow and contaminant transport. Three-dimensional models are increasingly
being used to study groundwater flow, which is fundamental to the study of transport
behavior of contaminants. These models, however, require accurate, detailed three-
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dimensional information about hydraulic conductivities, which is difficult to obtain.
Aquifer heterogeneity is often divided into core, field, and regional scales (e.g.,
Dagan, 1986). Information for all three scales is required to provide accurate analyses of
contaminant transport. The heterogeneity represented by the core-scale hydraulic
conductivities reflects small-scale stratigraphic features, within which permeability
variations are affected by bedding boundaries, the dominant primary sedimentary structures,
and upward coarsening or fining sequences. Various laboratory experiments can be used
to measure core-scale hydraulic conductivity, whose length scale is from centimeters to
decimeters. Geologic borehole logs can also provide information on the heterogeneity at this
scale. An approach has been proposed in this dissertation (Appendix B) for generating
three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distributions using geologic borehole-log data and
the permeability data measured for core samples (Zhang and Brusseau, 1998). However,
the core-scale hydraulic conductivities cannot be entered into large-scale groundwater
models directly because these values represent heterogeneity at scales that are typically
smaller than the mesh scales used. Some method of upscaling is needed because hydraulic
conductivity values have scale effect (Neuman, 1990).
Pumping tests are the primary source of quantitative information for field-scale
hydraulic conductivities. However, as mentioned before, the existing pumping-test
methodologies do not allow for the identification of small-scale subsurface heterogeneities
because they produce values that are averaged over a relatively large vertical and areal
extent. For a regional aquifer, the regional trends of hydraulic conductivity control the
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overall flow pattern and water head distribution. Long-term pumping tests using a
distribution of wells can be used to measure the regional-scale heterogeneity. In addition,
historic hydraulic head data help delineate regional hydraulic conductivity trends and
therefore are valuable for identifying large-scale patterns in heterogeneity, such as
preferential flow paths and flow barriers (Fogg, 1989; Gailey et al., 1991). The purpose of
the third manuscript (Appendix C) is to illustrate the integrated use of geologic borehole
logs, pumping-test data, and historic hydraulic data in the development of a threedimensional groundwater flow model that incorporates a representation of hydraulic
conductivity variability at multiple scales.
Nonideal Transport of Contaminants in Aquifers
The transport and fate of contaminants associated with industrial and commercial
operations, service stations, landfills, waste disposal facilities, and agriculture production
has become one of the major issues in the field of environmental, hydrological, and earth
sciences. Various lab and field experiments demonstrate that the transport of reactive
contaminants in natural porous media is characteristically nonideal. In addition to largescale spatially variable hydraulic conductivity, structured/locally heterogeneous porous
media, rate-limited sorption/desorption, nonlinear sorption, spatially variable sorption, and
rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid are among the most common processes/factors
that contribute to the nonideal transport of reactive contaminant in aquifers. Transformation
reactions, and multicomponent solutions and facilitated transport may also be responsible
under certain conditions.
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A structured or heterogeneous flow domain at the local scale (— 10 - 1 m) can result
in nonideal transport. The existence of regions of smaller hydraulic conductivity within the
flow domain creates a spatially variable velocity field, with minimal flow and advection
occurring through the small-conductivity domains. Because of the small advective flux,
these domains act as sink/source components, with rate-limited diffusional mass transfer
between the advective and nonadvective domains causing dispersion of the solute front.
These sink/source regions can take various forms, including the internal porosity of
aggregates, dead-end pores, the bulk matrix of fractured media, and the small hydraulic
conductivity microlayers or laminae typically found in aquifers of sedimentary origin. The
temporal effects of the structured or local-scale heterogeneity are the observed early
breakthrough and long tailing on the breakthrough curves. The spatial effect is the increased
apparent dispersion for contaminant plumes.
The impact of hydraulic conductivity variability on transport is often discussed in
terms of the "scale effect", wherein the apparent dispersivities increase with the scale of the
system for which they were measured (Gelhar et al., 1992). A tremendous amount of
research has demonstrated that the macrodispersion or full-aquifer dispersion, observed for
field scale transport of nonreactive solute is primarily a result of large-scale hydraulic
conductivity variability (Gelhar et al., 1979; Molz et al., 1983). The general effect of
macrodispersion is similar to the nonideal transport caused by structured porous media.
However, they are different in magnitude. Lee et al. (1988) reported a dispersivity of 0.045
cm, representing the contribution of hydrodynamic dispersion, for columns homogeneously
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packed with aquifer material. At the scale of a discrete level within the aquifer, a
dispersivity of 0.7 cm was measured for data collected with multilevel point sampling of a
field tracer experiment (Pickens and Grisak, 1981). The difference between this value and
the laboratory value represents the effect of local heterogeneities. The full-aquifer
dispersivity of 50 cm, derived from a small two-well tracer test with depth-integrated
sampling, represents the effect of macrodispersion.
Research has shown that sorption/desorption of organic chemicals by aquifer
materials can be significantly rate limited (Wood et al., 1990; Ball and Roberts, 1991;
Brusseau et al, 1991). The nonequilibrium is considered to be caused primarily by
constrained intrasorbent diffusion for low-polarity organic compounds, while rate-limited
specific chemical reactions (chemisorption) is important for polar organic compounds.
Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have shown that rate-limited
sorption/desorption can cause nonideal transport. This nonideality can take the form of
asymmetrical breakthrough curves exhibiting early breakthrough and tailing, as well as
decelerating plumes (temporally increasing the values of retardation factor). A phenomenon
that is closely associated with rate-limited sorption/desorption is the so-called "contaminant
aging", i.e., contaminants that have been in contact with porous media for long times are
much more resistant to desorption, extraction, and degradation. The field-based
observations and laboratory experiments showed that measured values of desorption rate
coefficients have been observed to decrease with increasing time of contact prior to
desorption (Coates and Elzerman, 1986; Putz, 1997; Lamoreaux, 1999).
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Although numerous lab experiments have shown that sorption is often linear for lowpolarity organic compounds, nonlinear isotherms are the norm rather than the exception for
many polar chemicals. The nature of the isotherm is influenced by properties of the sorbent
and the solution in addition to those of the solute. Freundlich isotherm is frequently chosen
for describing the sorption isotherms of organic compounds. It is well known that nonlinear
sorption can cause asymmetrical breakthrough curves and concentration-dependent
retardation factors (Brusseau and Rao, 1989).
Because of the heterogeneity of subsurface systems, it is logical to expect sorption
to be spatially variable. Depending on the form of spatial variability, nonuniform sorption
may cause nonideal transport. Spatially variable sorption leads to spatial variation in
retardation to contaminant movement. This differential-front advancement will lead to the
observation of increased dispersion at a depth-averaged sampling point down-gradient of
the source. The impact of spatially variable sorption on transport was thought to be of
secondary importance in comparison to the effect of spatially variable hydraulic
conductivity (Smith and Schwartz, 1981). However, a recent study on the nonideal
transport of reactive organic solutes at Borden site has revealed that a near-field trend of
increasing sorption capacity was a primary cause of the deceleration of the centers of mass
of the organic-solute plumes (Brusseau and Srivastava, 1997).
Immiscible liquids may exist in portions of the contaminated subsurface at many
hazardous waste sites. When an immiscible liquid moves through a porous medium, a
fraction of the liquid can become entrapped due to capillary forces, thereby forming a
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residual saturation. Very large hydraulic gradients are usually required to displace the
residual quantities of immiscible liquid (Hunt et al., 1988). Therefore, the presence of
residual immiscible liquids in aquifer can serve as long-term sources of contamination as
they slowly dissolve into aqueous phase. This liquid-liquid mass transfer may become rate
limited as the immiscible liquid saturation decreases (Imhoff et al., 1994) or under high
groundwater flow velocity conditions typically encountered during the field pump-and-treat

remediation (Powers et al., 1992, 1994). Rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquids can
produce long tailing for the elution curve, thus greatly increase the time required to remove
the contaminant mass from aquifer.
As discussed above, a number of factors can potentially influence the transport of
reactive contaminants, especially at the field scale (Goltz and Roberts, 1986; Mackay et al.,

1986; Tompson, 1993; Brusseau, 1994; 1998). However, it may be expected that only a few
of the many factors will control transport behavior for a given system (Brusseau and
Srivastava, 1997; 1998). The majority of the published work related to quantitative analysis
of nonideal transport of reactive contaminants in porous media has focused on laboratory
and small field scales (Brusseau, 1994, 1998). Quantitative identification and evaluation
of nonideal transport factors at regional scales has been understandably rare, given the
complexity and lack of information associated with larger scales. However, the quantitative
analysis of regional-scale contaminant transport behavior is essential for understanding the
transport and fate of contaminants in the subsurface, and for effective risk assessment and
abatement.
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The purpose of the last manuscript (Appendix D) is to identify and evaluate the
factors and processes responsible for the nonideal transport behavior exhibited by a large
chlorinated-solvent associated plume during a large-scale pump-and-treat operation at a
Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona. A three-dimensional mathematical model is developed
to account explicitly for various nonideal factors and processes that might control the
transport and removal of the contaminant. Information for determining model input was
obtained from laboratory and field characterization studies.

Site Background
Since most of the research work presented in this dissertation is closely related to
a real site, a brief description of the site conditions is necessary.
Site History

Our study site is Air Force Plant 44 (AFP-44) site, which is part of the Tucson
International Airport Area Superfund site, in southern Tucson, Arizona. Groundwater
contamination occurred in the area due to storage and disposal of several industrial
chemicals. The site was placed on the National Priority list in August 1983 in response to
the detection of trichloroethene (TCE) in several wells (U.S. EPA, 1995). A large,
composite, multiple-source plume was found to exist in the upper portion of the regional
aquifer, which is the primary source of potable water for the city. The contaminants include
trichloroethene, trichloroethane, dichloroethene, xylene, toluene, benzene, chloroform, and
hexavalent chromium (Mock et al., 1985). TCE was found to be the most widespread
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contaminant in the upper aquifer and occurs at the highest concentration levels.
Contaminants entered the subsurface by seepage from pits and ponds used to dispose of
organic solvents, including TCE, during the late 1950's to mid 1970's. The TCE plume was
approximately 13 km 2 in 1985 and the concentrations ranged from less than the detection
limit of 0.5 ug/L to thousands of ug/L.
In April 1987, a large pump-and-treat project was initiated by the Hughes/Raytheon
Missile Systems Company (Hughes) and the U. S. Air Force (USAF) to remediate the
southern part of the plume, which was approximately 5.5 km long and 1.0 km wide. The
pump-and-treat system consists of 24 extraction wells, 20 injection wells, about 50
monitoring wells, and groundwater treatment facilities. It has been very effective at
containing the plume and decreasing its size. By 1996, the size of the plume delineated by
TCE concentrations greater than 100 gg/L had been decreased in area by 96% (Hughes,
1996). As of April 1998, approximately 8,000 Kg of TCE had been removed from the
groundwater (Hughes, 1998). The average monthly TCE concentrations in the composite
extracted groundwater (the "influent") entering the treatment plant was reduced from 350
1g/L in 1988 to approximately 100 gg/L in 1991. However, the contaminant removal rate
has remained relatively constant since 1991, and the influent TCE concentrations continue
to remain at about 100 .tg/L. This is illustrated by the extensive tailing of the observed
TCE elution curve presented in Figure 1. In addition, concentration rebound has been
observed for extraction wells located within the source zones.
Regional Geology and Hydrogeology
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The site is located in the Tucson Basin, which is underlain by several thousand feet
of alluvial sediments interbedded locally with volcanic flows, agglomerates, and tuffaceous
sediments. The aquifer system at the site is comprised of alluvial formations that are very
heterogeneous in the vertical and horizontal directions. The system can be divided into four
regional hydrogeologic units (Hargis and Montgomery, Inc., 1982): (1) an unsaturated zone
extending to the water table, located at — 35 - 40 m below land surface (BLS); (2) an upper
aquifer, which is our study aquifer, extending to — 60 - 65 m BLS; (3) an aquitard unit
extending to about 110 m BLS; and (4) a lower aquifer, which extends from the base of the
aquitard unit to unknown depth. Figure 2 shows a schematic vertical profile of the geologic
conditions of the system.
The upper aquifer, in which the TCE plume resides, consists of sand and gravel
lenses/layers separated in some areas by clayey sediment ranging in thickness from one
meter to seven meters. Its saturated thickness ranges from less than 15 m to more than 20
m. The lower aquifer is composed of clayey sand with lenses of gravelly and sandy clay.
The aquitard unit is predominately comprised of clay and sandy clay, but occasionally
include thin lenses of sand and gravel. In the unsaturated zone, a — 6 - 12 m thick laterally
extensive clay or sandy clay unit located at — 20 - 25 m BLS overlies the upper aquifer.
This unit is largely discontinuous and, while it confines the upper aquifer at some locations,
groundwater occurs primarily under unconfined conditions in the upper aquifer. In the
lower aquifer, however, groundwater is under confined conditions. Potentiometric head in
the lower aquifer is — 20 - 40 m lower than the water level in the upper aquifer (Mock, et
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al., 1985). Pumping-test data reveal great heterogeneity in the permeability of the aquifers.
The hydraulic conductivity values for the upper aquifer range between 0.09 and 82.30 m/d,
with a mean value of 24.20 m/d. The regional flow is from southeast to northwest. The
natural hydraulic gradient before the remediation operation began was about 3%0.

Explanation of Dissertation Format
This dissertation consists of two chapters ("Introduction" and "Present Study"), four
manuscripts (appendices A - D), and three FORTRAN source code lists (appendices E - G).
The first manuscript (appendix A) was part of the UA/Hughes/USAF project report; the
second (appendix B) has been published in Ground Water; and the other two (appendices
C and D) have been submitted for peer review. The first source code (appendix E) is a
three-dimensional generalized kernel estimator (GKE3D); the second (appendix F) is a
three-dimensional finite element groundwater flow model (UAF10w3D); and the third
(appendix G) is a three-dimensional multiprocess- finite element contaminant transport
model (UASolute3D). The basic components of the flow and transport models have been
benchmarked using MODFLOW and MT3D (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988; Zhang et al.,
1996). The user manual and benchmark report are available (Montgomery & Assoc. Inc.,
1998a, 1998b). I am responsible for planning and performing the studies presented in each
manuscript and writing all the source codes.
My major advisor, Dr. Mark L. Brusseau, helped me to decide on the area of
research presented in this dissertation. He has provided much help and insight in model
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conceptualization, and results interpretation. He has also offered many editorial comments
and corrected my English grammar errors during the preparation of each manuscript.
The geologic borehole-log data, pumping test data, and historic hydraulic and
concentration data were obtained, with the kind help of Martin Barackman, from the
Hughes/Raytheon database and Tucson Water. Many parameter values for model input
were obtained from laboratory- and field- site characterization experiments conducted by
a few colleagues in our research group. They are: Katy Kilroy, Nicole Nelson, Denise Putz,
Kalpana Gupta, and Renee Lamoreaux.
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CHAPTER 2. PRESENT STUDY

The approaches, results, analyses, and conclusions of this study are presented in the
four manuscripts appended to this dissertation. Most of the results are based on the data
from a "pump and treat" remediation that has been in operation since 1987 at Air Force
Plant 44 (AFP-44) site (a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona) to clean up a regional aquifer
contaminated by chlorinated solvents. The site background information has been described
in Chapter 1. The following is a summary of the most important findings in the dissertation,
which are contributing to the present understanding of subsurface heterogeneity
characterization and contaminant transport.

Summary
Quantitative characterization of the hydraulic conductivities of aquifers is of
fundamental importance to the study of groundwater flow and contaminant transport in
aquifers. Many methods have been developed to interpolate between directly measured
hydraulic properties or direct geologic observations of sediment types and data that
incorporate geologic, hydrogeologic, and geophysical information to create representative
models of the subsurface. A good method can help to obtain the best estimates at
unsampled points. The kernel-estimator approach is a nonparametric statistical
methodology based on kernel function estimation for stochastic subsurface characterization.
It was developed for assessing the probability of the occurrence of a high or low
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permeability zone at a particular location in an aquifer using borehole-log information. It
takes full advantage of the spatial characteristics of the borehole-log data because the nearly
continuous information on the vertical at each borehole is treated differently from and
integrated with the sparse information in the horizontal. It is also applicable to statistically
nonstationary systems. The present study extends the kernel-estimator approach, which is
restricted to binary data as input. The generalized kernel-estimator approach, conversely,
can accept actual parameter values as input data and, therefore, can produce threedimensional distributions of the parameter.
Geologic borehole-log data, which are generally available for most sites, can provide
local stratigraphic information of a three-dimensional nature. However, they are usually
qualitative, providing information on textures rather than hydraulic conductivity values
which are required by the generalized kernel estimator for generating three-dimensional
distributions of hydraulic conductivities. To fill this gap, the present study provides an
approach that entails a three-step procedure. First, the lithological information contained
in all the borehole logs are classified into 12 representative texture classes, each of which
represents a certain particle-size distribution. Second, a quantitative relationship between
hydraulic conductivity and texture is developed using data obtained from cores collected
from the field site, and then the texture-based borehole-log data are transformed into
hydraulic conductivity values. Third, the generalized kernel-estimator approach is used to
generate three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distributions using the transformed
borehole-log data. The results from an application to the AFP-44 site are considered
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reasonable based on the good agreement between the simulated permeability distributions
for five cross sections and the corresponding hydrogeologic cross-sectional maps.
The three-dimensional permeability distribution, which has been generated using
geologic borehole logs and permeability data for core samples, however, cannot be entered
into large-scale groundwater models directly because these permeability values represent
heterogeneity at scales that are typically smaller than the mesh scales used in the models.
The scale effect of hydraulic conductivities should be considered. The present study
presents an approach that illustrates the integrated use of geologic borehole logs, pumpingtest data, and historic hydraulic data in the development of a three-dimensional groundwater
flow model that incorporates a representation of hydraulic conductivity variability at
multiple scales. In this approach, the core-scale hydraulic conductivity values are averaged
within each mesh element and the elemental values, are scaled upward so that the vertically
averaged value at each location matches the field-scale value estimated from pumping test(s)
conducted at that location, while maintaining the same relative vertical distribution of
permeability. Then, this initial field-scale distribution is adjusted through the calibration
of a three-dimensional groundwater flow model using historic hydraulic data, which helps
to delineate regional-scale hydraulic-conductivity trends. An application to the AFP-44 site
shows a good match between simulated and observed conditions, as demonstrated by the
scatter diagrams of simulated water heads versus observed values for all monitoring wells
and the comparison of the simulated flow field with the observed head values. The
frequency distribution of the final estimated hydraulic conductivity field is consistent with
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that obtained from the pumping tests, which were distributed on the site relatively
uniformly. This indicates that the generated three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity
distribution is realistic.
Even with this detailed three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution, a
three-dimensional solute transport model considering only large-scale spatial variability of
hydraulic conductivity still cannot simulate the extensive tailing exhibited by the composite
groundwater TCE elution curve from the site. This indicates that some other potentially
responsible nonideal physical and chemical processes/factors, such as local-scale
heterogeneity, rate-limited sorption/desorption, nonlinear sorption, and rate-limited
dissolution of immiscible liquid, should be examined. The majority of the work related to
quantitative analyses of nonideal transport of reactive contaminants in porous media have
been seen in literature focusing on laboratory and small field scales. In the present study,
these analyses focus on regional plume scales, which has rarely been seen. Various factors
are evaluated using a three-dimensional multiprocess- solute transport model specifically
developed for the site. The values for almost all of the input parameters of the model were
obtained independent of the historic concentration data being simulated so that the
simulations are quasi-predictive in nature. Based on the analyses, it is found that, while
large-scale spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity and rate-limited desorption have
significant impacts on TCE transport, the rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid is
most likely the primary cause of the extensive nonideal transport behavior observed at the
site. The impact of the nonlinear sorption and the local-scale heterogeneity on TCE removal
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appears to be insignificant.

Concluding Remarks of the Dissertation
This study makes several contributions to the methods for quantitative
characterization of subsurface heterogeneity and to the understanding of processes/factors
controlling the large-scale transport and removal of contaminants in subsurface. These new
findings have applications to advanced site characterization and remediation of
contaminated sites, where heterogeneity is ubiquitous.
At most sites, the primary sources of information for physical characterization of
subsurface systems are geologic borehole logs, pumping-test data, hydraulic responses of
the system, and sometimes geophysical information. Because of the inherent complex
heterogeneity of the subsurface, we should try to take full advantage of the available data
for site characterization to obtain the best results. It is unlikely that the results from an
advanced method without sufficient data support will be better than those obtained from a
conventional method with greater data support. Geologic borehole logs, which are generally
available for any site, are often not fully used in the development and calibration of
groundwater flow models. With the approaches proposed in this study, an integrated use
of all the geologic borehole logs, pumping-test data, and hydraulic data for heterogeneity
characterization is made possible.
"Pump and treat" is currently the most widely used remediation technique for
contaminated aquifers. A number of processes/factors may potentially contribute to its
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reduced efficiency at some point. However, only a few of the many processes/factors will
control the ultimate contaminant removal rate. For our application, the rate-limited
dissolution of residual immiscible liquid appears to be the most likely controlling process.
Based on the simulations, the influent TCE concentrations would be at around 20 [tg/L
rather than 100 gg/L in 1998 if there were no immiscible liquid existing in the source areas.
For the future remediation operations, the efforts should be focused on the source areas
while containing the whole plume at the same time.
The three-dimensional multiprocess- contaminant transport model can be used not
only for the quantitative analysis of processes/factors controlling the nonideal transport
behavior, but also for the prediction of the effects produced by different pumping scenarios
on contaminant removal so that an optimal remediation plan can be made. The model has
taken various physical and chemical parameter values obtained from a series of laboratory
and field site-characterization experiments. This study has helped in transferring the
understanding of processes/factors controlling the contaminant transport in porous media
from laboratory- and field- to larger scale systems.
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Abstract
A generalized kernel-estimator method for quantitative characterization of
subsurface heterogeneity using borehole-log data is presented in this paper. The method
takes advantage of the special attributes of borehole-log data (i.e., nearly continuous in the
vertical direction, but sparsely distributed in the areal plane), and is applicable to statistically
non-stationary systems. Our work extends the approach presented by Ali and Lall [1996],
which accepts only binary data as input. The new method, conversely, can accept actual
parameter values as input data and, therefore, can produce three-dimensional distributions
of the parameter. This method is applied to two synthetic data sets, and the results are
compared to those obtained with the original method and to the results produced by a
kriging method.
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Introduction

Complex heterogeneity is characteristic of subsurface environments, in which
aquifer-aquitard systems typically consist of discontinuous lenses or layers of different
permeability, size, and geometry. Subsurface characterization efforts that identify the
heterogeneous features of the system are essential for improving the description of
groundwater flow and contaminant transport. However, the subsurface can not be viewed
in its entirety. Rather, it is usually observed through a series of drilled boreholes, which
imposes constraints on our ability to accurately characterize the subsurface.
As discussed recently by Koltermann and Gorelick [1996], many methods have been
developed to interpolate between directly measured hydraulic properties or direct geologic
observations of sediment types (so called "hard data") and data that incorporate geologic,
hydrogeologic, and geophysical information (so called "soft data") to create representative
models of the subsurface. They grouped these methods into three categories: structureimitating methods, process-imitating models, and descriptive methods. Structure-imitating
methods include spatial statistical algorithms and geological based sedimentation patternmatching approaches. Process-imitating models include aquifer model calibration methods
and geologic process models. Descriptive methods combine geologic observations with
facies relations to divide an aquifer into zones of characteristic hydraulic properties. The
most widely used of the first category are the kriging-based methodologies, such as ordinary
kriging, cokriging, universal kriging, intrinsic kriging, and indicator kriging [Journel and
Huijbregts, 1978; Issaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Deutsch and Journel, 1992; Johnson and
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Dreiss, 1989; Ritzi Jr. , et al. , 1994]. The non-kriging based methodologies, such as
simulated annealing [Deutsch and Cockerham, 1994], Bayesian-Markov chains [Rosen and
Gustafson, 1996], fractional Levy motion [Painter, 1996], and the kernel estimator [Ali and
Lall, 1996] have, however, begun to receive attention.
Kriging is a group of linear estimation techniques that minimize the error-variance
for unsampled values and automatically match measured values. Second-order statistical
stationarity is typically assumed during the derivations of some of the kriging formulae.
Kriging-based methods have generally been considered superior to other interpolation
methods. However, as recently discussed by Ali and Lai! [1996] and Koltermann and
Gorelick [1996], kriging does have weaknesses that make it less appealing for certain
situations. First, the assumption of statistical stationarity is often not valid in real systems
because the depositional process in sedimentary environments may often be nonstationary
[Merriam, 1976], especially at the regional scale where there are definite trends in
heterogeneity [Anderson, 1989]. Modifications of lcriging to consider such trends include
universal kriging and moving-window techniques. However, the data requirements for these
procedures are great and the optimal selection of moving windows is difficult [Ali and Lall,
1996]. The requirement of statistical stationary is relaxed in intrinsic kriging in which it is
assumed that the variance of the first-order increments of the interested parameter is finite
and the increments are second-order stationary. Second, the conditioning (exact
interpolator) of kriging is only true when the nugget is zero. However, the nugget can be
as high as 70% of the sill due to data noise and sampling sparsity [Ali and Lall, 1996].
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Third, the distributions generated by kriging methodologies are sensitive to the
semivariogram function used in the generation process. For example, a Gaussian
semivariogram produces an image that is more continuous and has less small-scale
variability than one produced with a spherical semivariogram. The fact that kriging is
sensitive to the semivariogram function is an advantage of this method if the measured data
are less noisy and more reliable. However, it may be difficult to determine an accurate
three-dimensional semivariogram from the available field data. Its misrepresentation can
negate the benefit of incorporating the spatial correlation information.
The characteristics of borehole-log data (nearly continuous in the vertical but sparse
in the horizontal) makes the use of kriging-based methodologies uncertain for
characterizing subsurface heterogeneity. Kriging can yield satisfactory results if the degree
of spatial correlation is high. Unfortunately, the sparsity of borehole sampling often results
in a very weak correlation structure. Furthermore, the nearly continuous vertical sampling
at each borehole contrasts with the sparse horizontal sampling and can dominate and bias
the selection of the semivariogram, which is critical to kriging as discussed above [Ali and
Lall, 1996]. Accordingly, the selected semivariogram may provide inaccurate information
on the three-dimensional correlation structure of aquifer properties.
The kernel-estimator approach presented by Ali and Lall [1996] for stochastic
subsurface characterization is a nonparametric statistical methodology based on kernel
function estimation. It was developed for assessing the probability of the occurrence of a
high or low permeability zone at a particular location in an aquifer using borehole-log
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information. Materials are classified using a binary indicator function defined as 0 or 1 for
a low or high permeability material, respectively, as is done in the indicator kriging.method.
The estimated value at each point is formed as a local weighted average of the indicator
function values that lie within an averaging interval of the point. Observations closer to the
point are weighted higher using a kernel function. The averaging strategy was designed to
accommodate the vertical continuity of borehole data. No discretization of the spatial
domain beyond the available data resolution is needed for this approach, as opposed to
indicator kriging. The nearly continuous information in the vertical at each borehole is
treated differently from and integrated with the sparse information in the horizontal [Ali and
Lall, 1996]. Hence, the kernel-estimator method takes full advantage of the spatial
characteristics of the borehole-log data. This method may be a better alternative than
kriging when conducting subsurface characterizations using borehole-log data, which are
usually the most readily available sources of information for subsurface properties. Another
attractive aspect of this method is that no assumption of statistical stationarity is made in its
development, which means that it is applicable to statistically nonstationary systems, which
may be the norm rather than the exception for sedimentary environments.
As discussed by the developers of the original kernel-estimator method, it is
restricted to two types of materials. The borehole-log data were classified as a binary
sequence corresponding to a high permeability material called "sand" (indicator = 1) and
a low permeability material called "clay" (indicator = 0). The advantage of this approach
is that it can combine soft data with hard data, as done in indicator kriging, to indicate the
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likelihood of occurrence of extreme-value geologic features. However, it is not possible to
discriminate among gravel, sand, and clayey sand, or among silt, sandy clay, and clay. All
materials must be classified as either "sand" or "clay", which clearly is a major limitation.
Thus, the original kernel-estimator method can not be used to construct detailed
pe ineability distributions for input into groundwater flow and contaminant transport
models. A direct consideration of multiple material types is required to obtain a more
representative description of three-dimensional spatial distributions of hydraulic properties.
In this paper, the kernel-estimator method is generalized to quantitatively
characterize subsurface heterogeneities in a more realistic way. Any number of material
types or continuous variables can be considered, allowing it to generate three-dimensional
continuous spatial distributions of hydraulic properties using qualitative and quantitative
borehole-log data. Two synthetic site characterization problems are used to test the
application of the method.

Formulation of a Generalized Kernel-Estimator Method

The following generalized kernel-estimator method is based on the original kernelestimator method presented by Ali and Lall [1996]. However, there are two major
differences. First, the present method can accept actual parameter values representing
aquifer properties, such as hydraulic conductivity, porosity, bulk density, or contaminant
concentration. Second, the data can be classified into any number of categories. The output
of the method will be a continuous three-dimensional distribution of the parameter. The
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analysis of indicator values, as was done in the original kernel-estimator method, can be
considered as a special case of the generalized kernel-estimator method. The common
logarithm of hydraulic conductivity is used in the following method formulation because
hydraulic conductivity is the most useful hydraulic parameter for describing subsurface
heterogeneity and its magnitude can vary by orders of magnitude in alluvial sedimentary
environments.
The weighted average of the parameter values within a prescribed neighborhood of
an estimation point (x, y, z) is given by:
s(x, y, z) = 2"i=1 Ù I (.) Œ g (.)

(1)

where s is the common logarithm of hydraulic conductivity (log loK); n is the total number
of boreholes; co i (. ) is a function representing the relative contributions from borehole logs
that lie within some horizontal averaging interval (called horizontal bandwidth) of the
estimation point:
Rh[ui(x,y,z)]

E n= 1 R h [uj(x "
y z)]

(2)

where Rh is a bisquare kernel function used in the horizontal, taking the form of
/ and R 1g (u)=0 if 1u11>1; U l (X,Y,Z) is the normalized distance

R h (u)=0. 9375 (1 u 12) 2 if
-

between the estimation point (x,y,z) and the borehole i at elevation z, i.e. , u i
(x,y)/b h.z, with r, (x,Y)=1 0c 42+(Y Y)21° 5 and b k , is bandwidth or averaging interval in the
-

-

-
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horizontal at elevation z. The a, (. ) function represents the contribution of a vertical
averaging interval of width 2b, 1 centered at elevation z at borehole i to the estimate of
s(x,y,z):

a (.)1
b

rz+b„,,si()Rvwzadc

.

(3)

where R, is the bisquare kernel function used in the vertical, taking the same form as Rh;
q, (z, 0 is the normalized vertical distance between C and z at borehole i, i. e. , q (z, 0= (zC)/b,, with b,, being the bandwidth or averaging interval in the vertical at borehole i; s, (()
is the logarithmic value of hydraulic conductivity at borehole i and elevation C.
The shape of kernel function does not significantly affect the mean square error
(MSE) of estimate [Scott, 1992]. Different kernels can be made equivalent in terms of MSE
by appropriately varying the bandwidth. It is desirable to base the choice of the kernel
function on other considerations. The kernel functions adopted in this study gives good
differentiability and continuity of the resulting estimation.
The vertical bandwidth b„, and the horizontal bandwidth 47, have to be selected
using an optimization algorithm before the parameter values at each point can be calculated.
The selection of bandwidth is very important because it represents a tradeoff between bias
and variance of the estimate, and because some of the local correlation structure in the data
is implicitly accounted for during this selection process [Ali and Lall, 1996]. The procedure
used to select the vertical bandwidth in the new method is different from that used in the
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original kernel-estimator method, which involved a modified version of Maximum
Likelihood Cross Validation (MLCV). The Least Square Vertical Cross Validation
(LSVCV) approach is used herein to account for the fact that parameter values do not vary
exclusively between 0 and 1, as they do for the original kernel-estimator method. Only one
vertical bandwidth is selected for each borehole. In this procedure, a value for a.

b 1, 6.)

is calculated with Eq. (3) for the midpoint elevation zk of each interval of thickness
at borehole i, using all the layers at that borehole except that of zk . An objective function
is used to minimize the sum of the squares of the differences between a b 1, 6) and the
measured s, (z ) over the whole length of the borehole:

V(b

=

mi

n E nk.1 1 [cc i (z k , b v, 1,8) -s i (zdf

(4)

where m, is the number of intervals of thickness 8 at borehole i.
The procedure for the horizontal bandwidth selection is the same as in the original
kernel-estimator method. They are calculated at each elevation z where a parameter
estimation is needed using the Least Squares Horizontal Cross Validation approach. Only
the objective function is provided here:
Mb h,z ) = min 47: 1

[a i (z) s i (z, b h,(5)
-

where ; is the number of borehole logs with observation at elevation z.
The NELDER algorithm [Koester and Mize, 1973] is used to obtain the optimal
values of the bandwidths. The vertical bandwidths for each borehole were calculated
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followed by the calculation of horizontal bandwidths at each elevation. Most of the CPU
time during the method application is spent on bandwidth selection.

Applications
The generalized kernel-estimator method is applied to two synthetic site
characterization case studies. The first case is a control situation, taken from the first
example in the work published by Ali and Lall [1996]. This application is focused on
comparing the original kernel-estimator method to the present one. The second case study
is a synthetically generated multi-layered field of hydraulic conductivities, each layer of
which conforms to a log-normal distribution. One additional purpose of the second
application is to compare the hydraulic conductivity distribution simulated by the
generalized kernel-estimator method to that obtained with a kriging method.

1. Control Situation
In this control situation, simulated "boreholes" are sampled from a sedimentary
environment for which a specific sand unit has a known probability distribution of
occurrence prescribed as follows:
p(x,y,z)=

5

if r

p(x,y,z)=1 if r>](6)

where
r= (x/a) 2 +(y/b) 2 +(z/c) 2 and jx1  a;

b; 0  z.s-- c.

The values of a, b, and c are 250, 250, and 75 m, respectively. Cross-sectional views
of this system along x and y directions are shown in Figure la. One hundred and forty-four
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"boreholes", each of which is 80 m deep, were emplaced at equally spaced locations (on a
40 x 40 in 2 grid) in this system. Samples were collected and analyzed at a 1-m vertical
discretization for each borehole. A total of 11,520 1-m sampling sections were analysed.
Restricted by the binary classification of sample data used in the original kernelestimator method, each 1-m sampling section is assigned a value of 1 if the probability
calculated by Eq.(6) is higher than a threshold, which is a uniform random number between
0 and 1, and 0 otherwise, i.e. :

P (, 11,C)=0

If P (,r1,C)  u

P (,T1,C)= 1If P (,1- ,)>u

(7)

where (,ri,() is the midpoint of the sampling section; u is the threshold value. The reason
for using a uniform random number within [0,1] as the threshold is to preserve more
information for the probability of sand occurrence. If a constant threshold is used, however,
it is not possible to discriminate values larger or smaller than the threshold because values
larger than the threshold are replaced by 1 and those smaller are replaced by 0. As a result,
substantial information concerning the real distribution is lost. In the generalized kernelestimator method, sampling data are no longer restricted to binary form. Rather, they are
the actual values of the probability p (,ii,) calculated directly from Eq.(6).
The generalized kernel-estimator method was applied to this field to estimatep(x,y,z)
at each estimation point on a 10 m x 10 m x 10 m grid within the domain. Results are
illustrated in Figure lb. Comparing Figure lb with Figure la, we see that the simulated
probability distribution of sand occurrence is similar to the real distribution. The results
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obtained with the original kernel-estimator method are not as good as those obtained with
the generalized method (compare Figures 1 c to la and lb). For the original method, the
calculated values may be higher than real values at some points and lower at other points.
Improved distributions can be obtained with the original method if a number of realizations
are produced and averaged. However, much more computational effort is needed for this
approach than is required for the generalized kernel-estimator method.
One major difference between the original and the new method that was ignored in
this application is that, unlike the original method, which can accept only binary data, the
present method can accept actual values with any number of categories. This difference will
be illustrated in the next case study. In addition, it should be noted that the same code for
the generalized kernel-estimator was used to calculate the results for the original method
because the generalized kernel-estimator is reduced to the original kernel-estimator when
a binary classification is used.
2. Synthetic Multi-Layer Aquifer System
A synthetic multi-layer aquifer system with a high degree of heterogeneity was used
to test the ability of the generalized kernel-estimator method to accurately simulate the
three-dimensional distributions of hydraulic conductivities for such systems. Although
statistical anisotropy exists in the whole system, the hydraulic conductivity at each location
is isotropic. The hydraulic conductivities within each layer are log-normally distributed,
with a mean value (logK,) and a standard deviation (o ) for each layer, which can be
described by (Xu, 1993):
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logK = logK i + a i (Ej7=1 Ri -n/2)/Vn/12 (8)

where RI is a uniform pseudo-random number between 0 and 1, and n=12 is sufficient for
most cases. The hydraulic conductivity values generated by Eq.(8) are not completely

uncorrelated, based on the fact that the randomness of R1 is controlled by the R; s which

are pseudo-random numbers in implementation. Therefore, spatial correlation within each
layer was weak to account for the fact that the areal sparsity of borehole sampling often
results in a very weak correlation structure.
With the above assumptions, a total of six layers were created for the system.
Selected properties of the layers (from top to bottom) are listed in Table 1. The areal extent
of the aquifer system is 1000 x 600 m 2 and the total thickness is 240 m. The true hydraulic
conductivity distribution generated by Eq. (8) with parameters in Table 1 is shown in Figure

2, from which it is clear that the aquifer system is highly heterogeneous and weakly
correlated within each layer. The hydraulic conductivities span a range of about 10 orders
of magnitude, with low permeability lenses embedded in high permeability layers and vice

versa. Accurately characterizing such a system based on a limited number of borehole-log
data is a difficult challenge because of this high degree of heterogeneity and the weak
correlation structure in each layer.

The method will be applied to two sets of data to examine the influence of sample
size. The first sample consists of 50 "boreholes" and the second sample consists of an
additional 250 boreholes (c.f. Figure 3). Each borehole is randomly located and spans the
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entire thickness of 240 m. Hydraulic conductivities were measured at 5-m intervals in each
borehole. The generalized kernel-estimator method was applied to estimate the hydraulic
conductivity distribution on a 20m by 20m by 5m grid in x, y, and z directions, respectively.
Results for the first and second sample sets are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b,
respectively.
For results based on the first sample set (Figure 4a), the general pattern of the
simulated distribution is similar to the real distribution (c.f. Figure 2b). For example, the
occurrence of three low permeability layers interspersed with three relatively high
permeability layers is evident. However, the structures are smeared in the simulated
distribution because the 50 boreholes are not sufficient to capture the detailed features of the
system. With 300 boreholes for the second sample set, the simulated distribution (Figure
4b) provides a much improved representation of the actual distribution. Scattergraphs were
generated for the two sample sets to quantitatively compare the estimated and real
distributions. A 2000-point randomly selected subset of the 50 x 30 x 48 estimation points
were used to create the scattergraphs. The points for the first sample set (Figure 5a) are
more dispersed from the equality line than are those for the second sample set (Figure 51)),
as expected.
For comparison, the original kernel-estimator method was applied to the system. As
was done in the first case study, the threshold u was chosen as a uniform random number,
which is between -9.0 cm/sec and -1.0 cm/sec in this case based on the range of values in
the aquifer system (see Figure 2). The simulated probability distribution of the occurrence
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of "sand" is shown in Figure 6. For the first sample set (Figure 6a), the heterogeneity in the
horizontal direction is not represented satisfactorily due to the sparsity of data. The
representation of heterogeneity in the horizontal direction is better for the second sample set
(Figure 6b), although it is not as good as that simulated by the generalized kernel-estimator
method (Figure 4b). If the random threshold had been chosen within a more narrow range
around the value of -5.0 cm/sec rather than within the current wide range of [-9.0, -1.0]
cm/sec, the heterogeneity representation could have been better. It is clear from Figure 6
that, unlike the generalized kernel-estimator method, the original method can not provide
quantitative distributions of hydraulic properties. The distribution of permeability indicators
in Figure 6 does provide information on the occurrence of extreme-value units, but it can
not be used as input for groundwater flow and contaminant transport simulations.
The generalized kernel-estimator method was compared to kriging[Davis, 1986], a
widely used geostatistical method. Kriging as implemented in TECPLOTO (Amtec
Engineering, Inc. ) was used for this purpose. The implicit variogram used is y(h) = 3a' log
'hi (the De Wijs's model). Results are shown in Figure 7a and Figure 7b for the first and
second data sets, respectively. Figure 8 shows the three-dimensional views of the hydraulic
conductivity distributions based on the second sample set. It appears that the generalized
kernel-estimator method is better able to simulate heterogeneities and layering than the
kriging method, which is illustrated by comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 2a. To compare
with the real distribution, the second sample set was used to generate hydraulic conductivity
distributions (Figure 8). The layering of this multi-layer heterogeneous system is not
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represented as well by kriging. Boundaries between permeable and less permeable layers
are sharp and clear for the distribution obtained with the generalized kernel-estimator
method (Figure 8a). However, boundaries between layers with permeability differences of
several orders of magnitude are not clear and sharp for the kriging-based distribution (Figure
8b). The reduced capability of kriging in this case may be, in part, due to the weak
correlation structure within each layer. Given that the sparsity of borehole sampling often
leads to a very weak correlation structure, the general kernel-estimator method would appear
to warrant consideration.

Conclusions
The generalized kernel-estimator method extends the application of the original
kernel-estimator method to the use of actual data values that can be classified into any
number of categories. The new method can be used to develop quantitative, threedimensional distributions of material properties based on borehole-log data. The
generalized kernel-estimator method appears to be preferable to kriging methods when
quantitative characterization of subsurface heterogeneities is based on borehole logs because
it is specially designed to accommodate the attributes of borehole-log data, which are nearly
continuous in the vertical direction, but are sparsely distributed in the areal plane. The
sparsity of borehole sampling can result in a very weak spatial correlation structure. The
application of kriging to the multi-layer subsurface system with weak correlation structure
shows that it does not perform as well as the new method, by which the layering of the
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system is represented satisfactorily. However, for some other systems when significant
statistical spatial correlation exists among measured data, there is no guarantee that the
generalized kernel-estimator method can be better than kriging.
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Table 1. Hydrogeologic Properties of the Layers in the Synthetic Multi-Layer System

layer ID# material description thickness (m) log Ki (cm./sec) o i (cm/sec)

1

clayey sand and silt

50

-4.0

2.0

2

sandy clay with

20

-6.0

3.6

50

-2.0

1.0

30

-7.0

2.1

lenses of sand

3

sand, gravel, and
some silt

4

clay with some
lenses of fine sand

5

silty clayey sand

50

-3.5

1.8

6

unweathered clay

40

-8.0

1.6
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Abstract
The focus of this paper is the characterization of three-dimensional hydraulic
conductivity distributions using qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole data. We
illustrate an approach that entails a three-step procedure, where lithologie information
reported in the borehole logs is first classified into texture classes. Representative hydraulic
conductivity values are then calculated for each texture class using a correlation relating
measured lithologie and hydraulic data from core samples. The generalized kernel-estimator
method, which can take full advantage of the characteristics of borehole-log data and is
applicable to statistically non-stationary systems, is used thereafter to generate the threedimensional distributions of hydraulic conductivity. An application using borehole data
from a trichloroethene (TCE) contaminated Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona is presented
and used to test the proposed methodology. The simulated hydraulic-conductivity
distributions appear reasonable and the simulated permeability distributions for five cross
sections agree well with the hydrogeologic cross-sectional maps. The use of mean
permeability indicators for differentiating zones of high and low permeability is also
investigated.
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Introduction
Hydraulic properties of aquifers vary spatially as a result of the complex geologic
processes through which they are formed and altered. Spatial variability of the hydraulic
properties leads to spatially variable pore-water velocities, which can significantly influence
contaminant transport in the subsurface. Numerous investigators have commented on the
importance of incorporating heterogeneity into studies of groundwater flow and contaminant
transport (e.g., Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Guven et al.,
1986; Brusseau, 1994). Characterizing the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity is
critical to the accurate representation of flow and transport. Unfortunately, complete,
three-dimensional information about hydraulic conductivity is not readily available at the
field scale. Therefore, the spatial distributions are estimated using whatever limited data
are available (e.g., geologic borehole-logs, pumping-test data, and geophysical logs).
At most sites, the primary sources of information for subsurface hydraulic properties
are geologic borehole logs and pumping tests. Pumping tests produce values that are
averaged over a relatively large vertical and areal extent and are, therefore, of limited use
for characterizing the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity. As discussed by Ali and
Lall (1996), existing pumping-test methodologies alone are inappropriate for the
identification of subsurface heterogeneities because they focus on the estimation of
large-scale average hydraulic parameters, and the aquifer response to pumping is damped
and smoothed over the discontinuities in the hydraulic conductivity. However,
pumping-test data are useful for calibrating three-dimensional hydraulic-conductivity
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distributions obtained using other approaches.
Borehole-log data, which are generally available for any site, can provide local
stratigraphic information of a three-dimensional nature. However, borehole logs are usually
qualitative, providing information on texture rather than hydraulic conductivity. Several
methods based on correlations between hydraulic conductivity and texture are available to
transform the qualitative information obtained from borehole logs into representative
hydraulic conductivity data. For example, Uma et al. (1989) presented a new statistical
grain-size method for evaluating the hydraulic conductivity of granular aquifers. The
equation is of the form K = Cd 102 (cm/sec), which is similar to the well-known
Kozeny-Carman equation (Carman, 1937). However, in this case, the coefficient C, which
is normally taken as a constant, is found to be a variable that depends on the nature of the
geologic environment. It was established that C = 6.0 for unconsolidated and poorly
cemented sandy materials, C = 3.8 for moderately consolidated/cemented rocks, and C = 2.0
for fairly well compacted and cemented rocks. It was reported that the estimates obtained
from this method compared favorably with those determined from pumping test methods.
Several other examples are also available (Masch and Denny, 1966; Mishra et al., 1989;
Temples and Waddell, 1996).
As mentioned above, borehole logs and pumping tests are the primary sources of
information for subsurface hydraulic properties. The magnitude and distribution of
hydraulic conductivity at a given borehole location can be derived by combining the
information in borehole logs with hydraulic conductivity values measured for core samples.
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If the data are sufficient, three-dimensional distributions of hydraulic conductivity can be
generated using an appropriate stochastic interpolation method. In this paper, such an
approach will be applied to a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona to characterize
hydraulic-conductivity distributions using qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole
data.

Field Site
The aquifer system at the site is comprised of alluvial formations that are
heterogeneous in the vertical and horizontal directions. The system can be divided into four
regional hydrogeologic units from top to bottom as shown in Figure 1 (Hargis and
Montgomery, Inc., 1982): (a) an unsaturated zone extending to the water table, located at
—34 - 40 m below land surface (BLS); (b) an upper aquifer extending to — 61 - 67 m BLS;
(c) an aquitard unit extending to about 107 m BLS; and (d) a lower aquifer. The upper
aquifer, in which a trichloroethene (TCE) plume resides, consists of gravelly sand with some
clayey sand and sandy clay. Its saturated thickness ranges from less than 15 m to more than
23 m. The lower aquifer is composed of lenses of sand and gravel interspersed within
clayey sand and sandy clay. The aquitard unit is comprised of a thick layer of clayey
sediments. In the unsaturated zone, a — 6 - 12 m thick laterally extensive clay or sandy clay
unit located at — 23 -26 m BLS, overlies the upper aquifer. This unit is largely
discontinuous and, while it confines the upper aquifer at some locations, groundwater occurs
primarily under unconfined conditions in the upper aquifer. Groundwater is under confined
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conditions in the lower aquifer. Potentiometric head in the lower aquifer is —18 - 37 m
lower than the water level in the upper aquifer (Mock et al., 1985).
Figure 2 shows the location of the 250 geological boreholes within the site
boundaries. Most of the boreholes (144) were completed in the upper aquifer, and are about
61 m deep. Some of the boreholes (89) were completed in the vadose zone, and are about
30 m deep. The remaining boreholes (17) penetrate into the lower aquifer and are about 122
m deep. Each borehole log contains the borehole name, the depth intervals, material
descriptions and the corresponding USCS formation codes. About 85% of the boreholes are
located between the two dashed lines, an area for which more accurate simulations are
expected. Also shown in the figure are three geological cross-sections that will be used to
help evaluate the simulated distributions.
Pumping tests were conducted in about 80 wells in the upper aquifer. The hydraulic
conductivity values determined from these tests range between 1.1x10' and 9.5x 1Y
cm/sec, with a mean value of 2.8x10' cm/sec. Eighty-five percent of these values are
within [3.0x10 -3 , 9.0x10-2 ] cm/sec (see Figure 3). For the lower aquifer, the hydraulic
conductivity values span a range of 1.1x10' to 1.1x10 2 cm/sec, with a mean value of
2.2x10 em/sec. It is clear from Figure 3 that, at most locations, the permeabilities in the
upper aquifer are higher than those in the lower aquifer.

Approach
The approach for characterizing three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity
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distributions using qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole data at the site consists of
several steps. First, the lithological information contained in the borehole logs are classified
into 12 representative texture classes, with each class assigned a USCS (Unified Soil
Classification System) code representing a certain particle-size distribution (Soil
Classification Handbook, 1986). Second, a quantitative relationship between hydraulic
conductivity and texture is developed using data obtained from cores collected from the
field site. Third, the generalized kernel-estimator method is used to generate
three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distributions using the transformed borehole-log
data. The estimated hydraulic conductivity value at each point is formed as a local weighted
average of the available transformed hydraulic conductivity values that lie within an
averaging interval of the point.
As discussed previously, abundant borehole-log data are available for the site.
However, the borehole-log data provide only a qualitative description of the formation
materials within certain intervals of a core and its formation code, which is based on the
USCS system. No direct information on the particle-size distributions is available. This
problem is circumvented by grouping the lithologie characterizations into 12 representative
classes (see Table 1), with each class being assigned a certain weight percentage of clay, silt,
sand, and gravel according to the USCS formation code definitions (Soil Classification
Handbook, 1986). Various numbers of classes were evaluated and 12 classes was found to
be optimal. Using less than 12 texture classes provides insufficient characterization,
whereas it becomes difficult to distinguish among larger numbers of classes. Once the
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formation descriptions have been transformed, an equation relating hydraulic conductivity
to texture can be applied to the 12 classes to calculate their respective logarithmic hydraulic
conductivities.
The hydraulic conductivity - texture correlation equation was obtained using
particle-size distributions and saturated hydraulic conductivities measured for 30
samples obtained from a core collected within the upper aquifer at the site. A summary of
the measured data is given in Table 2. The following nonlinear regression equation was
obtained for these data:

log lo K= 1.854 - 9.640x10 -2 *(CL%) 5.936x 10 -1 *(SL%)" - 3.478x 10 -2 *(SD%) - 4.196><10 -1 *(GV%)"

(1)

where log io K is the common logarithm of hydraulic conductivity in cm/sec; CL%, SL%,
SD%, and GV% are weight percentages of clay, silt, sand, and gravel, respectively. The
other factors that may affect the magnitude of hydraulic conductivity, such as porosity and
bulk density are not explicitly shown in the equation, but are implicitly incorporated because
they are also related to texture.
A scattergraph of calculated versus measured hydraulic conductivity values indicates
that Eq.(1) provides reasonable estimates of hydraulic conductivity. Cloase inspection of
Figure 4, however, reveals trends in the residuals. For most of the low permeability (log loK
<-5 cm/sec) samples, the calculated values are greater than the measured. Conversely, for
most of the high permeability (log io K> -5 cm/sec) samples, the calculated values are
smaller than the measured. This may be caused by the non-uniform distribution of the
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samples, i.e., the majority of the samples fall into the high permeability range. Equation (1)
is considered applicable to the other borehole logs based on the similarity of depositional
environments.
The generalized kernel-estimator method is applied to estimate the distribution of
hydraulic conductivity values for the site (4,877 x 4,572 x 152 m 3 ), using a 87 m x 81
m x 3 m grid.This method is a modification of the original kernel-estimator method
presented by Ali and Lall (1996), which was developed for stochastic subsurface
characterization based on kernel-function estimation using borehole-log information.
Parameter calculation at each estimation point is formed as a local weighted average of
observed parameter values that lie within an averaging interval of the point. Using a kernel
function, observations closer to the point are weighted higher, whereas those further away
are weighted less. The averaging strategy is designed to accommodate the special attributes
of the borehole data (i.e., continuity in the vertical direction and sparsity in the horizontal).
This method takes full advantage of the spatial characteristics of the borehole-log data and
no assumption of statistical stationarity is made in its development.
There are two major differences between the modified method and the original
kernel-estimator methods (Zhang and Brusseau, 1996). First, unlike the original method,
which can only take binary input data, the modified method can accept any parameter value.
Second, the data can be classified into any number of categories for the modified method,
compared to the binary classification used in the original method. With these two new
features, the generalized kernel-estimator method can be used to generate three-dimensional
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distributions of hydraulic conductivity using borehole-log data.

Results and Discussion
The simulated three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic conductivity is shown in
Figure 5, which is useful for visualizing the strata in the system and their variations in space.
A large degree of heterogeneity can be observed for this alluvial aquifer system. There is
a distinct layer of high permeability (indicated by light shading) located between 720 m and
750 m to 760 m above MSL. This zone corresponds to the upper aquifer. Some
discontinuous low permeability lenses (indicated by dark shades) are imbedded within this
layer. A thick layer of low permeability can be observed between 680 m and 720 m to 730
m above MSL. This corresponds to the aquitard unit separating the upper and the low
aquifers. The results at the northeast side and southwest corner of the domain should be
viewed with caution because there are insufficient borehole logs in these areas (c.f. Figure
2) to obtain reliable information.
To examine if the simulated three-dimensional spatial distribution of hydraulic
conductivity is an accurate representation of the site, distributions along three cross-sections
A-A', B-B', and E-E' (c.f. Figures 6b, 7b, 8c and 8d) are compared to the corresponding
hydrogeological cross-sectional maps developed by Hargis and Associates, Inc. (1985) (c:f.
Figures 6a, 7a, 8a and 8b).The locations of the three cross sections are shown in Figure 2.
The three maps were made based on the hydrogeologists' interpretation of the borehole logs
data and their understanding of the geological and hydrogeological conditions at the site,
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and are also uncertain. Examination of Figures 6 to 8 reveals that the simulated
cross-sectional hydraulic conductivity distributions compare favorably with the
corresponding hydrogeological cross-sectional maps.
Inspection of Figures 6 to 8 reveals high permeability materials at a certain depth for
one location and low permeability material at the same depth for another location. It is
difficult to discriminate geologic layers in such a complex heterogeneous subsurface system.
However, layer differentiation is required during the design of a remediation system, is
necessary for conceptualization of layered models, and is useful for vertical
domain-discretization for mathematical modeling. For example, it is not good practice to
locate an element across different layers because the hydraulic property in the element is
supposed to be constant in a numerical model.
The correspondence among the USCS formation code, particle weight percentages,
representative hydraulic conductivities, and permeability indicators for the 12 classes of
materials are presented in Table 1. Hydraulic conductivities range from 1 0 -5 to 10 -4 cm/sec
for high permeability materials (i.e., sand and gravel), are about 10 -6 cm/sec for silt, and
about 10 -8 5 cm/sec for clay. A threshold value of log io K = -5.0 cm/sec can be used to
separate the 12 classes of materials into two categories: those with log lo K> -5.0 cm/sec
(high permeability, indicator = 1) and those with log io K < -5.0 cm/sec (low permeability,
indicator = 0). The permeability indicators developed in this manner can be used to
quantitatively discriminate geologic layers. This binary data classification scheme is
consistent with one of the schemes presented by Johnson and Dreiss (1989), which is based
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on interpretations of the USCS system for the binary classification of borehole data into
high and low hydraulic conductivity regions.
The indicator method is applied to the subdomain (bounded by dashed lines) shown
in Figure 2. Simulated hydraulic conductivities are considered more reliable within the
subdomain because of the greater density of borehole logs. The value of the permeability
indicator (either 0 or 1) at each grid point in the subdomain is assigned according to the
estimated hydraulic conductivity value at the point using the threshold of log lo K = -5.0
cm/sec. The indicators for all the points at a specific elevation are then analyzed to
determine their mean and standard deviation. The variation of the mean permeability
indicator, and the corresponding deviations, with elevation are shown in Figure 9. A large
mean indicator indicates that generally high permeability materials are dominant at this
elevation, and vice versa. A deviation smaller than the mean indicator indicates a less
heterogenous zone at the elevation, whereas a larger deviation indicates a more
heterogeneous zone.
Figure 9 clearly shows several geologic layers at the site: vadose zone, upper aquifer,
aquitard unit, and low aquifer. The vadose zone and the aquitard unit appear to be more
heterogeneous than the upper and lower aquifers.Interestingly, two relatively permeable
layers separated by one less permeable layer are shown within the upper aquifer. They
correspond to the upper and lower zones of the upper aquifer, and the local confining layer
between them (c.f. Figure 1). The permeability of the upper zone is shown to be higher than
that of the lower zone. These results are consistent with the available hydrogeologic cross
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sections and pumping-test data.
As shown above, the aquifer system at the site consists of several geologic layers.
However, it is clear through the previous discussion that each layer is not uniform in
composition. For example, gravel, sand, and clayey sand are dominant in the upper aquifer,
in which lenses of clay and sandy clay are imbedded. High permeability layers may merge,
become thinner, or even disappear at some locations. These layers control the migration of
the TCE plume. Conversely, the low permeability lenses provide retention domains for
TCE and, therefore, are likely to become long-term sources of contamination during the
operation of the remediation systems. In Figure 9, a low permeability layer can be observed
between the vadose zone and the upper aquifer. Such a layer could shield the aquifer from
contaminants introduced on the land surface or into the vadose zone. However, examination
of Figures 6 to 8 reveals the presence of "windows" of high permeability within this layer.
These preferential pathways may have been partially responsible for the development of the
groundwater plume.

Conclusions

Geological borehole-log data and pumping-test data are the primary sources of
information for subsurface hydraulic properties.For sites where pumping-test data are
scarce, the borehole logs are the only basis for site characterization and for model
calibration. Typically, however, they are not fully used because of their qualitative nature
and their uncertainty in the interpretation of hydraulic properties. For example,
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borehole-log data may be used for model conceptualization, but they are not directly
incorporated into numerical models.
An approach for generating three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distributions
using qualitative and quantitative borehole-log data was illustrated in this paper. Several
steps are involved in this approach. Lithologic information reported in the borehole logs
is first classified into texture classes. Representative hydraulic conductivity values are then
calculated for each texture class using a correlation relating measured lithologie and
hydraulic data from core samples. The generalized kernel-estimator method is used
thereafter to generate the three-dimensional distribUtions of hydraulic conductivity.
Classification systems other than the USCS can be used in the first step, such as the
ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) system, which is quite similar to
USCS. Twelve texture classes appears to be sufficient for differentiating formation
materials for a sedimentary system. Difficulty in assigning particle weight percentages to
each texture class may arise if more classes are used. In deriving the relationship between
hydraulic conductivity and texture from core sample measurements in the second step, it is
desirable that core samples be taken from various boreholes and at different depths to
decrease the uncertainty of the correlation equation.It is preferable to use different
correlation equations for different areas in the domain if sufficient data are available for
each area. The generalized kernel-estimator method, rather than kriging, is used to generate
hydraulic conductivity distributions because the kernel-estimator method is specifically
designed to accommodate the special attributes of borehole-log data, and because it is
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applicable to statistically non-stationary systems.
Application of the approach to a field site in Tucson appeared to produce satisfactory
results. For example, the hydraulic conductivity distributions generated for the three cross
sections within the study area matched the corresponding hydrogeological cross-section
maps. The concept of the mean permeability indicator was used to quantitatively
differentiate geologic layers in this complex heterogeneous subsurface system. These
approaches should prove useful for planning remediation activities and for developing
mathematical models at this and other sites.
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Table 1. USCS formation codes, Particle Weight Percentages, Representative
Hydraulic Conductivities, and Permeability Indicators
USCS

particle

code*

clay

GW

weight

percentage

(%)

logK

permeability

silt

sand

gravel

(cm/sec)

indicator

5

5

20

70

-4.157

GP

5

5

15

75

-4.106

GM

5

15

15

65

-4.827

GC

15

5

15

65

-4.819

SW

5

5

75

15

-4.191

SP

5

5

70

20

-4.267

SM

5

15

65

15

-4.814

SC

15

5

65

15

-4.806

ML

10

70

10

10

-5.749

MH

15

70

10

5

-5.843

CL

70

15

10

5

-8.476

CH

75

15

5

5

-8.784

1

0

* G, gravel; S, sand; M, silt; C, clay; W, well graded (i.e., poorly sorted); P, poorly graded;
L, low plasticity; H, high plasticity.
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Table 2. Summary of Lithologic and Hydraulic Data From Core M-73
sample

depth BLS particle weight percent.

(%)

K (cm/sec)

number

(m)

clay

silt

sand

gravel

R3

36.9

18

31

49

2

1.0e-6

S3

37.2

12

40

48

0

2.0e-5

T3

37.8

9

22

69

0

3.0e-5

U3

38.4

9

15

64

12

1.0e-6

V3

39.0

20

42

37

0

2.0e-5

W3

39.6

31

53

16

0

9.0e-7

X3

40.5

22

64

14

0

2.0e-6

Y3

41.1

13

57

30

0

2.0e-5

Z3

41.8

23

56

21

0

2.0e-6

A4T

42.1

16

33

51

0

2.0e-5

A4U

42.2

25

37

38

0

8.0e-6

A4M

42.4

13

19

60

8

7.0e-5

A4L

42.5

16

16

63

5

3.0e-6

B4T

42.7

14

12

67

6

1.0e-5

B4U

42.8

14

11

69

6

3.0e-5

B4M

43.0

2

6

29

63

4.0e-5

B4L

43.1

3

5

53

39

9.0e-5

C4

43.3

2

0

66

32

4.0e-5

D4U

43.9

3

0

54

43

9.0e-4

D4L

44.1

3

0

82

15

2.0e-3

E4

44.2

2

3

41

54

2.0e-4

F4

44.8

3

4

29

62

3.0e-4
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Tabel 2. (continued)
G4U

46.0

5

7

77

11

1.0e-4

G4M

46.3

3

0

60

37

3.0e-3

G4L

46.5

4

15

39

42

3.0e-6

H4U

46.6

12

32

41

15

6.0e-7

H4L

46.7

12

37

46

5

3.0e-6

14

46.9

17

30

52

1

5.0e-7

J4

47.5

14

37

49

0

3.0e-5
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Abstract
The focus of this paper is to develop a three-dimensional representation of aquifer
hydraulic conductivity variability, using geologic borehole-log data, pumping-test data, and
historic hydraulic data, that will improve the simulation of groundwater flow and
contaminant transport. Several scales of heterogeneity (i.e., core, field, and regional scales)
are included in the detailed representation, which is critical for the prediction of contaminant
transport. Our approach entails a three-step process. First, a three-dimensional hydraulic
conductivity distribution is generated using geologic borehole-log data and permeability
data measured for core samples. Second, the core-scale hydraulic conductivity values are
scaled upward so that the vertically averaged value at each location matches the field-scale
value estimated from pumping tests conducted at that location, while maintaining the same
relative vertical distribution. Third, the initial field-scale distribution obtained from the
above two steps is then adjusted through the calibration of a three-dimensional flow model
using historic hydraulic data, which helps to delineate regional-scale hydraulic-conductivity
trends. A Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona, is used to illustrate the application of our
approach. A good match between simulated and observed conditions was obtained, as
demonstrated by the scatter diagrams of simulated water heads versus observed values for
all monitoring wells and the comparison of the simulated flow field with the observed head
values. The frequency distribution of the final estimated hydraulic conductivity field is
consistent with that obtained from the pumping tests, indicating that the estimated threedimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution is realistic.
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1. Introduction

Spatial variability of hydraulic properties (e.g., hydraulic conductivity) has a great
impact on water flow and contaminant transport in the subsurface. Numerous investigators
have commented on the importance of incorporating hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity
into numerical models. Methods that identify the heterogeneous features of the subsurface
system and incorporate them into numerical models are essential for improving the
description of groundwater flow and contaminant transport. Three-dimensional models are
increasingly being used to study groundwater flow, which is fundamental to the transport
behavior of contaminants. These models, however, require accurate, detailed threedimensional information about hydraulic properties, which is difficult to obtain.
Aquifer heterogeneity is often divided into core, field, and regional scales (e.g.,
Dagan, 1986). Information for all three scales is required to provide accurate analyses of
contaminant transport. The heterogeneity represented by the core-scale hydraulic
conductivities reflects small-scale stratigraphie features, within which permeability
variations are affected by bedding boundaries, the dominant primary sedimentary structures,
and upward coarsening or fining sequences. Various laboratory experiments can be used
to measure core-scale hydraulic conductivity, whose length scale is from centimeters to
decimeters. Geologic borehole logs can also provide information on the heterogeneity at this
scale. An approach was proposed for generating three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity
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distributions using geologic borehole-log data and the permeability data measured for core
samples (Zhang and Brusseau, 1998). However, the core-scale hydraulic conductivities
cannot be entered into large-scale groundwater models directly because these values
represent heterogeneity at scales that are typically smaller than the mesh scales used.
Pumping tests are the primary source of quantitative information for field-scale
hydraulic conductivities. However, the existing pumping-test methodologies do not allow
for the identification of small-scale subsurface heterogeneities because they produce values
that are averaged over a relatively large vertical and areal extent. For a regional aquifer,
the regional trends of hydraulic conductivity control the overall flow pattern and water head
distribution. Long-term pumping tests using a distribution of wells can be used to measure
the regional-scale heterogeneity. In addition, historic hydraulic head data help delineate
regional hydraulic conductivity trends and therefore are valuable for identifying large-scale
patterns in heterogeneity, such as preferential flow paths and flow barriers (Fogg, 1989;
Gailey et al., 1991). The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the integrated use of geologic
borehole logs, pumping-test data, and historic hydraulic data in the development of a threedimensional groundwater flow model that incorporates a representation of hydraulic
conductivity variability at multiple scales.

2. Field Site

Our approach will be presented using a specific field application as illustration.
Thus, a brief review of the hydrogeologic conditions of the field site is necessary. The field
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site (Figure 1) is a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona (Leake and Hanson, 1987).
Groundwater contamination resulted from the storage and disposal of several industrial
chemicals. Trichloroethene (TCE) has been found to be the major contaminant at the site.
Pump-and-treat technology has been used at the site since April 1987.
The aquifer system is comprised of alluvial formations that are very heterogeneous
in the vertical and horizontal directions. The system can be divided into four regional
hydrogeologic units from top to bottom (Hargis and Montgomery, Inc., 1982): (1) an
unsaturated zone extending to the water table, located at — 34 - 40 m below land surface
(BLS); (2) an upper aquifer, which is the focus of our study, extending from 61 to 67 m
BLS; (3) an aquitard unit extending to about 107 m BLS; and (4) a lower aquifer extending
to unknown depth. Figure 2 shows a schematic vertical profile of the geologic conditions
of the system. The upper aquifer consists of gravelly sand with some clayey sand and sandy
clay. Its saturated thickness ranges from less than 15 m to more than 23 m. The lower
aquifer is composed of lenses of sand and gravel interspersed within clayey sand and sandy
clay. The aquitard unit is comprised of a thick layer of clayey sediments. In the unsaturated
zone, a — 6 - 12 m thick laterally extensive clay or sandy clay unit located at — 23 - 26 m
BLS overlies the upper aquifer. This unit is largely discontinuous and, while it confines the
upper aquifer at some locations, groundwater occurs primarily under unconfined conditions
in the upper aquifer. Groundwater is under confined conditions in the lower aquifer.
Potentiometric head in the lower aquifer is — 18 - 37 m lower than the water level in the
upper aquifer (Mock, et al., 1985).
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The locations of a total of 250 geological boreholes used for this research are shown
in Figure 1. Eighty-nine boreholes were completed in the vadose zone, and are about 30 m
deep. Seventeen boreholes penetrate into the lower aquifer and are about 122 m deep. Most
of the boreholes were completed in the upper aquifer, and are about 61 m deep. Among the
remediation wells in the upper aquifer, 24 wells are for extraction and 20 wells are for
injection. The total amount of groundwater extracted from and injected into the upper
aquifer during the period April 1987 through December 1995 was about 48 and 50 million
cubic meters, respectively. In addition, there are 7 city wells located south of the site and
their total pumpage from the upper aquifer is about 36 million cubic meters during the same
period. Approximately fifty monitoring wells were drilled and screened in the upper aquifer
to monitor the variations of water levels and the concentrations of contaminants.
Hydraulic conductivities of the upper aquifer vary areally and vertically. The
hydraulic conductivity values determined from pumping tests range between 0.09 and 82.30
m/d, with an arithmetic mean value of 24.20 m/d. The specific yield ranges from 0.05 to
0.25 for the upper 70 m of sediments (Dames &Moore, 1990). The direction of regional
flow is from southeast to northwest. The natural hydraulic gradient before the remediation
operation began was about 0.003. The infiltration rate from precipitation is approximately
6 mm/year, and the infiltration rate from the Santa Cruz River is about 15 mm/year.

3. Approach
The approach consists of several steps. First, a three-dimensional hydraulic
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conductivity distribution is generated using geologic borehole-log data and the laboratory
measured values obtained for core samples. In the second step, a three-dimensional fieldscale hydraulic conductivity distribution is obtained by upscaling the core-scale hydraulic
conductivity distribution obtained in step one. This scaling is done such that the vertically
averaged value at each location is equal to the field-scale value (estimated from pumping
tests) at the same location, while maintaining the relative vertical distribution of
permeabilities. In step three, this initial field-scale hydraulic conductivity distribution is
calibrated using a three-dimensional flow model and historic water head data. This step
allows consideration of regional-scale characteristics. The details of the approach are
elaborated below.
3.1. Characterize Core-Scale Variability of Hydraulic Conductivity
A three-dimensional core-scale hydraulic conductivity distribution was obtained
using qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole-log data, as discussed in our previous
research (Zhang and Brusseau, 1998), with a three-step approach:
(1) classify the lithological information obtained from geologic borehole-logs into
12 representative texture categories. A total of 250 boreholes were used in the analysis.
Each borehole log contains borehole name, depth intervals, material descriptions and the
corresponding USCS (Unified Soil Classification System) formation code that represents
a certain particle-size distribution. Various numbers of texture categories were evaluated
and 12 categories was found to be optimal qualitatively. Using less than 12 categories
provides insufficient characterization, whereas it becomes difficult to distinguish among
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larger numbers of categories.
(2) establish a correlation between laboratory measured core-scale hydraulic
conductivities and texture. The hydraulic conductivity values for about 30 core samples,
which were collected during the construction of a monitoring well, were measured in the
laboratory using the falling-head approach. Particle analyses were also conducted to obtain
the weight-percentage distributions of particles for the core samples. A nonlinear regression
equation was obtained between the logarithmic hydraulic conductivity and the weightpercentages of clay, silt, sand, and gravel for the sediments of the aquifer system. The
equation was considered applicable to the other borehole logs based on the similarity of
depositional environment.
(3) generate a three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution using a
geostatistical method. A generalized kernel-estimator method was used to estimate the

three-dimensional distribution. This method is an extension to the original kernel-estimator
method presented by Ali and Lall (1996), which was developed for stochastic subsurface
characterization based on kernel-function estimation using borehole-log information.
Calculation of the hydraulic conductivity value for each estimation point is formed as a local
weighted average of the measured values that lie within an averaging interval of the point.
The averaging strategy is designed to accommodate the special attributes of the borehole
data (i.e., continuity in the vertical direction and sparsity in the horizontal). This method
therefore can take full advantage of the spatial characteristics of the borehole-log data.
3.2. Upscale the Core-Scale Hydraulic Conductivities to the Field Scale
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First, an areal distribution of field-scale hydraulic conductivities is developed using
the values determined from pumping tests. Interpolation methods, such as kriging or
inverse-distance schemes, are useful for obtaining a rough initial estimation of the
distribution. Evaluation and adjustment of the distribution may be required to account for
data sparsity.
Second, the values of the three-dimensional core-scale hydraulic conductivities are
scaled upward so that the vertically averaged value at each location is equal to the fieldscale hydraulic-conductivity value at the same location, while preserving the same
permeability variability in the vertical direction. This is an "upscaling" procedure, in which
parameter values defined on a small scale of support are used to create effective values
related to a larger support. Subsurface fluid flow and transport simulations often require
parameter values defined on a support larger than that of typical measurements (Koltermann
and Gorelick, 1996).
The upscaling in this step can be described by the following equation using the
equivalent homogeneous approach (Yeh, 1998) when flow direction is parallel to the
stratifications:

*K
K Enz k m iEnz m
i

(1)

j =1—ii ifj=1 If

where K, is the vertically averaged field-scale hydraulic-conductivity value obtained from
pumping tests at location i; icy is the core-scale hydraulic-conductivity value from borehole-
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log data analysis at location i for mesh element j whose thickness is m u ; Ku is the upscaled
field-scale hydraulic-conductivity value at location i for mesh element j; nz is the number
of elements in the vertical direction at location i; and i = 1, 2,

ne, where ne is the number

of elements on the areal plane.
The resolution of the core-scale hydraulic conductivity values obtained in step one
is approximately 80 m x 80 m x 1.5 m for the upper aquifer. Due to the limitations of
computation resources, however, the size of the elements in the flow model is non-uniform,
with a range of 700 to 36,000 m 2 areally and 5 to 6 m vertically. Thus, before the upscaling
procedure, the core-scale values that fall within a mesh element are averaged to provide a
mean value for the element. The upscaling is then performed on the elemental core-scale
values.
We can see from the above discussion that, due to modeling constraints, the threedimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution incorporated in the flow model does not
have as high a resolution as that which the borehole-log data can support. However, it is
still greater than the resolution associated with the typical one-layer modeling approach, in
which only pumping-test data are used. Use of the borehole logs provides information about
the permeability variability at a scale that cannot be resolved by the pumping tests.
3.3. Flow Model Calibration
Because of the large areal size (49 km 2 ) of the aquifer in our study domain,
individual pumping-test data may not reflect regional trends in hydraulic conductivity.
Calibration of the flow model using the historic hydraulic head data is therefore used to
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modify the areal distribution of field-scale hydraulic conductivity obtained from the
pumping-test data.
Calibrating a three-dimensional, distributed hydraulic-conductivity model is
challenging because each element has an associated hydraulic conductivity value. We do
not have enough information to guide us in modifying the parameter values element by
element in the three-dimensional domain. Thus, modifications of the hydraulic-conductivity
values are made for groups of elements on the areal plane, with the range of possible values
bounded by the measured range. Using Eq.(1), the modified values are then partitioned at
those areas to the mesh elements of different depths according to the elements' relative
permeabilities, which have been determined from the analysis of the geologic borehole-log

data. With the adjusted three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic conductivity, the flow
model produces a new simulated flow field to compare with the observed. Rounds of the
flow model calibrations are performed in this trial-and-adjustment process until an optimal
fit between the simulated water heads and the observed values is achieved for all
observation wells and at all time steps. The objective function of the calibration is
expressed by
minznit i zino [h

_

h j)

,

2

(2)

where hdi,j) and h 00,j) stand respectively for the vertically averaged simulated and observed
water heads for observation well at time step i; nob and nt are the number of monitoring
)

wells and the number of time steps, respectively.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Characterization of the Hydraulic Conductivity Distribution
Although the upper aquifer is the aquifer of interest, the boreholes in the vadose zone
and in the lower aquifer were used as well to generate the three-dimensional distribution of
core-scale hydraulic conductivities for the entire aquifer system ranging from land surface
to approximately 140 m deep. Figure 3 shows the simulated permeability distribution along
a cross section A-A' (see Figure 1 for the location of A-A'). A large degree of
heterogeneity can be observed in this alluvial aquifer system. There is a distinct layer of
high permeability (indicated by light shading) located between 720 m and 750 m to 760 m
above MSL (mean sea level), which corresponds to the upper aquifer. Discontinuous low
permeability lenses (indicated by dark shading) are interspersed within this layer. A thick
layer of low permeability (i.e., the aquitard unit), between 690 m and 730 m above MSL,
separates the upper and the lower aquifers. Relatively high permeability lenses are
imbedded within this unit.
An areal distribution of field-scale hydraulic conductivities was determined using
data from about 80 pumping tests conducted in the upper aquifer. The initial distribution
produced with the inverse-distance-squared weighting approach is shown in Figure 4. The
extrapolated values of hydraulic conductivities at some areas, where few data points are
available, do not reflect the regional hydrogeological conditions at those areas. Therefore,
manual adjustment / postprocessing is performed on the areal distribution to create a
modified distribution of the field-scale hydraulic conductivities for the domain based on the
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pumping-test data, the understanding of the hydrogeological conditions, and the
groundwater level contour map before remediation operations at the site. This distribution
will be further adjusted during calibration of the three-dimensional flow model.
With the areal field-scale distribution, a three-dimensional field-scale hydraulic
conductivity distribution is obtained by scaling up the core-scale hydraulic-conductivity
values according to Eq.(1). As discussed before, the magnitude of the core-scale hydraulic
conductivities are modified so that each vertically averaged hydraulic-conductivity value
is equal to the field-scale areal value while keeping the relative permeabilities for different
depths unchanged.
4.2. Calibration of the Three-Dimensional Flow Model
The positions of the domain boundaries are chosen such that the extraction and
injection wells at the site have insignificant hydraulic influence on the boundaries. The
southeast and part of northwest boundaries are water-head boundaries (first-type) while the
northeast and southwest boundaries are treated as no-flow boundaries (second-type). The
top boundary is the water table with insignificant infiltration from precipitation and the
bottom boundary is the bottom of the upper aquifer, which is uneven and treated as a noflow boundary. The thickness of the aquifer varies areally, with an average value of about
20m.
The three-dimensional finite element mesh for the model domain is shown in Figure
5. A fine mesh is used for the TCE plume area, where the major pumping activities have
occurred. A coarse mesh is used for the surrounding area in the domain. A specific yield
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of 0.15 and a storage coefficient of 5.0x10 are used in the model. The flow conditions
at some places may change from confined to unconfined or vice versa due to the large total
extraction and injection rates used during site remediation activities.
Using the trial-and-adjustment approach of flow model calibration, a total of about
40 rounds of simulations were conducted until the calibration objective was reached. The
calibrated hydraulic conductivity values range from 0.02 m/day to 400 m/day. The
frequency distribution of the calibrated three-dimensionally distributed hydraulic
conductivities is shown in Figure 6(a). About 80% of the values fall within the range of [1.0
,100.0] m/day. The distributed hydraulic conductivity values span a wider range than the
values obtained from pumping tests (see Figure 6(b)) because the values produced from
pumping tests are vertically averaged values over a relatively large areal extent. However,
the mean values estimated from the two frequency distributions are essentially the same,
reflecting that the flow model calibration has been conditioned on pumping-test data.
Figure 7 shows the calibrated areal distribution of hydraulic conductivities, which has
embodied the changes made to the before-calibration distribution (cl. Figure 4). The
differences between this distribution and that presented in Figure 4 reflect, in part, regionalscale heterogeneities that were not captured by the pumping-test data and the geologic
borehole logs.
4.3. Groundwater Flow Simulation
A total of 105 time steps are used for the flow simulation, which covers the period
from 04/01/1987 to 12/31/1995. Each time step is one month long. Figure 8 shows the
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comparison of the simulated water heads with the observed values for all monitoring wells
at the end of the simulation period. Simulated and observed hydrographs for a few
representative monitoring wells (see Figure 1 for the well locations) are compared in Figure
9. Figurel 0 shows the simulated flow field for the plume area at the end of the simulation.
To evaluate the simulated water head distribution, the observed values at all monitoring
wells are posted in the figure. Based on the good match between the simulated and the
observed water heads, we conclude that the three-dimensional flow model is able to
simulated the complicated groundwater flow field in the aquifer while maintaining a set of
reasonable and realistic hydraulic conductivity values. This provides a basis for future
three-dimensional transport simulations.

5. Conclusion

Geologic borehole-log data, pumping-test data, and historic hydraulic data are three
primary sources of information for characterizing heterogeneous aquifer systems. Pumping
tests can produce values of hydraulic parameters for aquifers, such as transmissivities or
hydraulic conductivities. It is easy and therefore a common practice to incorporate them
into groundwater flow modeling due to their quantitative nature. However, because they
are averaged over a relatively large vertical and areal extent, pumping-test data alone are
insufficient for the requirements of three-dimensional models, which are increasingly used
to simulate groundwater flow and contaminant transport in the subsurface. Borehole-log
data, conversely, can provide local stratigraphic and textural information of a three-
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dimensional nature. However, they are not fully utilized for model conceptualization and
numerical simulation of groundwater flow because they are usually qualitative. The historic
hydraulic data can provide information about the large-scale structure of the aquifer system
through the responses of the system to various stresses, such as pumping, infiltration, etc.
Groundwater models can be used as a tool to simulate the aquifer responses by repeatedly
adjusting the aquifer structure that was conceptualized based on geologic borehole data,
pumping-test data, and other sources of information so that the final simulated aquifer
structure (in terms of three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution) mimics the
actual subsurface system.
The approach proposed in this paper incorporates the three primary sources of site
information, i.e., geologic borehole-log data, pumping-test data, and historic hydraulic data,
to produce detailed representations of hydraulic conductivity distributions, which include
aquifer heterogeneities at several scales (i.e., the core, field, and regional scales). The
approach is illustrated by an application to a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona. The
hydraulic conductivity distribution of the aquifer was successfully characterized, and a
three-dimensional simulation of the flow field was produced that matched well with the
observed hydraulic head data. The frequency distribution of the final distributed hydraulic
conductivity values in the flow model is consistent with that from the pumping tests,
indicating that our flow model calibration did not deviate from field data and that the threedimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution is representative of actual conditions.
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Abstract
"Pump and treat" is widely used for containment and remediation of groundwater
contaminant plumes. However, it is commonly observed that pump-and-treat systems begin
to exhibit reduced efficiency at some point. A number of factors and processes may
contribute to the reduced efficiency, among them being those associated with nonideal
transport behavior, such as subsurface heterogeneity, nonlinear, rate-limited
sorption/desorption, and rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid. We use numerical
modeling to analyze the regional-scale (-49 km' ) nonideal transport behavior of
trichloroethene in a contaminated aquifer undergoing pump-and-treat remediation. The
pump-and-treat system has been in operation for approximately 12 years, during which time
the composite concentrations of trichloroethene in the treatment plant influent have
decreased from greater than 300 lAg/L to about 100 gg/L. However, as is typically observed
elsewhere, the system is exhibiting extensive concentration tailing, wherein the
concentrations have remained relatively constant at about 100 gg/L for the last 8 years.
Various factors that may be contributing to this tailing phenomenon are evaluated using a
three-dimensional solute transport model specifically developed for the site, which is
located in Tucson, Arizona. The values for almost all of the input parameters of the model
were obtained independent of the historic concentration data being simulated. The hydraulic
conductivity field was generated using information obtained from borehole logs and
pumping tests, the sorption and local-scale mass transfer parameters were obtained from
laboratory experiments conducted with aquifer material collected from the site, and initial
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immiscible-liquid saturations were based on the results of partitioning tracer tests conducted
in a representative source zone at the site. Based on our analyses, we conclude that, while
rate-limited desorption and large-scale spatial variablity of hydraulic conductivity have
significant impacts on trichloroethene transport, the dissolution of immiscible-liquid
saturation associated with the source zones is most likely the primary cause of the extensive
concentration tailing observed at the site. The impact of nonlinear sorption and local-scale
mass transfer on trichloroethene removal appears to be insignificant.
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1. Introduction

The transport and fate of contaminants associated with industrial and commercial
operations, service stations, landfills, waste disposal facilities, and agriculture production
has become one of the major issues in the fields of environmental, hydrological, and earth
sciences. A number of factors can potentially influence the transport behavior of reactive
solutes in the subsurface [Roberts et al., 1986; Mackay et al., 1986; Tompson, 1993;
Brusseau, 1994; 1998]. However, it may be expected that only a few of the many possible
factors will control transport behavior for a given system [Brusseau and Srivastava, 1997;
1998]. The majority of the published work related to quantitative analysis of nonideal
transport of reactive contaminants has focused on laboratory and small field scales.
Quantitative identification and evaluation of nonideal transport factors at regional scales
has been understandably rare, given the complexity and lack of information associated with
larger scales. However, the quantitative analysis of regional-scale contaminant transport
behavior is essential for understanding the transport and fate of contaminants in the
subsurface, and for effective risk assessment and abatement.
The purpose of this research is to identify and evaluate the factors and processes
responsible for the nonideal transport behavior exhibited by a large chlorinated-solvent
plume during operation of a pump-and-treat system at a Superfund site in Tucson, Arizona.
A three-dimensional mathematical model is developed to account explicitly for various
nonideal factors and processes that might control the transport and removal of the
contaminant. Information for determining model input parameters was obtained from
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laboratory and field characterization studies.

2. Background

2.1. Site History
Our study site is part of the Tucson International Airport Area Superfund site, in
Tucson, Arizona [Leake and Hanson, 1987] . Groundwater contamination occurred in the
area due to storage and disposal of several industrial chemicals. The site was placed on the
National Priorities List in August 1983 in response to the detection of trichloroethene in
several wells [U.S. EPA, 1995]. A large, composite, multiple-source plume was found to
exist in the upper portion of the regional aquifer, which is the primary source of potable
water for the city. The contaminants include trichloroethene, trichloroethane,
dichloroethene, xylene, toluene, benzene, chloroform, and hexavalent chromium [Mock et
al., 1985]. Trichloroethene was found to be the most widespread contaminant in the upper
aquifer and occurs at the highest concentrations. Contaminants entered the subsurface by
seepage from pits and ponds used to dispose of organic solvents during the late 1950's to
mid 1970's. The trichloroethene plume was measured in 1985 to be approximately 13 km'
in area, with concentrations ranging from less than the detection limit of 0.5 ps/L to
thousands of m/L.
In April 1987, a large pump-and-treat project was initiated by the Hughes Missile
Systems Company (Hughes) and the U. S. Air Force (USAF) to remediate the southern part
of the plume, which was approximately 5.5 km long and 1.0 km wide (See Figure 1). The
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pump-and-treat system consists of 24 extraction wells, 20 injection wells, about 50
monitoring wells, and groundwater treatment facilities. It has been very effective at
containing the plume and decreasing its size. By 1996, the size of the plume delineated by
trichloroethene concentrations greater than 100 ii.g/L had been decreased in area by 96%
[Hughes, 1996]. As of April 1998, approximately 8,000 kg of trichloroethene had been
removed from the groundwater [Hughes, 1998]. The average monthly trichloroethene
concentrations in the composite extracted groundwater entering the treatment plant (referred
to as "influent (to the plant)" hereafter) was reduced from 350 pg/L in 1988 to
approximately 100 i.tg/L in 1991. However, the contaminant removal rate has remained
relatively constant since 1991, and the influent trichloroethene concentrations continue to
remain at about 100 j.ig/L. This is illustrated by the extensive tailing exhibited by the
trichloroethene elution curve presented in Figure 2A. In addition, concentration rebound
has been observed for extraction wells located within the source zones. Identification of the
factors responsible for this nonideal transport behavior and evaluation of their relative
impacts will be the focus of this paper.

2.2. Regional Geology and Hydrogeology
The site is located in the Tucson Basin, which is underlain by about 1000 m of
alluvial sediments interbedded locally with volcanic flows, agglomerates, and tuffaceous
sediments. The aquifer system at the site is comprised of alluvial formations that are
heterogeneous in the vertical and horizontal directions. The system can be divided into four
regional hydrogeologic units [Hargis and Montgomery, Inc., 1982]: (1) an unsaturated zone
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of thickness 35 - 40 m; (2) an upper aquifer, which is our study aquifer, extending to 60 65 m below land surface (BLS); (3) an aquitard unit extending to about 110 m BLS; and (4)

a lower aquifer, which extends from the base of the aquitard unit to unknown depth.
The upper aquifer, in which the trichloroethene plume resides, consists of sand and
gravel lenses/layers separated in some areas by clayey sediment ranging in thickness from

one meter to seven meters. The saturated thickness of the upper aquifer ranges from less
than 15 m to more than 20 m. The lower aquifer is composed of clayey sand with lenses of
gravelly and sandy clay. The aquitard unit is predominately comprised of clay and sandy

clay, but occasionally includes thin lenses of sand and gravel. In the unsaturated zone, a 6 12 m thick laterally extensive clay or sandy clay unit whose upper surface is located at 20 25 m BLS overlies the upper aquifer. This unit is largely discontinuous and, while it

confines the upper aquifer at some locations, groundwater occurs primarily under
unconfined conditions in the upper aquifer. Groundwater is under confined conditions in

the lower aquifer, and its potentiometric head is 20 - 40 m lower than the water level in the
upper aquifer [Mock, et al., 1985]. Pumping-test data reveal great spatial variability in the
permeability of the aquifers. The hydraulic conductivity values for the upper aquifer range
between 0.1 and 82 m/d, with a mean value of approximately 24 m/d. The regional flow is
from southeast to northwest, and the natural hydraulic gradient before the remediation
operation began was about 0.003.
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3. Conceptualization and Mathematical Model
3.1. Conceptualization
In this work, we use a relatively complex transport model, rather than the simpler
models that are typically used for large field sites, in an attempt to elucidate the relative
contributions of several factors potentially influencing contaminant transport. The threedimensional transport model developed for the site is based on the approach used by
Srivastava and Brusseau [1996], wherein a multi-process representation of local-scale solute
transport dynamics is coupled with a representation of field-scale heterogeneity. The model
presented herein explicitly accounts for several nonideal transport factors/processes, such
as hydraulic conductivity variability, local-scale physical heterogeneity and associated ratelimited mass transfer, nonlinear, rate-limited sorption/desorption, and rate-limited
dissolution of immiscible liquid.
Spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity is represented using a conditional
approach presented by Zhang and Brusseau [1998a; 1998b]. Briefly, it involves using
qualitative and quantitative geologic borehole-log data to generate a three-dimensional
hydraulic conductivity distribution, which is then upscaled through calibration of a threedimensional groundwater flow model using pumping-test data and historic hydraulic data.
The approach consists of the following steps: (1) Classify the lithological information
obtained from geologic borehole-logs into representative texture categories; (2) Establish
a site-specific quantitative correlation between laboratory measured core-scale hydraulic
conductivities and texture; (3) Generate a three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity
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distribution using a geostatistical method; (4) Upscale the core-scale hydraulic conductivity
values such that the vertically averaged value at each location matches the field-scale value
estimated from pumping tests conducted at the same location, while maintaining the same
relative vertical pei neability distribution; and (5) Use historic hydraulic data to calibrate
the three-dimensional field-scale distribution to account for regional-scale characteristics.
Immiscible liquids in the subsurface frequently serve as a long-term source of
contamination as they dissolve into the aqueous phase. This mass transfer may become rate
limited as the immiscible liquid saturation decreases or under conditions of relatively rapid
aqueous-phase flow typically encountered during pump-and-treat remediation [e.g., Powers
et al., 1992; Imhoff et al., 1994]. Immiscible-liquid dissolution is typically described as a
first-order mass transfer process:

ao
PN atN

kLa (C — C s )

(1)

where kLa is a lumped mass transfer coefficient for dissolution (1/day) ; C is the bulk
aqueous phase concentration of the contaminant (jlg/L); Cs is the aqueous phase
concentration that would be in equilibrium with the immiscible-liquid phase (for singlecomponent immiscible liquid, Cs. is defined as the aqueous solubility of the contaminant)
(lig/L); ON is the fractional volumetric content of the immiscible liquid phase; p N is density
of the contaminant (tig/L); and t is time (day).
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A relationship (referred to as the "theta model" hereafter) that accounts for the
decrease in interfacial area as immiscible-liquid mass is removed from the system was
presented by Powers et al. [1994]:

ON

P4

Sh = a Re P1 . /32 U/ 133 ( 0 )

(2)

No

where Sh[= 1fLa d502 /

is the modified Sherwood number; Re[=vp m,d50 11.1 . ] is the

Reynolds number defined in terms of pore-water velocity y (ni/day) ; = d50 /dm is a
normalized grain size; U, = d60/d10 is the uniformity index of the aquifer material; ON0 is the

initial volumetric fraction of immiscible liquid in the system; d, is the diameter of the
aquifer particles, i% of which in weight are smaller than d

.

; dm (= 0.05 cm) is taken

as the diameter of a "medium" sand grain; An is the aqueous-phase molecular diffusion
coefficient of the contaminant (m2/day); p,„ and la w are density (pg/L) and dynamic viscosity
(pg/m/day) of water, respectively. The values of coefficients aN, p 1 , p 2 and p 3 and their 95%
confidence intervals were obtained by Powers et al. [1992] from steady state dissolution

data. The coefficient [3 4 is related to the particle size distribution of the aquifer material:
P 4 = 0.518 +0.114 X +0.10 U i

(3)

The data used by Powers et al. [1994] for developing the theta model were obtained
from column experiments conducted using homogeneous sands. Therefore, the theta model
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might not be directly applicable to immiscible-liquid dissolution in heterogeneous porous
media. In such systems, immiscible-liquid blob distributions and the interfacial area for
dissolution may be substantially different from those in homogeneous sands. However, as
suggested by Powers et al. [1994], the data obtained from heterogeneous systems could be
used, in junction with the theta model, to determine appropriate calibration parameters.
Changes in both the immiscible-liquid distribution and the interfacial area will affect the
transient rates of dissolution, which are proportional to the value of aN according to Eq.(2).
Therefore, in this application, the values of the p i parameters are assumed to be the same as
reported for homogeneous systems and a N is the only parameter that will be calibrated in
the simulations. The conceptualization of other nonideal processes in the model has been
discussed in relevant references [Brusseau et al., 1989; Srivastava and Brusseau, 1996] and
will not be repeated here.

3.2. Mathematical Model
The equations for groundwater flow are given by:

(4)

ah

s

— - q 8(x -x ) =

a tWk

a

ah

ax,

dxj

(5 )

where K is the hydraulic conductivity tensor (m/day); S the specific storativity (m 1 ); h
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is water head (m); q

k

is the injected/extracted water volume per unit aquifer volume per

unit time for well k (day); x" is the location of well k (m); 8( ) is Dirac Delta function;
q, is specific discharge component (m/day);

x i is cartesian coordinates (m); i j = 1, 2, 3 and
,

confoiiiis to the summation convention. Considering that trichloroethene concentrations in
groundwater at the site are generally much lower than its aqueous solubility (1100 mg/L),
density and viscosity effects should be insignificant and are therefore not included in the
model.
The governing equation for transport of a reactive contaminant in the advective
domain is given by:
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I ax

where C is the aqueous concentration of contaminant (m/L); Sir is the instantaneous sorbedphase concentration (pg/i.tg); S2 is the rate-limited sorbed-phase concentration (jig/p.g); 0
is the volumetric fluid content; subscripts a and n represent advective and nonadvective
domains, respectively; f is the mass fraction of sorbent constituting the advective domain;
Pb

is the bulk density of the entire porous medium (j.ig/dm); C}„ k (jig/L) is the contaminant

concentration in the injected/extracted water volume q„k D u is the dispersion coefficient
;

tensor (m2/day) defined by:

n
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v.v.
= (aL -aT)

-I

vi

D

+aT Iv18ij +

(7)

where a L and a T are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities (m), respectively; y, = (1 1
/ O a is the pore-water velocity component (m/day), and Iv' = ‘iv 2 is the magnitude of the
velocity (ni/day); S u is the Kronecker delta; and r is the tortuosity of the porous medium.
The mass balance equation for the nonadvective domain is given by:

O
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(8)

where a m , is a first-order mass transfer coefficient for diffusion (1/day). Rate-limited
sorption/desorption is described by:

s lm =F K
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as 2m
at

CP

- k2, [(1 - Fin )K, C , P - S 2fri 1

(9)

(10)

where F„, is the fraction of sorbent with instantaneous sorption; K m is the equilibrium
sorption constant (L/j.ig)P; k2 ,„ is the first-order desorption rate coefficient (1/day); p is the
exponent of Freundlich isotherm; and m (----- a, n) is used to represent the advective or
nonadvective domain.
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3.3. Numerical Methods
A sequential approach is used in this study to calculate groundwater flow and
contaminant transport. The regular Galerkin finite-element technique is used to solve the
flow equation and the dispersive part of the transport equation, while the modified method
of characteristics (MMOC) [Yeh et al., 1993] is used for the advective part of the transport
equation. The MMOC ensures numerical stability even with comparatively large time steps
and numerical dispersion can be minimized with appropriate time intervals [Srivastava and
Yeh, 1993].
Isoparametric triangular prism elements are used as the building blocks of the model
domain to allow irregular boundaries. Linear basis functions are used over the elements to
ensure the elimination of numerical oscillations. Various parameters are assumed to be
piecewise constant over an element. Discretization of the mathematical model produces a
set of linear simultaneous equations, which are solved using the Cholesky approach (LDL 1)
[Xue and Xie, 1980]. To ensure converged solutions, lumped storage matrices [Neuman et
al., 1977] are used in the flow and transport models so that the resulting matrices are
diagonally predominant. In addition, iterations are used to handle the model nonlinearity
and the coupling of equations. To acceralate convergence for nonlinear calculations, the
latest iterative concentration values are used in the calculations of concentration-dependent
matrix element values. Converging solutions are obtained when the maximum difference
between the values of two successive iterations is less than a prescribed error tolerance.
To increase computational efficiency and accuracy, a three-level hierarchy of time
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intervals is used: stress period, time step, and transport step. The flow model uses the first
two levels while the transport model uses all three levels. The basic time intervals in the
flow model are time steps, each of which consists of multiple transport steps for the
transport model. To satisfy mass conservation, the groundwater flow velocities calculated
by the flow model at each time step are linearly interpolated onto transport steps during the
transport simulations. The performance of the flow and transport codes were evaluated by
an independent party and were successfully benchmarked against the widely used codes
MODFLOW and MT3D [Montgomery & Associates, 1998].

3.4. Application of the Model to the Site
The size and discretization of the domain are the same for the groundwater flow and
transport models. Areally, the model domain is nearly square and is about 49 km' in size.
The thickness of the upper aquifer varies areally, with an average value of about 20 m. The
boundary conditions for the transient flow model are fixed head boundaries for the
upgradient and the downgradient ends (except at the foot of Martinez Hill where a no-flow
boundary is assumed); no-flow boundaries for the bottom of the aquifer and the two sides
that are parallel to the direction of the natural gradient; and a water table boundary at the
top. For the transport problem, all the boundaries are considered to be fixed concentration
(0 lag/L) boundaries because they are far away from the trichloroethene plume, except for
one small portion of the boundary (the outflow boundary near Los Reales Road), which is
treated as a zero-gradient boundary, i.e., there is no dispersive flux across that portion of the
boundary. The distribution of trichloroethene concentrations in April 1987 (shown in
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Figure 1) prior to the commencement of pump-and-treat operations is used to prescribe the
initial condition for the transport model. A vertically uniform distribution of trichloroethene
concentrations in the aquifer is assumed in the three-dimensional transport model. This
simplification is reasonable, considering that the plume has resided in the aquifer for many
years.
The entire three-dimensional domain is discretized into three elemental layers,
corresponding to the three geologic sub-layers in the study aquifer, with a total of 16,152
elements and 11,160 nodes (see Figure 3). Mesh size ranges from 40 to 290m (the side
length of the equivalent equi-lateral triangle) areally and from 4 to 7 m vertically. A finer
mesh is used for the plume area, where strong pumping activities have occurred, and a
coarser mesh is used outside of the plume area. Most of the simulations are conducted for
the period of 04/01/87 to 12/31/95, with a total simulation time of 3,196 days. A total of
8 stress periods and 105 time steps are used for each simulation, with each time step
representing one month. For the transport simulation, each time step is further divided into
multiple transport steps, each of which varies from 0.5 day to about 6 days, to maintain
compliance with the Courant number constraint. Monthly pumpage data of the highest
possible resolution available at the site are used in the flow model to produce a robust flow
field, which is expected to improve the simulation of contaminant transport. After the
influence of the major nonideal factors have been identified, the simulation is extended to
12/31/97 so that the simulated results can be compared to the latest available measured data.
For a complex system such as this, with tens of pumping wells operating
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simultaneously, we will focus first on the general behavior of the entire system and then
focus on particular zones.

Therefore, the simulated composite, flux-averaged

trichloroethene concentrations for all pumping wells will be compared to the observed
composite concentrations measured for the influent to the treatment plant. The fluxaveraged concentration for all extraction wells in the system is defined as:

c7,;(t) = E q wk(t)C
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is the vertically averaged trichloroethene

concentration from well k. K, and c, are respectively the hydraulic conductivity, and the
concentration at vertical interval b i , over which well k is screened.

3.5. Input-Parameter Determination
With the exception of the dissolution rate coefficient, values for all model input
parameters were obtained independent of the concentration data to be simulated. As
discussed above, the hydraulic conductivity field was generated using information obtained
from borehole logs, pumping tests, and historic hydraulic data. Geologic borehole-log data
and core-scale permeability data were used to produce a core-scale three-dimensional
hydraulic conductivity distribution [Zhang and Brusseau, 1998a]. This distribution,
however, cannot be entered into the large-scale groundwater model directly because these
peimeability values represent heterogeneity at scales that are typically smaller than the
element scales used in the model. The core-scale distribution is transformed to the field
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scale using pumping test and historic hydraulic data, as outlined below. This is an
"upscaling" procedure, in which parameter values defined on a small scale of support are
used to create effective values related to a larger support. Subsurface fluid flow and
transport simulations often require parameter values defined on a support larger than that
of typical measurements [Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996].
First, an areal distribution of field-scale hydraulic conductivities is developed using
the values determined from pumping tests. An inverse-distance weighting scheme was used
to obtain an initial distribution. Second, the values of the three-dimensional core-scale
hydraulic conductivities are scaled so that the vertically averaged value at each location is
equal to the field-scale hydraulic-conductivity value obtained from pumping test data for
the same location, while preserving the permeability variability in the vertical direction.
Results obtained with individual pumping-test data may not reflect regional trends in
hydraulic conductivity because of the large areal size (49 km') of the study domain. Thus,
the flow model was calibrated using historic hydraulic head data to modify where necessary
the areal distribution of field-scale hydraulic conductivities obtained above.
Essentially all subsurface systems exhibit multiple scales of physical heterogeneity.
The three-dimensional hydraulic-conductivity field discussed above represents
heterogeneity at a scale that is larger than the size of the mesh elements and smaller than the
extent of the aquifer. This scale is comparable to the megascopic scale, which is defined as
the scale associated with larger portions of an aquifer, including full thicknesses [Dagan,
1989]. To accurately simulate contaminant transport, heterogeneities at smaller scales (i.e.,
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element and local scales) should be considered as well. The variability of advective
velocities at the element scale (-50 m) is incorporated into the model by using an apparent
dispersivity (macrodispersivity) that is representative of the contribution of physical

heterogeneity at the element scale (and smaller) to dispersion.
Two forced-gradient experiments with an injection-extraction well couplet were
conducted in the summer of 1995 at the study site to characterize the transport behavior of
a nonreactive tracer and resident contaminants in the upper part of the aquifer underlying
a contaminant source zone [Brusseau, 1996]. The distance between the injection and the
extraction wells is about 7.5 m, with a monitoring well located midway on the centerline.
The thickness of the portion of the aquifer where the experiments were performed is about
6 m, which is approximately the same as the average thickness of the mesh elements in our
model. The bromide breakthrough curves measured for the monitoring well were analyzed

with a one-dimensional advection-dispersion model to determine the apparent longitudinal
dispersivities, which were estimated to range from 0.3 m to 0.5 m. These values are
consistent with other values measured at similar scales [Gelhar et al., 1992].
The scale of the tracer experiments is relatively small compared to the areal size of

our mesh elements. Therefore, the dispersivities estimated from the experiments are not
used directly in the model. However, given the consistency between the experiment-derived
dispersivities and the ck-scale relationships reported in the literature [e.g., Gelhar et al.,
1992], these relationships are used to estimate an a L value of 3 m for the mesh element

scale. This value is comparable to the dispersivity value of 2.5 m obtained from a larger-
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scale field experiment conducted at the same site in the summer of 1996 [Brusseau, 1996
For that experiment, the distance between the injection and extraction wells was 57 m, and
the centerline monitoring well was located about 15 m from the injection well . The
transverse dispersivity is assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal
di sp ersivity.
The sorption and local-scale mass transfer parameters were obtained from laboratory
experiments conducted with aquifer material collected from the site, as will be discussed in
the relevant sections below. The parameter values used in the simulations are compiled in
Table 1. To evaluate the relative importance of the several nonideal processes in an explicit
manner, these parameters are not calibrated during the simulations.

4. Results

4.1. Large-Scale Spatial Variability of Hydraulic Conductivity
As discussed previously, the aquifer is very heterogeneous both areally and
vertically. A three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic conductivities was obtained for the
study area, with each mesh element having an associated hydraulic-conductivity value.
These values vary from 0.02 m/day to 400 ni/day, with 80% of the values falling within the
range of 1 - 100 m/day. The distributed hydraulic conductivity values span a wider range
than the values obtained from pumping tests because the pumping-test values are vertically
integrated values averaged over a relatively large areal extent. However, the mean values
estimated from the frequency distributions are essentially the same, reflecting that the
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distributed hydraulic conductivity field was conditioned on the pumping-test data.

The three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity distribution is used to simulate the
transient groundwater flow field. The complexity of the resulting flow field is illustrated
in Figure 4. It is well known that physical heterogeneity and the resultant impacts on flow
can cause enhanced contaminant spreading and tailing. Thus, in this section, we will
evaluate the impact of spatially variable hydraulic conductivity on the transport and elution
of trichloroethene.
Several cases with simplified representations of aquifer heterogeneity are used to
examine the impact of the method of representing the large-scale hydraulic conductivity
heterogeneity on simulated solute transport. In the first case (K-1), the aquifer is assumed
to be homogeneous with a hydraulic conductivity value of 25 m/day, which is the average
of all hydraulic conductivity values. In the second case (K-2), a layered approach is used,
where the aquifer is divided into three layers, with each layer corresponding to a geologic
sub-unit of the aquifer. Homogeneity is assumed within each layer. In the third case (K-3),
the aquifer is considered to be heterogeneous areally, but homogenous vertically over the
entire thickness of the aquifer (an areally heterogeneous one-layer model). The model for
this case is therefore reduced to a two-dimensional model. The fourth case (K-4) is based
on the three-dimensional distributed hydraulic conductivity field.
The simulated flux-averaged trichloroethene concentrations from all extraction wells
are compared with the observed data for an approximately 8-year period in Figure 5. The
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two simpler cases (cases K-1 and K-2) produce similar results, wherein the simulated
elution curves have less tailing compared to the other two cases. In addition, the simulated
results for cases K-3 and K-4, where horizontal heterogeneity is considered, appear to match
the measured data better than do cases K-1 and K-2 during the period from 1988 to 1990.
Comparing the results for cases K-3 and K-4 indicates that the inclusion of vertical
variability has a relatively small impact on the simulated composite elution behavior. One
reason is that the resolution in the vertical direction, wherein three elements are used to
mimic the three sub-layers in the regional upper aquifer and to reduce the computation load,
is not fine enough to capture the vertical heterogeneity in its entirety. Another reason is
that the areal extent of this regional aquifer (several square kilometers for the initial plume
area) is much larger than the aquifer thickness (about 20 m). Hence, the large-scale,
vertically averaged behavior simulated for Figure 5 is less likely to be influenced by vertical
heterogeneity. However, the inclusion of vertical hydraulic conductivity variability may
produce more accurate simulations for individual wells and may be of greater importance
when considering the impact of processes such as immiscible-liquid dissolution.

4.2. Sorption/Desorption Processes
A series of miscible-displacement experiments were conducted in the laboratory to
study the transport of trichloroethene in aquifer material collected from the site [Putz, 1997].
The trichloroethene concentrations ranged from 1 to 1000 mg/L. A one-dimensional, twodomain model incorporating rate-limited, nonlinear sorption was used to analyze the data
to obtain transport parameters for each experiment. The results from the analysis are
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reproduced in Table 2.

The initial concentration of 1 mg/L used in experiment #4 is close to the upper
bound of the concentrations in the aquifer and the pore-water velocity of 25 cm/h used in
the experiment is typical of the well field. Therefore, values obtained from that experiment,

K,i = 0.042 mL/g, k 2 = 0.63 and F = 0.22 are chosen for use in the field-scale modeling.
With 0.37 as the average total porosity, and a bulk density of 1.73 g/cm 3 for the in-situ
aquifer material [Dames & Moore, 1990], the calculated retardation factor is 1.2, which falls
in the range obtained from field experiments [Brusseau, 1996]. Inspection of Table 2 shows
that the magnitude of the sorption coefficient decreases slightly as the initial trichloroethene
concentration increases. This indicates that sorption of trichloroethene by the aquifer
material is nonlinear. A nonlinear sorption isotherm was fitted to the data in Table 2, with
optimized Freundlich coefficients of n = 0.85 and K = 0.0053 (mL/g) °.85 .
The results of additional laboratory experiments indicate that significantly more
flushing is required to completely remove trichloroethene that has been in contact with the
aquifer material for extended times compared to freshly contaminated systems [Putz, 1997;
Lamoreaux and Brusseau, 1998]. The value of the first-order desorption rate coefficient (k2)
determined for aged systems wherein trichloroethene had been in contact with the aquifer
material for about 2 years was approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the value
obtained for the non-aged systems. Furthermore, the magnitude of Kd was larger for the
aged system. Given that trichloroethene has resided in the subsurface for tens of years at
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the field site, it is likely that contaminant aging effects are present and therefore were

considered in the simulations.
The impact of nonlinear, rate-limited sorption on trichloroethene transport is shown
in Figure 6. The first case (S-1) does not include sorption/desorption, and therefore is
identical to case K-4 in Figure 5. In the second case (S-2), sorption is constrained to be
linear and instantaneous. The third case (S-3) incorporates rate-limited sorption/desorption.

In the fourth case (S-4), nonlinear, as well as rate-limited sorption/desorption, is considered.
Contaminant aging is considered in the fifth case (S-5), where the Kd value is doubled and
the value of k2 is an order of magnitude smaller than in case S-3.

We can see from the simulations that when sorption is assumed to be instantaneous,
which is often the case in most field-scale solute transport codes, the simulated elution curve
does not match the observed data. When rate-limited sorption/desorption is considered
(case S-3), however, the match is improved, at least up to year 1991. The difference

between the two simulations suggests that rate-limited sorption/desorption has an impact
on trichloroethene transport. However, the fact that the long-term tailing exhibited by the

measured data is not represented by the simulation indicates that rate-limited
sorption/desorption is not the primary cause of the constrained mass removal. This
conclusion is supported by the simulation results obtained for case S-5, in which the use of
a significantly smaller desorption rate coefficient, representing the contaminant-aging effect,

has relatively little impact. In addition, the inclusion of nonlinear sorption also has minimal
impact on the results.
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4.3. Local-Scale heterogeneity

As discussed above, the large-scale heterogeneity of the aquifer is represented by a
three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic conductivities, and the heterogeneity at the
elemental scale 50 m) and smaller is accounted for by using apparent dispersivities.
While the latter apparent-dispersivity approach may provide an adequate representation of
spreading associated with velocity variability at the element scale, it is well known that this
approach may not accurately represent the impacts of diffusive mass transfer processes that
may be associated with physically heterogeneous systems. For example, research has
demonstrated that diffusive mass transfer associated with locally heterogeneous media (e.g.,
micro stratified laminae of different hydraulic conductivities) can cause nonideal transport,
including enhanced dispersion and extensive tailing [Herr et al., 1989; Haselow and
Greenkorn, 1991; Brusseau and Zachara, 1993].
To examine the potential effect of local-scale physical heterogeneity and associated

mass transfer on transport and removal of trichloroethene, miscible displacement
experiments were conducted with undisturbed cores of aquifer material obtained during the
drilling of a monitoring well at the study site [Gupta, 1998]. The experiments were
performed at pore-water velocities varying by an order of magnitude with a reactive tracer
(trichloroethene) and several nonreactive tracers of varying molecular sizes. The influence

of local-scale heterogeneity on transport was examined by comparing the breakthrough
curves obtained from undisturbed and repacked columns. The breakthrough curves obtained

for transport in the undisturbed cores exhibited earlier arrival and greater tailing compared
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to those obtained for the columns with repacked aquifer material. A one-dimensional dualporosity model was used to analyze the transport data. The results for the experiments
conducted with PFBA (pentaflurobenzoicacid, a conservative organic tracer) are reproduced

in Table 3.
The simulated elution curve for the case that includes local-scale diffusive mass
transfer, as well as large-scale physical heterogeneity and rate-limited sorption is presented
in Figure 7. Comparing this simulation to the one produced for case S-3 (in which localscale mass transfer was ignored) shows that local-scale mass transfer has minimal impact

on trichloroethene transport. These results are not unexpected, and are consistent with
previous analyses [Bretz et al., 1986; Killey and Moltyaner, 1988; Jensen et al., 1993].

4.4. Rate-Limited Dissolution of Immiscible Liquid

The long term tailing (from 1991 to 1998) of trichloroethene at relatively high
concentrations (-100 ug/L) indicates the presence of a significant mass of trichloroethene
whose transfer to the advective aqueous phase may be rate limited. This mass transfer may
involve various rate-limited processes, such as desorption from aquifer material, diffusion
from low permeability zones, dissolution of immiscible-liquid phase, or some combination
thereof. As discussed above, however, the simulations that included rate-limited desorption

and subsurface heterogeneity (and associated mass transfer) cannot match the extensive
observed tailing. This indicates that, while heterogeneity and rate-limited desorption may

have significant impacts on trichloroethene transport and cause nonideal behavior to some
extent, their impact is not sufficient to fully account for the extensive nonideal behavior
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observed at the site.

The potential for the existence of immiscible liquid in the subsurface is moderate to
high, based on the observed concentrations and the estimated quantities of solvents used.
For example, trichloroethene concentrations up to 15.9 mg/L have been observed in
groundwater samples [GWRC, 1992]. These concentrations exceed the rule-of-thumb value

(1% of aqueous solubility) that is often used as an indicator of the probable presence of
immiscible liquid. In addition, more than 5,000 kg of liquid chlorinated solvent has been
removed from the vadose zone directly above the aquifer at the field site by a soil-vapor
extraction system that has been in operation since 1996. The estimated quantity of mass
associated with the aqueous, gaseous, and sorbed phases is less than 2-10% of the total mass
of solvent recovered, indicating the probable presence of immiscible liquid in the vadose
zone [Brusseau et al., 1998].
Given the large quantities of solvent recovered from the vadose zone, the relatively
high aqueous concentrations of trichloroethene in groundwater, and the volumes of solvents
used at the site, it is quite possible that immiscible-liquid saturation may exist in the
saturated zone, especially in the vicinity of the solvent disposal pits. A field study using the
partitioning tracer method was conducted to help elucidate the potential occurrence of
immiscible-liquid saturation in the saturated zone. The partitioning tracer test is a relatively
new method for in-situ detection and quantification of immiscible-liquid saturation [Jin et
al. 1995; Wilson and Mackay, 1995; Nelson and Brusseau, 1996]. The experiment was
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conducted at source zone III, wherein a former unlined disposal pit was located. The values
of residual saturation (Sn ) obtained from the study ranged from 0.6% to 5% [Nelson and
Brusseau, 1996].
Three major source zones (i.e., zones II, III, and V, cf. Figure 4), where large
volumes of waste solvent were disposed, are identified within our model domain. Based on
the results of the partitioning tracer tests, an average residual saturation of 2% is used for
zone III in the simulations. A larger Sn value of 3% is selected for zone II considering the
generally lower permeability at that location, and 0.3% is used for zone V because of its
smaller size compared to the element size. These saturations were uniformly distributed
within one or two elements (the uppermost elements) for each of the three source zones.
When dissolution of immiscible liquid in the three source zones is included in the
model, the match between the simulated and the observed data is greatly improved for the
composite elution curve (see Figure 8). The calibrated Sherwood number (Sh) value is
4x10 9 , and the corresponding mass transfer coefficient (kLa ) for immiscible-liquid
dissolution is 6x10' day'. For reference, an average Reynolds number of 0.6 is calculated
for the source zones. Sensitivity analysis indicates that the simulated influent
trichloroethene concentrations are very sensitive to the magnitude of Sh for this case
[Zhang, 1999]. Figure 9 shows the results of the sensitivity analyses for Sh on the
composite elution curve and the elution curve of well E-14. For example, a Sh value of
8 x 1 0 -9 produces concentration tailing at about 140 ptg/L on the composite elution curve,
while a value of 2x10 -9 produces tailing at about 50 pig/L. A Sh value of 4x10 -9 produces
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tailing at about 100 tg/L, which matches the observed values.

The Sh value obtained herein is significantly smaller than the values obtained from

column experiments [e.g., Powers et al., 1992, 1994]. This difference may be related to
several factors. First, residual saturation was assumed to be uniformly distributed within
the source-zone elements in which it was emplaced. Given that the equivalent radius of

each source-zone element is about 20 m, it is unlikely that this is actually true. Second, the
trichloroethene concentrations for the wells located in the source zones are significantly

diluted by groundwater passing through elements containing no immiscible-liquid
saturation. For example, extraction well E-14, which is located in source zone III, has an
effective radius of hydraulic influence greater than 70 m due to its large pumping rate
(-2,000 m 3 /d). This can lead to dilution in the areal plane. It is likely the dilution in the
vertical plane occurs as well, given that the residual saturation was emplaced only within
the uppermost elements of the mesh. Third, the composite influent concentrations are flux-

averaged concentrations of all extraction wells, many of which are not within the source
zones. Fourth, the large-scale pump-and-treat system produces a flow field whose

velocities are larger than typical natural-gradient conditions. Clearly, the magnitude of the
first-order mass-transfer coefficient in this application reflects the influence of several largescale factors on immiscible-liquid dissolution, factors that are not typically operative in onedimensional column systems.
Simulated elution curves and observed data are compared for four representative
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extraction wells in Figure 10. Well E-14 is located in source zone III and well E-20 is
located in source zone II. The other two wells are located outside of the source zones, with

E-01 located downgradient of zone III and E-05 located far from the source zones (see
Figure 4). The model simulations provide a relatively good match to the measured data,
especially considering that the model calibration was based on the composite elution curve
obtained for the entire system, and not on the well-specific data.
It is clear from Figure 10 that rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid has a
major influence on the simulated contaminant transport behavior in the vicinity of the source
zones. Contaminant concentrations are underpredicted for the wells in the source zones
when the dissolution of immiscible liquid is not considered. Significantly better matches
between simulated and observed data are achieved for wells E-14 and E-20 when
immiscible-liquid dissolution is included in the simulations. The presence of immiscible
liquid within the source zones has little impact on the simulated concentrations for the wells
located outside of the source zones, as would be expected.
The spatial distribution of simulated and observed trichloroethene concentrations at
the end of the simulation period (December 1997) are shown in Figure 11. Considering the
complexity of the site conditions, the match between the simulated and observed data is
considered to be satisfactory. The difference between the simulated and observed plumes
could be caused in part by insufficient source zone characterization. In addition, another
pump-and-treat system (the Tucson International Airport Area Remediation Project), which
is operating in the northern part of the plume and not incorporated into our simulations, may
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have some influence on trichloroethene concentration distributions near Los Reales Road.
The spatial variability of chemical properties, such as sorption capacity and residual
saturation of immiscible liquid, may also influence transport at the site. However, because
of limited data, we did not consider such heterogeneity in our simulations. Another factor
not included in the model is the potential existence of immiscible liquid in the vadose zone
which may serve as a source of contaminant mass to groundwater and may contribute, in

part, to the extensive tailing of the composite elution curve. Clearly, however, immiscibleliquid saturation located within the saturated zone would generally have a much greater

impact on groundwater elution, depending on extant conditions.
The estimated masses of trichloroethene associated with various phases before and
after ten years of remediation are listed in Table 4. Based on the measured aqueous

concentrations comprising the contaminant plume, and the measured Kd value for aged
trichloroethene, the total mass of the dissolved and sorbed phases is calculated to be
approximately 8,370 kg before remediation began (April 1987). The inclusion of
immiscible liquid in the three source zones adds another 15,000 kg, for a total of 23,370 kg.
After ten years of remediation, approximately 8,400 kg of trichloroethene (including 2,300

kg associated with dissolution of immiscible liquid) is estimated to have been removed from
the aquifer based on the simulation results, compared to a measured value of about 8,000
kg. This similarity indicates the simulation provides a very good quantitative representation
of mass removal. The amount removed is approximately 36% of the estimated initial mass,
indicating the possibility that a significant mass of trichloroethene remains in the system.
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Based on the above analyses, rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid in the
source zones appears to be the primary cause of the extensive nonideal transport observed
at the site, with lesser contributions from physical heterogeneity and rate-limited
sorption/desorption. Incorporation of immiscible-liquid saturation into the system provides
a substantial amount of additional contaminant mass, which is sufficient to support longterm elution tailing at relatively high concentrations. The other factors, such as rate-limited
sorption/desorption and hydraulic-conductivity variability, cannot reproduce the extensive
observed tailing because without an immiscible-liquid phase present, there is not sufficient
contaminant mass to support such tailing. For example, the estimated initial total mass of

trichloroethene associated with the dissolved and sorbed phases is 8370 kg. Comparing this
value to the measured total mass of trichloroethene removed by December 1997 (8420 kg)
clearly indicates an imbalance if immiscible-liquid saturation is excluded. Thus, while there
is uncertainty associated with the hydraulic-conductivity distribution used in this work, as
well as the magnitude of the desorption rate coefficient, it is clear that hydraulicconductivity variability and rate-limited sorption/desorption can not fully account for the
observed behavior, even if calibration were to be used.

5. Conclusions

Most analyses of nonideal transport behavior for reactive contaminants have been
conducted using data collected from column or small-scale field experiments. Studies
extending such quantitative analyses to regional-scale contaminant transport are rare. In this
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paper, a three-dimensional transport model is developed to evaluate the effects of various
factors/processes (i.e., large-scale heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity, local-scale
physical heterogeneity and associated mass transfer, nonlinear, rate-limited
sorption/desorption, and rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid) on the regional-scale
transport of trichloroethene in a contaminated aquifer.
Based on our analyses, we conclude that while large-scale spatial variability of
hydraulic conductivity and rate-limited sorption/desorption have significant impacts on
trichloroethene transport and cause some nonideal behavior, their impact is not sufficient
to fully account for the extensive tailing exhibited by the observed concentrations in the
groundwater entering the treatment plant. Rate-limited dissolution of immiscible liquid
appears to be the most likely major cause of the extensive, relatively high concentration
tailing observed at the site. Comparison of simulated and observed elution curves for
individual wells indicates that rate-limited dissolution of residual immiscible liquid has a
major influence on trichloroethene transport near the source zones, but essentially no impact
away from the source zones due to the hydraulic isolation associated with the pump-andtreat system.
The relative importance of immiscible-liquid dissolution and its impact on
trichloroethene removal is not unexpected, and could perhaps have been predicted
qualitatively using approaches simpler than those used herein. However, it is unlikely that
a quantitative assessment of the relative contributions of the various factors to the observed
behavior could be obtained using simplified, lumped-parameter approaches. The use of the
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more complex, multiple-process, distributed-parameter model affords the opportunity to
conduct such analyses. Once the model has been shown to provide representative
simulations of observed behavior, the model can be used to examine the response of the
system to various perturbations. It might be expected that the results obtained with the more
complex model would be more robust than those obtained with simpler models.
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Table 2. Results obtained from analysis of data collected from column experiments
conducted with trichloroethene and site aquifer material*

Exp.#

C o (mg/L)

pulse (PV)

y (cm/h)

R

k2 (h -1 )

F

4

1

3.97

25

1.195

0.042

0.63

0.22

9

9

4.20

26

1.186

0.040

0.95

0.30

3

40

3.50

53

1.112

0.024

3.18

0.40

5

100

3.60

25

1.072

0.015

11.37

0.47

10

1000

4.59

27

1.079

0.017

2.34

0.03

* The table is recompiled from Putz [1997].

Kd

(cm3 /g)
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Table 3. Results obtained from analysis of data collected from column experiments

conducted with pentafluorobenzoate and undisturbed cores of site aquifer material*

C o (mg/L)

100

100

q (em/h)

Pe

0a/0

amt (11 -1

0.53

2.73

0.52

0.113

(2.26 - 3.20)

(0.51 - 0.54)

(0.027 - 0.201)

6.50

0.58

0.067

(3.54 - 9.46)

(0.52 - 0.65)

(0.049 - 0.092)

5.30

* The table is recompiled from Gupta [1998].

)
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Table 4. Estimated mass of trichloroethene in various phases before and after ten years of

remediation (unit: kg)
initial mass of trichloroethene in aquifer (April 1987)
dissolved

5,980

sorbed

2,390

immiscible liquid

15,000

TOTAL

23,370

mass of trichloroethene remaining in aquifer (Dec. 1997)
dissolved

sorbed

1,610
640

immiscible liquid

12,700

TOTAL

14,950

mass of trichloroethene removed
8,420 (7,950*)
* measured value obtained by integrating the composite trichloroethene concentrations
measured for the groundwater influent (i.e., data reported in Figure 2).
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Figure 9. The effect of changing the magnitude of Sherwood Number (Sh)
on simulated trichloroethene concentrations
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APPENDIX E
Source Code for
Three-Dimensional Generalized Kernel Estimator
GKE3D

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
•
A three-dimensional Generalized Kernel Estimator for quantitative

•
•

characterization of hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity using
borehole-log data

-written by Zhihui Zhang
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
include 'kernel.inc'
charac t er * 10 nameob
character*20 filename
common /a0/ nob,nxy,nz,detaz,err0
common /a2/ zz0,ii0
common /a3/ xx(MaxNode),yy(MaxNode),zz(MaxLayer)
common /a4/ hv0,hv 1 ,hv2,hrO,hrl,hr2,ratio,errl,ntime
common /a5/ nameob(MaxLog)
common /1)1/ hv(MaxLog),hr(MaxLayer)
common /cl/ parameter(Maxnode,Maxlayer)
call DATA
•

goto 100
hvo=hvO
do i=1,nob
write(*,*) ' Well No.',i

call SIMPLEX(hvO,hvl,hv2,ratio,errl,ntime,ic,1)
hv(i)=hvO
hvO=hvo
if(ic.eq.1) then
write(*,10) nameob(i)
10
format(2x,'Vertical Bandwidth at Well ',al 0,' has not ',
&'reached optimum value!')
endif
enddo
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open(4,file='hve,status='unknown')
write(4,'(5f10.2)') (hv(i),i=1,nob)
close(4)
hro=hr0
do k=1,nz
write(*,*) 'Layer No.',k
zz0=zz(k)
call SIMPLEX(hrO,hrl ,hr2,ratio,errl,ntime,ic,2)
hr(k)=hr0
hr0=hro
if(ic.eq.1) then
write(*,20) zz(k)
20
format(2x,'Horizontal Bandwidth at Elevation ',f10.2,
&' has not reached optimum value!')
endif
enddo
open(4,file='hve,access= 1 append',status='old')
write(4, 1 (5f10.2) 1 ) (hr(i),i=1,nz)
close(4)
open(4,file='rst',status='unknown')
do k=1,nz
write(*,*) k
z0=zz(k)
do i=1,nxy
write(*,*) k,i
x0=xx(i)
y0=yy(i)
parameter(i,k)=Ramda(x0,y0,z0,k)
enddo
write(4,30) (xx(i),yy(i),zz(k),parameter(i,k),i=1,nxy)
30 format(3f12.2,f10.6)
enddo
close(4)

end

***** Bisquare Kernel Function
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function Kernel(U)
real Kernel
if(U.1t.1.0) then
Kerne1=15.0*(1.0-U*U)**2/16.0
else
Kerne1=0.0
endif
return
end

***** Bisquare Function Used in Horizontal Direction *****
function Kr(i,x,y,hrz)
include 'kernel.inc'
real Kr,Kernel
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
ri=sqrt((x-xob(i))**2+(y-yob(i))**2)
ri=ri/hrz
Kr=Kernel(ri)
return
end

***** Bisquare Function Used in Vertical Direction *****
function Kv(zeta,z,hvi)
real Kv,Kernel
qi—(z-zeta)/hvi
Kv=Kernel(qi)
return
end
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C
C
c ***** Integrand of ALFAi *****
function F(zeta,z,hvi,i)
include 'kemel.inci
real Kv,Ii
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
C

z1=zob(1,i)
zn=zob(nsec(i),i)
zeta0=zeta
if(zeta.lt.z1) then
zeta0=2.0*z1-zeta
else if(zeta.gt.zn) then
zeta0=2.0*zn-zeta
endif
do k=1,nsec(i)-1
z1=zob(k,i)
zn=zob(k+1,i)
if(zeta0.ge.z1.and.zeta0.1e.zn) goto 10
enddo
10 Ii=val(k,i)
F=Ii*Kv(zeta,z,hvi)/hvi
return
end
C
c
c
c ***** Function for Estimating the Contribution of a Vertical Interval *****
function ALFAI(z,hvi,i,F,detaz,errO)

dimension t(5),c(5)
data t /-0.9061798459,-0.5384693101,0.0,0.5384693101,0.9061798459/
data c /0.2369268851,0.4786286705,0.5688888889,0.4786286705,
&0.2369268851/
C

ALFAI=0.0
do 1=1,2
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if(1.eq.1) then
a=z-hvi
b=z-0.5*detaz
else
a=z+0.5*detaz
b=z+hvi
endif
m=1
s=(b-a)*0.001
p=0.0
10 h=(b-a)/m
g=0.0
do k=1,m
aa=a+(k-1)*h
bb=a+k*h
w=0.0
do j=1,5
zeta—((bb-aa)*t(j)+(bb+aa))/2.0
w=w+F(zeta,z,hvi,i)*c(j)
enddo
g=g+w
enddo
g=g*h*0.5
q=ABS(g-p)/(1.0+ABS(g))
if((q.ge.err0).and.(ABS(h).gt.ABS(s))) then
13 'g
m=m+1
goto 10
endif
ALFAI=ALFAI+g
enddo
return
end
C
C
C
c ***** Function for Vertical Bandwith Selection
function SFV(hvi,i)
include 'kernel.inc'
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external F
common /a0/ nob,nxy,nz,detaz,err0
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
z=zob(1,i)+detaz
zn=zob(nsec(i),i)-detaz
SFV=0.0
20 do k=1,nsec(i)-1
z1=zob(k,i)
z2=zob(k+1,i)
if(z.ge.z1.and.z.le.z2) goto 10
enddo
10 SFV=SFV+(ALFAI(z,hvi,i,F,detaz,err0)-va1(k,i))**2
write(*,*) ALFAI(z,hvi,i,F,detaz,err0),val(k,i),k
z=z+detaz
if(z.le.zn) goto 20
return
end

***** Function for Horizontal Bandwidth Selection *****
function SFH(hrz,z)
include 'kernel.inc'
external F
real Kr,Krxy
common /a0/ nob,nxy,nz,detaz,err0
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
common /1)1/ hv(MaxLog),hr(MaxLayer)
SFH=0.0
do i=1,nob
x=xob(i)
y=yob(i)
TKr=0.0
Ramda=0.0
do j=1,nob
if(i.ne.j) then
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r=sqrt((x-xob(j))**2+(y-yob(j))**2)
if(r.lt.hrz) then
Krxy=Kr(j,x,y,hrz)
TKr=TKr+Krxy
hvi=hy(j)
Ramda=Ramda+Krxy*ALFAI(z,hvi,j,F,0.0,errO)
endif
endif
enddo
if(TKr.ne.0.0) then
Ramda=Ramda/TKr
hvi=hy(i)
SF1-1=SFH+(ALFAI(z,hvi,i,F,0.0,en 0)-Ramda)**2
endif
enddo
-

return

end

***** Function for estimating the parameter at any point(x,y,z)
function Ramda(x,y,z,k)
include 'kernel.inc'
external F
real Kr,Krxy
common /a0/ nob,nxy,nz,detaz,err0
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
common 1a31 xx(MaxNode),yy(MaxNode),zz(MaxLayer)
common /bit/ hy(MaxLog),hr(MaxLayer)
if(k.eq.0) then
if(z.lt.zz(1)) then
k=1
else if(z.ge.zz(nz)) then
k=nz
else
do k=1,nz-1
if(z.ge.zz(k).and.z.lt.zz(k+1)) goto 10
enddo
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endif
endif
10 hrz=hr(k)
hrz0=hrz
20 TKr=0.0
Ramda=0.0
do i=1,nob
ri=sqrt((x-xob(i))**2+(y-yob(i))**2)
if(ri.lt.hrz) then
Krxy—Kr(i,x,y,hrz)
TKr=TKr+Krxy
hvi=hv(i)
Ramda=Ramda+Krxy*ALFAI(z,hvi,i,F,0.0,err0)
endif
enddo
if(TKr.eq.0.0) then
hrz=hrz+hrz0
goto 20
else
Ramda—Ramda/TKr
endif
return
end
C
C
C
C

****** subroutine for optimizing coefficients with simplex method ******
subroutine SIMPLEX(para,xa,xb,d,e,ntime,ic,iflag)
common /a21 zzO,ii0
dimension a(5),q(5)

C

iter=0
alpha=0.75
gama=2.0
nn=1
vn=float(nn)
kl=nn+1
k2=nn+2
k3.--rm+3
k4=nn+4
C---- form a initial simplex -----
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do 20 j=1,k1
if(j.eq.2) then
a(j)=para*(1.0+d)
else
a(j)=para
endif
20
continue
---- calculate function value of each simplex node ---do 100 j=1,k1
90
if(a(j).1t.xa) then
a(j)=xa
else if(a(j).gt.xb) then
a(j)=xb
endif
para=a(j)
if(iflag.eq.1) then
q(j)=sfv(para,ii0)
else if(iflag.eq.2) then
q(j)=sfh(para,zzO)
endif
100
continue
---- look for the worst,worse and best node
110 j0=1
j2=1
do 140 j=2,k1
if(q(j).1e.q(j0)) goto 130
j0=j
130
if(q(j).ge.q(j2)) goto 140
j2=j
140 continue
j1=j2
do 180 j=1,k1
if((j.eq.j0).or.(q(j).1e.q(j1))) goto 180
j1=j
180
continue
write(*,*) ' parameter= ,a(j2),' obj-value=',q(j2)
if(q(j2).1t.1.0e-20) then
a(j2)—xb
goto 510
endif
1
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q0=q(j 0)
q 1 =q(j 1)
ql=q(j2)
aq=q0-q1
eql=e*ql
c
220

---- decide if the demand has been met ---if(aq.lt.eql.or.iter.eq.ntime) then
ic=0
goto 510
endif

---- get the reflection node ---iter=iter+1
a(k2)=0.0
do 240 j=1,k1
240
a(k2)=a(k2)+a(j)
a(k2)=2.0*(a(k2)-a(j0))/vn-a(j0)
if(a(k2).1t.xa) then
a(k2)=xa
else if(a(k2).gt.xb) then
a(k2)=xb
endif
para=a(k2)
if(iflag.eq.1) then
q(k2)=sfv(para,ii0)
else if(iflag.eq.2) then
q(k2)=sfh(para,zzO)
endif
if(q(k2).1t.q(j1)) goto 440
c
---- get the compaction node ---a(k3)=(1.0-a1pha)*a(j0)+a1pha*a(k2)
310
if(a(k3).1t.xa) then
a(k3)=xa
else if(a(k3).gt.xb) then
a(k3)=xb
endif
para=a(k3)
if(iflag.eq.1) then
q(k3)=sfv(para,ii0)
else if(iflag.eq.2) then
q(k3)=sfh(para,zzO)

c
225
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endif
if(q(k3).1t.q(j1)) goto 380
---- compact the initial simplex ---do 355 j=1,k1
355
a(j)=(a(j)+a(j2))12.0
goto 90
---- form a new simplex ---a(j0)—a(k3)
380
q(j0)=q(k3)
goto 110
---- get the extension node ---440 a(k4)=(1.0-gama)*a(j0)+gama*a(k2)
if(a(k4).1t.xa) then
a(k4)=xa
else if(a(k2).gt.xb) then
a(k4)=xb
endif
para=a(k4)
if(iflag.eq.1) then
q(k4)=sfv(para,ii0)
else if(iflag.eq.2) then
q(k4)=sfh(para,zzO)
endif
if(q(k4).ge.q(k2)) then
a(k3)=a(k2)
q(k3)=q(k2)
goto 380
else
a(k3)=a(k4)
q(k3)=q(k4)
goto 380
endif
510 para=a(j2)
return
end

***** Subroutine for Data Reading *****
subroutine DATA
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include 'kernel.inc'
ch aract er * 10 nameob
character*20 filename
common /a0/ nob,nxy,nz,detaz,err0
common /al/ xob(MaxLog),yob(MaxLog),zob(MaxSec,MaxLog),
&val(MaxSec-1,MaxLog),nsec(MaxLog)
common /a3/ xx(MaxNode),yy(MaxNode),zz(MaxLayer)
common /a4/ hvO,hvl,hv2,hrO,hrl,hr2,ratio,en - 1,ntime
common /a51 nameob(MaxLog)
write(*,'(4) ' Input well-log data Filename:
read(*,'(a)') filename
open(3,file=filename)
read(3,*) nob
do i=1,nob
read(3,*) nameob(i)
read(3,*) xob(i),yob(i)
read(3,*) nsec(i)
do k=1,nsec(i)
read(3,*) zob(k,i),val(k,i)
enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*, 1 (4) ' Input requirement data Filename:
read(*,'(a)') filename
open(3,file=filename)
read(3,*) nxy,nz,detaz,err0
read(3,*) (xx(i),yy(i),i=1,nxy)
read(3,*) (zz(i),i=1,nz)
close(3)
write(*,'(4) ' Input bandwidth-opt data Filename:'
read(*;(a)') filename
open(3,file=filename)
read(3,*) hvO,hvl ,hv2
read(3,*) hr0,hrl,hr2
read(3,*) ratio,errl ,ntime
close(3)
return
end
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c ****** Include File (kernel.inc) for Kernel.for *****
c MaxLog ---- maximum number of well logs;
c MaxSec ---- maximum number of vertical intervals in well log;
c MaxLayer ---- maximum number of layers.;
c MaxNode ---- maximum nodes in plane.
parameter (MaxLog=200,
&
MaxSec=100,
&
Maxlayer=100,
&
MaxNode=2000)
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APPENDIX F
Source Code for
Three-Dimensional Finite-Element Groundwater Flow Model
UAFlow3D

C cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c c A Finite-Element Program for Three-Dimensional Subsurface c
c c Flow Simulation with Triangular Prism Elements
c
c c 1. Water head simulation
c
c c 1 Darcian velocity simulation
c
c c
c
---written
by
Zhihui
Zhang
c
c c
c ccœccccccœccccccœcccoeccœccoecccccccoecccccccccccceccccccc
Program UAFLOW3D
integer bin
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
c
call DATA(ierr)
call DATACHECK(ier)
if(ierr.eq.l.or.ier.eq.1) then
write(*,*)
write(*,*) ' nnt Please Check Your Data tilt?'
write(*,*) ' ***** Program Abnormally Terminated. *****'
goto 10
endif
call BANDWH(numing,n0,ne0,nz,n,ne,m)
if(mv.eq.1) call BANDWV(numing,n0,ne0,nz,n)
write(*,*)
write(*,*) '***** Calculation begins
if(bin.eq.1) then
open(9,file= 1 11.bini,form=tunformatted 1 ,status—tunknown')
if(mv.eq.1) then
op en(10,file—'v.bint,form=tunformattedi,status—iunknown')
endif
endif
open(4,file=2 11.txt',status=lunknown')
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if(mv.eq.1) open(5,file=tv.txt 1 ,status='unknown)
if(mv.eq.1) call DARCY3D(numing)
is=0
it=0
call OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)

c
c
c

time=0.0
nt=0
do is=1,ns
write(*,*)
write(*,*) ' --- Stress Period #',is
call FEM3D(is,ienun)
if(ierrun.eq.1) then
write (*,*)' ***** Program Abnormally Terminated.
goto 10
endif
if(mv.eq.1) call DARCY3D(numing)
it=-1
call OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
enddo
if(mv.eq.1) close(5)
close(4)
if(bin.eq.1) then
close(9)
if(mv. eq. 1) close(10)
endif
write(*,*)
write(*,*) '***** Calculation ends here.'
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*) '***** Outputting results
call RESULT
write(*,*)
write(*,*)'***** Program Nolinally Terminated. ***** 1

10 end
C
C
C
c ***** Subroutine for Bandwidth Calculation in Head Simulation *****
subroutine BANDWH(numing,n0,ne0,nz,n,ne,m)
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include 'flow.inct
integer scwz,scobz,em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb 1 (Maxhb 1 ,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /bbl/ md(Maxnode),nr(Maxnode),f(Maxnode)

dimension ln(6)
n=n0*(nz+1)
ne=ne0*nz
do i=1,n
nr(i)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1
do j=1,n1(kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ir---(kz-1)*n0+nbl(j,kz)
-

else
i=(nbl(j,kz)-1)*(nz+1)+kz
endif
nr(i)=MaxInt
enddo
enddo
m=0
do i=1,n
if(nr(i).eq.0) then
m=m+1
nr(i)=m
endif
enddo
do i=1,m
md(i)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ii=kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
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10
20

ln(j+3)—nr(ii-n0)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ii=(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(k2+1)
ln(j)—nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-1)
enddo
endif
do j=1,6
if(ln(j).ne.MaxInt) then
do i=1,6
if(ln(j).ge.ln(i)) then
mr=ln(j)-1n(i)+1
if(mr.gt.md(ln(j))) md(ln(j)) mr
endif
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
do i=2,m
md(i)=md(i)+md(i-1)
enddo
mi—md(m)
write (*, 10) Maxmatrix,mr
format(' Total Bandwidth [<=',i81 for H matrix =',i8)
write(*,20) Maxnode,m
format(' Total Unknown Nodes [<=',i5,'] for H =',i5)
if(Maxmatrix.lt.mr) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxmatrix',mr)
stop
endif
return
end

***** Function for calculating the average flow rate of a well within timel and
time2 *****
Function qwis(iq,timel,time2)
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include 'flow.inc'
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
tw1=0.0
tw2=0.0
st=0.0
qwis=0.0
do i=1,ndw
tw2=tw2+dtw(i)
if(twl.gt.timel) then
tl=twl
else
tl=timel
endif
if(tw2.ge.time2) then
t2=time2
else
t2=tw2
endif
if(t2.gt.t1) then
st=st+(t241)
qwis=qwis+(t2-t1)*qw(iq,i)
endif
twl=tw2
enddo
qwis=qwis/st
return
end
c
C
C
c ***** Subroutine for Finite Element 3-D Flow *****
subroutine FEM3D(is,ierrun)
include 'flow.inc'
integer scwz,scobz,bin,em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd
real NoData
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common /aa0/ kstg,errO,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ h(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),hbl(Maxhbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&q2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),q2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&q2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ pkxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&pkze(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pse0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&psel(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),beta
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),hobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&hcom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),herr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /aa12/ atop(Maxnodxy),iflag10
common /aa13/ XO,YO,Z0
common /aa15/ pkxe0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,pse1o(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
common /bbl/ md(Maxnode),nr(Maxnode),f(Maxnode)
common /bb2/ gl(Maxmatrix)
common /bb4/ d(6,6,Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb5/ s(6,6,Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc1/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),mdv(Maxnode)
common /ddl/ hcomt(Maxobv,Maxstep),tstep(Maxstep)
dimension x(6),y(6),z(6),bN(6,27),1n(6),dx(3),dy(3),dz(3)
dimension dN1(3),dN2(3),dN3(3),dN4(3),dN5(3),dN6(3)
dimension ri (3),r2(3),r3(3),r4(3),dNx(6,27),dNy(6,27),dNz(6,27)
dimension dd(6,6),ig(4),djacob(27),hb(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
dimension hO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),h1(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),f0(Maxnode)
dimension aa(3),bb(3),cc(3),xx(3),yy(3),f1(Maxnode)
ierrun=0
do it=1,nts(is)
write(*,*) ' time step=',it
dt=sdt(is,it)
write(*,*) 'dt=',dt
nt=nt+1
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time=time+dt
tstep(nt)=time
if(it.eq.1) then
do i=1,m
f0(i)=0.0
enddo
lateral flux through Neumann Boundary
do i=1,nq2v
ie0=eq2v(i, 1)
i0—eq2v(i,2)
ifq2-0
do j=1,3
if(em(ie0,j).eq.i0) ifq2=j
enddo
if(ifq2.eq.0) then
write(*,*) ' Data Error in q2 Data File!'
ierrun=1
return
else if(ifq2.eq.1) then
orientation case 1
do kz=1,nz
r1(1)=xy(em(ie0,1),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,2),1)
r3(1)—r1(1)
r4(1)=r2(1)
r1(2)=xy(em(ie0,1),2)
r2(2)=xy(em(ie0,2),2)
r3(2)=r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
r1(3)—zz(em(ie0,1),kz+1)
r2(3)—zz(em(ie0,2),kz+1)
r3(3)=zz(em(ie0,1),kz)
r4(3)—zz(em(ie0,2),kz)
if(numing eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,1)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,2)
ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0
else
ig(1)=(em(ic0,1)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,2)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
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ig(4)=ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(-r1(j)+r2(j)-r3W+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j)rtak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/16.0
gg=0.0
do j=1,3
gg=gg+(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)+r4(j)+(r1 (j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j))*dak)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j=1,3
ff=ff+(-r1(j)+r2(j)-r3(j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j))*tak)*(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j))*dak)
enddo
ff=ff/16.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)
else
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)
endif
M(nu)=f0(nu)+q2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-fr'ff)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
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c

else if(ifq2.eq.2) then
orientation case 2
do kz=1,nz
r1(1)=xy(em(ie0,2),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,3),1)
r3(1)=T1(1)
r4(1)=-r2(1)
ri (2)=xy(em(ie0,2),2)
r2(2)=xy(em(ie0,3),2)
r3(2)=-r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
ri (3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz+1)
r2(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz+1)
r3(3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz)
r4(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,2)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,3)
ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0
else
ig(1)=(em(ie0,2)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,3)-1)*(nz+1)+(k2+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
ig(4)=ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/64.0
gg=0.0
do j=1,3
gg=gg+(-0(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)+r4(j )+(-r1 (j )+r2(j )+
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&r3(j)-r4(j))*dak)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j=1,3
ff=ff+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3 (j)-r4(j))*tak)*(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*dak)
enddo
ff=ff/32.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)

else
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
endif
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+q2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-ff*ff)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo

else
orientation case3
do kz=1,nz
ri (1)=xy(em(ie0,1),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,3),1)
r3(1)=r1(1)
r4(1)=r2(1)
ri (2)=xy(em(ie0,1),2)
r2(2)=xy(em(ie0,3),2)
r3(2)=r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
ri (3)=zz(em(ie0,1),kz+1)
r2(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz+1)
r3(3)=zz(em(ie0,1),kz)
r4(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,1)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,3)
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ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0

else
ig(1)=(em(ie0,1)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,3)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
ig(4)---ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(r1 (j)-r2(j)+r3(j)-r4(j)+(-r1 (j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/16.0
gg=0.0
do j=1,3
gg=gg+(-r1 (j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2 (j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*sek)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j=1,3
ff=ff+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)*(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+r3(j)&r4(j))*sek)
enddo
ff=ff/16.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)

else
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
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endif
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+q2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-ffkff)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
endif
enddo
vertical flux through Neumann boundary
upper boundary
do i=1,nq2pu
ie0=eq2pu(i)
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),1)
if(numing eq.0) then
ln(j)=nr(em(ie0,j))
else
ln(j)=nr((em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+1)
endif
enddo
do j=1,3
nu=ln(j)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
ee=(x(1)-x(3))**2+(y(1)-y(3))**2+(z(1)-z(3))**2
gg=(x(1)-x(2))**2+(y(1)-y(2))**2+(z(1)-z(2))**2
ff=(x(1)-x(3))*(x(2)-x(1))+(y(1)-y(3))*(y(2)-y(1))+
&(z(1)-z(3))*(z(2)-z(1))
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+q2pu(i,is)*sqrt(ee*gg-ff'ff)/6.0
endif
enddo
enddo
lower boundary
do i=1,nq2pd
ie0=eq2pd(i)
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),nz+1)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ln(j)=nr(em(ie0,j)+nz*n0)
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else
ln(j)=nr(em(ie0,j)*(nz+1))
endif
enddo
do j=1,3
nu=ln(j)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
ee=(x(1)-x(3))**2+(y(1)-y(3))**2+(z(1)-z(3))**2
gg=(x(1)-x(2))**2+(y(1)-y(2))**2+(z(1)-z(2))**2
ff=(x(1)-x(3))*(x(2)-x(1))+(y(1)-y(3))*(y(2)-y(1))+
&(z(1)-z(3))*(z(2)-z(1))
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+q2pd(i,is)*sqrt(ee*gg-fr 4 ff)/6.0
endif
enddo
enddo
endif
c
---- modify elemental Kx, Ky, and Sy according to element saturation ---do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
he=0.0
thkwe=0.0
thkze=0.0
ztope=0.0
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
he=he+h(k,kz+1)
thkwe=thkwe+zz(k,kz+1)
if(kz.eq.1) ztope=ztope+atop(k)
enddo
thkwe=thkwe/3.0
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j-3)
he=he+h(k,kz)
thkze=thkze+zz(k,kz)
if(kz.ne.1) ztope=ztope+zz(k,kz)
enddo
he=he/6.0
ztope=ztope/3.0
thkze=thkze/3.0-thkwe
if(he.ge.ztope) then
thkwe=ztope-thkwe

else
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thkwe=he-thIcwe
endif
if (thkwe.lt.1.0) thkwe=1.0
pkxe(ie0,Icz)=ploceO(ie0,kz)*thkwe/thkze
pkye(ie0,1cz)=pkye0(ie0,kz)*thkwe/thIcze
pse 1 (ie0,kz)—pselo(ie0,1(z)*thkwe/thlcze
enddo
enddo

elemental seepage matrix
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),kz+1)
enddo
do j=4,6
x(j)=x(j-3)
Y(j)=Y(j -3 )
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j-3),kz)
enddo
do k=1,27
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
sek=0.5*(1.0+dak)+0.5*(1.0-dak)*se(k)
dx(1)=0.25*(x(1)-x(3)+x(4)-x(6)+(-x(1)+x(3)+
&x(4)-x(6))*tak)
dy(1)=0.25*(y(1)-y(3)+y(4)-y(6)+(-y(1)+y(3)+
&y(4)-y(6))*tak)
dz(1)=0.25*(z(1)-z(3)+z(4)-z(6)+(-z(1)+z(3)+
&z(4)-z(6))*tak)
dx(2)=0.25*(-x(1)+x(2)-x(4)+x(5)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*tak)
dy(2)=0.25*(-y(1)+y(2)-y(4)+y(5)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*tak)
dz(2)=0.25*(-z(1)+z(2)-z(4)+z(5)+(z(1)-z(2)&z(4)+z(5))*tak)
dx(3)=0.25*(-x(2)-x(3)+x(5)+x(6)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*dak+(-x(1)+x(3)+x(4)-x(6))*sek)
dy(3)=0.25*(-y(2)-y(3)+y(5)+y(6)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*dak+(-y(1)+y(3)+y(4)-y(6))*sek)
dz(3)=0.25*(-z(2)-z(3)+z(5)+z(6)+(z(1)-z(2)-
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&z(4)+z(5))*dak+(-z(1)+z(3)+z(4)-z(6))*sek)
dj acob(k)=DET(dx,dy,dz)
dN1(1)=0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(2)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(3)=-0.25*(sek-dak)
dN2(1)=0.0
dN2 (2)=0.25* (1.0-tak)
dN2(3)=-0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN3(1)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN3 (2)=0.0
dN3(3)=-0.25*(1.0-sek)
dN4(1)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(2)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(3)=0.25*(sek-dak)
dN5(1)=0.0
dN5(2)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN5(3)=0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN6(1)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN6(2)=0.0
dN6(3)=0.25*(1.0-sek)
dNx(1,k)=DET(dN1,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(1,k)=DET(dx,dN1,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(1,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN1)/djacob(k)
dNx(2,k)=DET(dN2,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(2,k)=DET(dx,dN2,dz)/dj acob (k)
dNz(2,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN2)/dj acob (k)
dNx(3,k)=DET(dN3,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(3,k)=DET(dx,dN3,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(3,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN3)/djacob(k)
dNx(4,k)=DET(dN4,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(4,k)=DET(dx,dN4,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(4,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN4)/djacob(k)
dNx(5,k)=DET(dN5,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(5,k)=DET(dx,dN5,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(5,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN5)/djacob(k)
dNx(6,k)=DET(dN6,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(6,k)=DET(dx,dN6,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(6,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN6)/djacob(k)
bN(1,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(2,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(3,k)=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
bN(4,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)
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bN( 5 ,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)
bN(6,k)=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
enddo
pkxxe =ploce(ie 0 ,kz) * COS(beta)**2+pkye(ie0,kz)*SIN(beta)**2
pkyye=pkxe(ie 0 ,kz) * SIN(beta)**2+pkye(ie0,kz)*COS(beta)**2
pkxye=(plae(ie 0 ,kz) -pkye(ie0,kz))*SIN(beta)*COS(beta)
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
d(i,j,ie0,kz)=0.0
s(i,j,ie0,kz)=0.0
do k=1,27
d(i ,j , ie 0, kz)=d(i,j,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*(plocxe*dNx(i,k)*dNx(j,k)
& +pkyye * dNy(i,k) * dNy(j,k)+pkze(ie0,kz)*dNz(i,k)*dNz(j,k)
&+pkxye * (dNx(i,k)*dNy(j,k)+dNy(i,k)*dNx(j,k)))*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
if(kstg.eq.0) then
s(i,j,ie 0 ,kz)=s(i,j,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*bN(j,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
else
if(i.eq.j) s(i,j,ie0,kz)=s(i,j,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
well pumping and injection
do i=1,m
f(i)=f0(i)
enddo
do i=1,nq
ie0=nodqe(i)
do j=1,3
xx(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)—xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)=yy(3)-yy(1)
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bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx (1)
areae=0. 0
do j1,3
areae=areae+bb(j)*xx(j)
enddo
areae=0.5*areae
do j=1,3
kw=em(ie0,j)
Tmk=0. 0
do kz=1 ,nz
if(scwz(i,kz).eq.1) then
if(h(kw,kz).gt.zz(kw,kz)) then
bl=zz(kw,kz)-zz(kw,kz+1)

else
bl=h(kw,kz)-zz(kw,kz+1)
endif
if(b1.1t.0.0) b1=0.0
Tmk=Tmk+bl*pkxe0(ie0,kz)
endif
enddo
fj =0.5* (aa(j)+bb (j)*xqw(i)+cc(j )*yqw(i))/areae
do kz=1,nz
if(scwz(i,kz).eq.1) then
if(numing. eq. 0) then
nul --nr(kw+(kz-1)*n0)
nu2=nr(kw+kz*n0)

else
ii—(kw-1)*(nz+1)+kz
nu 1 =nr(ii)
nu2=nr(ii+1)
endif
if(h(kw,kz).gt.zz(kw,kz)) then
bl=zz(kw,kz)-zz(kw,kz+1)

else
bl=h(kw,k2)-zz(kw,kz+1)
endif
if(b1.1t.O. 0) b1=0. 0
qq=0.5*qwis(i,time-dt,time)*fj*bl*pkxe0(ie0,kz)/Tmk
if(nul.ne.MaxInt) f(nul)=f(nul)+qq
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if(nu2.ne.MaxInt) f(nu2)=f(nu2)+qq
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
C

do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
hb(i0,kz)=h(i0,kz)
h0(i0,kz)=h(i0,kz)
hi (i0,kz)=h(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
do kz=1 ,nz+ 1
do j=1,n1(kz)
hb(nbl(j,kz),kz)=hbl(j,kz,is)
enddo
enddo
c
total seepage matrix, initial condition, Dirichlet Boundary
iter=0
10 do j0=1,md(m)
g 1 (j0)=0.0
enddo
do i=1,m
fl (i)=f(i)
enddo
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
determine the primary and secondary specific storage
c
he0=0.0
he=0.0
thke=0.0
ztope=0.0
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
he0=he0+h0(k,k2+1)
he=he+h(k,kz+1)
thke=thke+zz(k,k2+1)
if(kz.eq.1) ztope=ztope+atop(k)
enddo
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j-3)
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he0=he0+h0(k,kz)
he=he+h(k,kz)
if(kz.ne.1) ztope=ztope+zz(k,kz)
enddo
he0=he0/6.0
he=he/6.0
ztope=ztope/3.0
thke=thke/3.0
if(he.ge.ztope) then
thke=ztope-thke
else
thke=he-thke
endif
if (thke.lt.1.0) thke=1.0
if(he0.ge.ztope) then
sa=pse0(ie0,1(z)
else
sa--pse1(ie0,kz)/thke
endif
if(he.ge.ztope) then
sb=pse0(ie0,kz)
else
sb=p s el (ie0,kz)/thke
endif
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
dd(i,j)=d(i,j,ie0,kz)+s(i,j,ie0,kz)*sb/dt
enddo
enddo
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ii--kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-n0)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ii=(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-1)
enddo
endif
-

-

-
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do i=1,6
nu=ln(i)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
fl (nu)=fl (nu)-(s a* (zz(k,kz+1)-h0(k,kz+ 1))-sb*zz(k,kz+ 1))
&*s(i,j,ie0,kz)/dt
if(ln(i).ge.ln(j)) then
j0=md(nu)-nu+ln(j)
g 1 (j0)=gl(j 0)+dd(i,j)
endif
if(ln(j).eq.MaxInt) fl (nu)=f1(nu)-dd(i,j)*
&hb (k,kz+ 1)
enddo
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j-3)
fl (nu)=f1 (nu)-(sa*(zz(k,kz)-h0(k,kz))-sb*zz(k,kz))
&*s(i,j,ie0,kz)/dt
if(ln(i).ge.ln(j)) then
j0=md(nu)-nu+ln(j)
gl(j0)=g1(j0)+dd(i,j)
endif
if(ln(j).eq.MaxInt) fl (nu)=fl (nu)-dd(i,j)*
&hb(k,kz)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
c
solving linear eqs. by RTDR method
call RTDR(m,md,fl)
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
if(numing eq.0) then
i=(kz-1)*n0+i0
else
i=(i0-1)*(nz+1)+kz
endif
if(nr(i).ne.MaxInt) h(i0,1a)=f1(nr(i))
enddo
do j=1,n1(kz)
h(nbl(j,kz),kz)=hbl(j,k2,is)
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enddo
enddo
err=0.0
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
ah=abs(h(i0,kz)-hl(i0,kz))
if(ah.gt.err) err—ah
enddo
enddo
write(*,*) '
iteration error=',err
if(err.gt.errO.and.iter.le.10) then
do kz-1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
hi (i0,kz)=h(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
iter=iter+1
goto 10
endif
if(mv.eq.1) call DARCY3D(numing)
call OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
c

obtain hydraulic heads at observation wells
do i=1,nob
ie0=-nobe(i)
do j=1,3
xx(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)=yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
areae=0.0
do j=1,3
areae=areae+bb(j)*xx(j)
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enddo
areae=0.5*areae
hcomt(i,nt)=0.0
do j=1,3
kob=em(ie0,j)
hj=0.0
bm=0.0
do kz=1,nz
if(scobz(i,kz).eq.1) then
bl=zz(kob,kz)-zz(kob,kz+1)
hj=hj+0.5*(h(kob,kz)+h(kob,kz+1))*bl
bm=bm+bl
endif
enddo
hj=hj/bm
fj=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xob(i)+cc(j)*yob(i))/areae
hcomt(i,nt)=hcomt(i,nt)+hj*fj
enddo
if(it.eq.nts(is)) then
hcom(i,is)=hcomt(i,nt)
if(hobv(i,nt).ne.(NoData-Z0)) then
herr(i,is)=hcom(i,is)-hobv(i,nt)
else
herr(i,is)=0.0
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
return

end

***** Subroutine for Bandwidth Calculation in Velocity Simulation *****
subroutine BANDWV(numing,n0,ne0,nz,n)
include 'flow.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
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common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /cc l/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),mdv(Maxnode)
dimension ln(6)

10
20

do i=1,n
mdv(i)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ln(j)=kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j+3)=1n(j)-n0
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ln(j)=(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ln(j+3)=1n(j)-1
enddo
endif
do j=1,6
do i=1,6
if(ln(j).ge.ln(i)) then
mr=ln(j)-1n(i)+1
if(mr.gt.mdv(ln(j))) mdv(ln(j))=mr
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
do i=2,n
mdv(i)=mdv(i)+mdv(i-1)
enddo
mr=mdv(n)
write(*,10) Maxmatrix,mr
format(' Total Bandwidth [<=',i8,1 for V matrix =',i8)
write(*,20) Maxnode,n
format(' Total Unknown Nodes [<=',i5,1 for V =',i5)
if(Maxmatrix.lt.mr) then
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call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxmatrix',mr)

stop
endif
return

end

***** Subroutine for Calculating Nodal Darcian Velocities *****
subroutine DARCY3D(numing)
include 'flow.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxriodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ h(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),hbl(Maxhbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&q2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),q2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&q2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ pkxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,plcze(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pse0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,psel(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),beta
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa15/ ploce0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,pselo(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
common /bb2/ gl(Maxmatrix)
common /cc l/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),mdv(Maxnode)
dimension x(6),y(6),z(6),bN(6,27),1n(6),dx(3),dy(3),dz(3)
dimension dN1(3),dN2(3),dN3(3),dN4(3),dN5(3),dN6(3)
dimension dNx(6,27),dNy(6,27),dNz(6,27),djacob(27)
dimension av(6,6),dxv(6,6),dyv(6,6),dzv(6,6)
dimension fvx(Maxnode),fvy(Maxnode),fvz(Maxnode)

do j0=1,mdv(n)
gl(j0)=0.0
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enddo
do i=1,n
fvx(i)=0.0
fvy(i)=0.0
fvz(i)=0.0
enddo
elemental Darcian matrix
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),kz+1)
enddo
do j=4,6
x(j)=x(j-3)
Y(j)=Y(j -3 )
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j-3),Icz)
enddo
do k=1,27
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
sek=0.5*(1.0+dak)+0.5*(1.0-dak)*se(k)
dx(1)=0.25*(x(1)-x(3)+x(4)-x(6)+(-x(1)+x(3)+
&x(4)-x(6))*tak)
dy(1)=0.25*(y(1)-y(3)+y(4)-y(6)+(-y(1)+y(3)+
&y(4)-y(6))*tak)
dz(1)=0.25*(z(1)-z(3)+z(4)-z(6)+(-z(1)+z(3)+
&z(4)-z(6))*tak)
dx(2)=0.25*(-x(1)+x(2)-x(4)+x(5)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*tak)
dy(2)=0.25*(-y(1)+y(2)-y(4)+y(5)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*tak)
dz(2)=0.25*(-z(1)+z(2)-z(4)+z(5)+(z(1)-z(2)&z(4)+z(5))*tak)
dx(3)=0.25*(-x(2)-x(3)+x(5)+x(6)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*dak+(-x(1)+x(3)+x(4)-x(6))*sek)
dy(3)=0.25*(-y(2)-y(3)+y(5)+y(6)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*dak+(-y(1)+y(3)+y(4)-y(6))*sek)
dz(3)=0.25*(-z(2)-z(3)+z(5)+z(6)+(z(1)-z(2)&z(4)+z(5))*dak+(-z(1)+z(3)+z(4)-z(6))*sek)
djacob(k)=DET(dx,dy,dz)
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dN1(1)=0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(2)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(3)=-0.25*(sek-dak)
dN2(1)=0.0
dN2(2)=0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN2(3)=-0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN3(1)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN3 (2)=0.0
dN3(3)=-0.25*(1.0-sek)
dN4(1)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(2)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(3)=0.25*(sek-dak)
dN5(1)=0.0
dN5(2)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN5(3)=0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN6(1)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN6(2)=0.0
dN6(3)=0.25*(1.0-sek)
dNx(1,k)=DET(dN1,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(1,k)=DET(dx,dNi,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(1,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN1)/djacob(k)
dNx(2,k)=DET(dN2,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(2,k)=DET(dx,dN2,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(2,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN2)/dj acob(k)
dNx(3,k)=DET(dN3,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(3,k)=DET(dx,dN3,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(3,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN3)/dj acob(k)
dNx(4,k)=DET(dN4,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(4,k)=DET(dx,dN4,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(4,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN4)/dj acob (k)
dNx(5,k)=DET(dN5,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(5,k)=DET(dx,dN5,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(5,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN5)/dj acob(k)
dNx(6,k)=DET(dN6,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(6,k)=DET(dx,dN6,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(6,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN6)/djacob(k)
bN(1,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(2,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(3,k)=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
bN(4,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)
bN(5,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)
bN(6,k)=0.25* (1.0-s ek)* (1.0+tak)
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enddo
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
av(i,j)=0.0
dxv(i,j)=0.0
dyv(i,j)=0.0
dzv(i,j)=0.0
do k=1,27
av(i,j)--av(i,j)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*bN(j,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))
dxv(i,j)=dxv(i,j)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*dNx(j,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))
dyv(i,j)=dyv(i,j)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*dNy(j,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))
dzv(i,j)=dzv(i,j)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*dNz(j,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))
enddo
av(i,j)=0.5*av(i,j)
dxv(i,j)=0.5*dxv(i,j)
dyv(i,j)=0.5*dyv(i,j)
dzv(i,j)=0.5*dzv(i,j)
enddo
enddo
pkxxe=pkxe0(ie0,kz)*COS(beta)**2+pkye0(ie0,kz)*SIN(beta)**2
pkyye=pkxe0(ie0,kz)*SIN(beta)* *2+pkye0(ie0,k2)*COS(beta)**2
pkxye=(pkxe0(ie0,1(z)-pkye0(ie0,1(z))*SIN(beta)*COS(beta)
pkzze=pkze(ie0,kz)
total Darcian matrix and right-hand vector
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ln(j)=kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j+3)=1n(j)-n0
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ln(j)=(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ln(j+3)=1n(j)-1
enddo
endif
do i=1,6
nu=ln(i)
do j=1,3
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k=em(ie0,j)
fvx(nu)=fvx(nu)-(pkxxe*dxv(i,j)+plo(ye*dyv(i,j))*h(k,kz+ 1)
fvy(nu)--fyy(nu)-(pkyye*dyv(i,j)+playe*dxv(i,j))*h(k,kz+ 1)
fvz(nu)=fvz(nu)-pkzze*dzy(i,j)*h(k,kz+ 1)
if(nu.ge.ln(j)) then
j0=mdv(nu)-nu+ln(j)
g 1 (j 0)=gl(j 0)+av(i,j)
endif
enddo
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j -3)
fvx(nu)=fvx(nu)-(pkxxe*dxv(i,j)+pkxye*dyv(i,j))*h(k,kz)
fvy(nu)=fyy(nu)-(pkyye*dyv(i,j)+pkxye*dxv(i,j))*h(k,kz)
fvz(nu)=fvz(nu)-pkzze*dzy(i,j)*h(k,kz)
if(nu.ge.ln(j)) then
j0=-mdv(nu)-nu+ln(j)
g 1(j 0)=g1(j 0)+av(i,j)
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
op en(8, file='g 1 . tmp', form='unformatted', status= 1 unknown')
write(8) (g 1 (i),i=1 ,mdv(n))
close(8)
solving linear eqs. by RTDR method
call RTDR(n,mdv,fvx)
op en(3 , fi le=' g 1 .tmp',form='unformatted')
read(3) (g 1 (i),i=1,mdv(n))
close(3)
call RTDR(n,mdv,fvy)
op en(3 , file='g 1 .tmp',form='unformatted')
read(3) (g 1 (i),i=1,mdv(n))
close(3)
call RTDR(n,mdv,fvz)
do kz=1,nz+ 1
do i0=1,n0
if(numing.eq.0) then
i=(kz- 1 )*n0+i0
else
i=(i0- 1 )* (nz+ 1 )+kz
endif
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vx(i0,1cz)—fvx(i)
vy(i0,kz)=fvy(i)
vz(i0,kz)—fvz(i)
enddo
enddo
return

end
***** Function for Matrix Determinant Calculation *****
function DET(a,b,c)

dimension a(3),b(3),c(3)
DET=a(1)*b(2)*c(3)+a(2)*b(3)*c(1)+a(3)*b(1)*c(2)&a(3)*b(2)*c(1)-a(2)*b(1)*c(3)-a(1)*b(3)*c(2)
return

end

***** Subroutine for Solving Linear Equations with RTDR Method *****
subroutine RTDR(n,md,f)
include 'flow.inct
common /bb2/ gl(Maxmatrix)
dimension md(n),f(n)

do i=1,n
ii=i-1
id=md(i)
if(i.gt.1) then
mi=i-md(i)+md(ii)+1
do j=mi,i
igp=md(i)+j-i
jd=md(j)
j1=j-1
if(j 1 .gt.0) then
mj=j-md(j)+md(j1)+1
ij =mj
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if(mi.gt.mj) ij--mi
if(ij.le.j1) then
do k=ij,j1
k1=md(i)+k-i
k2=md(j)+k-j
kd=md(k)
gl(igp)=g1(igp)-gl(k1)*gl(k2)*gl(kd)
enddo
endif
endif
if(j.eq.i) goto 10
gl(igp)=g1(igp)/g1(jd)
f(i)=f(i)-gl (igp)*gl (jd)*f(j)
enddo
endif
10
f(i)=f(i)/g1(id)
enddo
C

nx=n-1
do i=1,nx
nxr-n-i
nxd=nxr+1
do j=nxd,n
1r=j+1-md(j)+md(j-1)
if(lr.le.nxr) then
lk--md(j)-j+nxr
f(nxr)--f(nxr)-gl(lk)*f(j)
endif
enddo
enddo
-

C

return
end
C
C
C
c ***** Subroutine for Data Input *****
subroutine DATA(ierr)
include 'flow.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,bin
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real NoData
character*6 nameob,namew,ctmp
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstip),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ h(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),hbl(Maxhbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&q2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),q2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&q2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ ploce(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,pkze(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pse0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,psel(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),beta
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),hobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&hcom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),herr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /aa10/ iflag1,iflag2,iflag3,iflag4,jflag4,iflag5,jflag5,
&iflag6,iflag7,jflag7,iflag8,jflag8,iflag9,jflag9,iflagvz,iflagvt,
&iflgKy_x,iflgKz_x,ns0
common /aall/ ratioKlay(Maxlayer-1),ratioSOlay(Maxlayer-1),
&ratioSllay(Maxlayer-1),kk,ks0,ksl,pkx,ps0,psl,rKyKx0,rKzKx0
common /aa12/ atop(Maxnodxy),iflag10
common /aa13/ X0,Y0,Z0
common /aa15/ pkxe0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,pselo(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
dimension rKyKx(Maxelmtxy),rKzKx(Maxelmtxy)

data se/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data da/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.0,0.0,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
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&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data ta/0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data ga/0.7023320,0.4389575,0.4389575,0.4389575,
&0.2743480,0.2743480,0.4389575,0.2743480,0.2743480,
&0.4389575,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.1714678,
&0.1714678,0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678,0.4389575,
&0.2743480,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678,
&0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678/
data mnday/31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31/

ierr=0
write(*,*) 1 ***** Reading Data ....'
open(3,file='basic.dat')
read(3,*) kstg
read(3,*) mv
read(3,*) bin
read(3,*) err°
read(3,*) numing
read(3,*) XO,Y0,Z0
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File basic.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='spt.dat')
read(3,*) ns
read(3,*) (sp(is),is=1,ns)
read(3,*) (nts(is),is=1,ns)
read(3,*) iflagl
if(iflagl.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns
read(3,*) (sdt(isj),j=1,nts(is))
st=0.0
do j=1,nts(is)
st=st+sdt(isj)
enddo
if(abs(st-sp(is)).gt.1.0e-5) then
write(*,*) ' Error: Inconsistence in stress period',is
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ierr=1
endif
enddo
else if(iflagl.eq.1) then
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nts(is)
sdt(is,j)=sp(is)/nts(is)
enddo
enddo

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag Wrong in DATA file "spt.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
read(3,*) nyrb,monb,ndayb
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File spt.dat DONE.'
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=nt+nts(is)
enddo
if(nt.gt.Maxstep) then
write(*,*) ' Error: Too many time steps!'
ierr=1
endif
open(3,file=ixyz.dat')
read(3,*) nO
read(3,*) (itmp,(xy(i,j),j=1,2),i=1 ,n0)
read(3,*) nz
read(3,*) iflag2
if(iflag2.eq.0) then
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File xyz.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=izz.dat')
do j=1,nz+1
read(3, 1 (a)) ctmp
read(3,*) (zz(i,j),i=1 ,n0)
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File zz.dat DONE.'
else if(iflag2.eq.1) then
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read(3,*) (zz(1,j),j=1,nz+1)
do i=2,n0
do j=1,nz+1
zz(i,j)=zz(1,j)
enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File xyz.dat DONE.'
else
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag Wrong in DATA File "xyz.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
do i=1,n0
xy(i,1)=xy(i,1)-X0
xy(i,2)—xy(i,2)-YO
do j=1,nz+1
zz(i,j)=zz(i,j)-ZO
enddo
enddo
open(3,file=°connect.dat')
read(3,*) ne0
read(3,*) (itmp,(em(i,j),j=1,3),i=1,ne0)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File connect.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='h0.dat')
read(3,*) iflag3
if(iflag3.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((h(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
else
read(3,*) (h(i,1),i=1 ,n0)
do j=2,nz+1
do i=1,n0
h(i,j)=h(i,l)
enddo
enddo
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File hO.dat DONE.'
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do i=1,n0
do j=1,nz+1
h(i,j)=h(i,j)-ZO
enddo
enddo
open(3,file=iatop.dat')
read(3,*) iflag10
if(iflag10.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (atop(i),i=1,n0)
else
read(3,*) atop(1)
do i=2,n0
atop(i)=atop(1)
enddo
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File atop.dat DONE.'
do i=1,n0
atop(i)=atop(i)-ZO
enddo
open(3,file='hb 1.dat')
read(3,*) iflag4
if(iflag4.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (n1(j),(nbl(i,j),i=1,n1(j)),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) n1(1),(nbl(i,1),i=1,n1(1))
do j=2,nz+1
nl(j)--n1(1)
do i=1,n1(j)
nbl(i,j)=nbl(i,l)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: First Flag Wrong in DATA File "hbl.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) jflag4
if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (((hbl(i,j,is),i=1,n1(j)),j=1,nz+1),is=1,ns)
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else if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ((hbl(i,l,is),i=1,n1(1)),is=1,ns)
do is=1,ns
do j=2,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq. 1 .and.jflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (hbl(i,1,1),i=1,n1 (1))
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
hbl(i,j,is)=hbl(i,1,1)
enddo
enddo
enddo

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Second Flag Wrong in DATA File "hbl.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File hbl.dat DONE.'
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
hbl(i,j,is)=hbl(i,j,is)-ZO
enddo
enddo
enddo
open(3,file='q2.dat')
read(3,*) nq2v
if(nq2v.ne.0) then
read(3,*) ((eq2v(i,j),j=1,2),i=1,nq2v)
read(3,*) iflagvz,iflagvt
if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (((q2v(i,j,is),j=1,nz),i=1,nq2v),is=1,ns)
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((q2v(i, 1 ,is),i=1,nq2v),is=1,ns)
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do is=1,ns
do i=1,nq2v
do j=2,nz
q2v(i,j,is)=q2v(i, 1 ,is)
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ((q2v(i,j,1),j=1,nz),i=1,nq2v)
do i=1,nq2v
do j=1,nz
do is=2,ns
q2v(i,j,is)=q2v(i,j,1)
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (q2v(i,1,1),i=1,nq2v)
do i=1,nq2v
do j=1,nz
do is=1,ns
q2v(i,j,is)=q2v(i,1,1)
enddo
enddo
enddo

else
writ e (*,*)' Error: Flags for Lateral Flux Wrong in DATA',
8z,' File "q2.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
endif
read(3,*) nq2pu
if(nq2pu.ne.0) then
read(3,*) (eq2pu(i),i=1,nq2pu)
read(3,*) iflag5
if(iflag5.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((q2pu(i,is),i=1,nq2pu),is=1,ns)
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (q2pu(i,1),i=1,nq2pu)
do i=1,nq2pu
do is=2,ns
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q2pu(i,is)=q2pu(i, 1 )
enddo
enddo

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag for Upper Flux Wrong in DATA File'
&,' "q2.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
endif
read(3,*) nq2pd
if(nq2pd.ne.0) then
read(3,*) (eq2pd(i),i=1,nq2pd)
read(3,*) jflag5
if(jflag5.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((q2p d(i, is), i=1,nq2p d), i s=1,ns)
else if(jflag5.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (q2pd(i,1),i=1,nq2pd)
do i=1,nq2pd
do is=2,ns
q2pd(i,is)=q2pd(i,1)
enddo
enddo

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag for Lower Flux Wrong in DATA',
&' File "q2.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File q2.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=lwell.dat')
read(3,*) nq
if(nq.ne.0) then
read(3,*) ndw
read(3,*) iflag6
do i=1,nq
read(3,*) namew(i)
read(3,*) xqw(i),yqw(i)
if(iflag6.eq.0) then
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read(3,*) (qw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
else if(iflag6.eq.1) then
read(3,*) qw(i,l)
do id=2,ndw
qw(i,id)=qw(i,l)
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Wrong Flag in DATA File "Well.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
enddo
read(3,*) (dtw(i),i=1,ndw)
do i=1,nq
read(3,*) namew(i),(scwz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
endif
close(3)
•
•

•

turn off the injection wells
do i=1,nq
do id=1,ndw
if(qw(i,id).gt.0.0) qw(i,id)=0.0
enddo
enddo
homogenize the flow rate within each stress period
itsp=0
if(itsp.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq
itend=0
do is=1,ns
itstart=itend+1
itend=itend+nts(is)
qavg=0.0
do it=itstartitend
qavg=qavg+qw(i,it)*dtw(it)
enddo
qavg=qavg/sp(is)
do it=itstart,itend
qw(i,it)=qavg
enddo
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enddo
enddo
endif
do i=1,nq
xqw(i)=xqw(i)-X0
yqw(i)—yqw(i)- YO
enddo
call XYTOE(xqw,yqw,nodqe,nq,ier)
ierr=ier
write(*,*) ' Reading File well.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='k.dat')
read(3,*) iflag7
read(3,*) jflag7
if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (pkxe(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kk
if(kk.lt.l.or.kk.gt.nz) then
writ e (*,*)' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1

return
endif
read(3,*) (pkxe(i,kk),i=1,ne0)
read(3,*) (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz)
do j=1,nz
if(j.ne.kk) then
do i=1,ne0
pkxe(i,j)=pkxe(i,kk)*ratioKlay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag7.eq. 1 .and.jflag7.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kk
if(kk.lt.l.or.kk.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1

return
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endif
read(3,*) pkx
read(3,*) (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz)
do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
ploce(i,j)=pkx*ratioKlay(j)
enddo
enddo

else

write (*,*)? Error: Flags for K values Wrong in DATA',
&' File "k.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
read(3,*) rKyKx0,rKzKx0
read(3,*) beta
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File k.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=irKyKx.dat')
read(3,*) iflgKy_x
if(iflgKy_x.eq.1) read(3,*) (rKyKx(i),i=1 ,ne0)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File rKyKx.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='rKzKx.dat')
read(3,*) ifigKz_x
if(iflgKz_x.eq.1) read(3,*) (rKzKx(i),i=1,ne0)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File rKzKx.dat DONE.'

do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
if(iflgKy_x.eq.1) then
plcxe(i,j)=plcxe(i,j)/sqrt(rKyKx(i))
pkxe0(i,j)=ploce(i,j)
pkye(i,j)=ploce(i,j)*rKyKx(i)
pkye0(0=pkye(i,j)

else
ploce(i,j)=plcxe(i,j)/sqrt(rKyKx0)
pkxe0(i,j)=pkxe(i,j)
pkye(i,j)=plcxe(i,j)*rKyKx0
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pkye0(i,j)=pkye(i,j)
endif
if(iflgKz_x.eq.1) then
pkze(i,j)=pkxe(i,j)*rKzKx(i)
else
pkze(i,j)=ploce(WrKzKx0
endif
enddo
enddo
beta=beta*3.1415926/180.0
open(3,file='s0.dat')
read(3,*) iflag8
read(3,*) jflag8
if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (pse0(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ks0
if(ks0.1t.1.or.ks0.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (pse0(i,ks0),i=1,ne0)
read(3,*) (ratio SOlay(j),j =1 ,nz)
do j=1,nz
if(j.ne.ks0) then
do i=1,ne0
pse0(i,j)=pse0(i,ksO)*ratioSOlay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag8.eq.1 .and.jflag8.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ks0
if(ks0.1t.Lor.ks0.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
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read(3,*) ps0
read(3 ,*) (ratioSOlay(j),j=1,nz)
do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
pse0(i,j)=psO*ratioSOlay(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for SO values Wrong in DATA',
&' File "s0.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File sO.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='s1.dat')
read(3,*) iflag9
read(3,*) jflag9
if(iflag9.eq.0.and.jflag9.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (psel (i,j),i=1 ,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag9.eq.0.and.jflag9.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ksl
if(ks1.1t.Lor.ksl.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (psel(i,ks1),i=1,ne0)
read(3,*) (ratioSllay(j),j=1,nz)
do j=1,nz
if(j.ne.ks1) then
do i=1,ne0
psel(i,j)=psel(i,ksl)*ratioSllay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag9.eq.1 .and.jflag9.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ksl
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if(ks 1 it" or.ks1 . gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) psi
read(3,*) (ratioS 1 lay(j),j=1,nz)
do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
pse 1 (i,j)=psl*ratio S 1 lay(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for Si values Wrong in DATA',
&° File "sl.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
close(3)
do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
pse 1 o(i,j)=pse 1 (i,j)
enddo
enddo
write(*,*) ' Reading File sl.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='hobv.dat')
read(3,*) nob
read(3,*) NoData
if(nob.ne.0) then
do i=1,nob
read(3,*) nameob(i)
read(3,*) xob(i),yob(i)
read(3,*) (scobz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
do it=1,nt
read(3,*) temp
read(3,*) (nameob(i),hobv(i,it),i=1,nob)
enddo
endif
close(3)
do i=1,nob
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xob(i)=xob(i)-X0
yob(i)=yob(i)-Y0
do it=1,nt
hobv(i,it)=hobv(i,it)-ZO
enddo
enddo
call XYTOE(xob,yob,nobe,nob,ier)
ierr-ier
write(*,*) ' Reading File hobv.dat DONE.'
-

ns0=ns
if(ierr.eq.0) then
write(*,*) ' How many stress periods to run? ns='
read(*,*) ns
endif
return
end

***** Subroutine for Finding Elements Based on Coordinates *****
subroutine XYTOE(x,y,elm,nxy,ierr)
include 'flow.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,elm,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
dimension x(nxy),y(nxy),e1m(nxy),xx(3),yy(3),aa(3),bb(3),cc(3)
ierr=0
do 10 i=1,nxy
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
xx(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
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aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)=yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
kei=0
do j=1,3
fj=aa(j)+bb(j)*x(i)+cc(j)*y(i)
if(fj.ge.0.0) kei=kei+1
enddo
if(kei.eq.3) then
elm(i)=ie0
goto 10
endif
enddo
write(*,20) i,x(i),y(i)
20 format(' Well No.',i3,T,f1 0.2,',',f1 0.2,')',
&'is outside of domain!')
ien=1
10 continue
return

end

***** Subroutine for Saving Results *****
subroutine OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
include 'flow.inc'
integer bin
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa4/ h(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),hbl(Maxhbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&q2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),q2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
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&q2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa13/ X0,Y0,Z0
common /cc 1/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),mdv(Maxnode)

C
save results in text format

c

write(4,*)
if(mv.eq.1) write(5,*)
if(it.eq.0) then
write(4,*) ' ---- Initial State ----°
if(mv.eq.1) write(5,*) ' ---- Initial State ----'
else if(it.eq.-1) then
write(4,10) is,nts(is),time
if(mv.eq.1) write(5,10) is,nts(is),time
10 format(' Stress Period:',i3,' Time Step:',i3,
&' Total Elapsed Time:',f10.2)

else
write(4,10) is,it,time
if(mv.eq.1) write(5,10) is,it,time
endif
do kz=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer Number=',kz
if(mv.eq.1) write(5,*) 'Layer Number=',Icz
write(4,*) ' Water Head'
write(4,'(5f8.2)') (h(i,kz)+Z0,i=1,n0)
if(mv.eq.1) then
write(5,*) 'Nodal Vx'
write(5,'(5e13.5)) (vx(i,kz),i=1,n0)
write(5,*) 'Nodal Vy°
write(5,'(5e13.5)') (vy(i,kz),i=1,n0)
write(5,*) 'Nodal Vz'
write(5,'(5e13.5)') (vz(i,kz),i=1,n0)
endif
enddo
c

save results in binary format
if(bin.eq.1) then
write(9) is,it
write(9) ((h(i0,1(z)+Z0,i0=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
if(mv.eq.1) then
write(10) is,it
write(10) ((vx(i0,kz),i0=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
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write(10) ((vy(i0,kz),i0=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
write(10) ((vz(i0,kz),i0=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
endif
endif
return
end

***** Subroutine for Printing Results at the Obv. Points *****
subroutine RESULT
include 'flow.inc°
integer bin
real NoData
character*6 nameob,namew
c h arac t er * 12 filename
common /aa0/ kstg,en 0,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),hobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&hcom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),herr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /aa13/ X0,Y0,Z0
common /ddl/ hcornt(Maxobv,Maxstep),tstep(Maxstep)
dimension hab(Maxobv),h1t(Maxobv),heror(Maxobv)
-

write(*,*) ' Input Com.-Obv. result filename:'
read(*,'(a)') filename
filename='hcom-obv'
open(4,file=filename,status='unknown')
calculate the date to which the end of time step relates
call DAT
calculate the average absolute and relative errors of boreholes
do i=1,nob
hexp0=1.0e10
hexp1=-1.0e10
hab(i)=0.0
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hlt(i)=0.0
heror(i)=0.0
mh=0
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=nt+nts(is)
if(hobv(i,nt).gt.hexpl) hexpl=hobv(i,nt)
if(hobv(i,nt).ne.(NoData-Z0)) then
if(hobv(i,nt).1thexp0) hexp0=hobv(i,nt)
mh=-mh+1
hab(i)=hab(i)+abs(herr(i,is))
heror(i)=heror(i)+herr(i,is)
endif
enddo
if(mh.ne.0) hab(0=hab(i)/float(mh)
if(mh.ne.0) heror(i)=heror(i)/float(mh)
if(hexpl.ne.(NoData-Z0)) hlt(i)=hab(i)/(hexpl+ZO)*100.0
enddo
rl=h1t(1)
rs=h1t(1)
al=hab(1)
as=hab(1)
err1=0.0
erra=0.0
do i=1,nob
if(hlt(i).gt.r1) rl=h1t(i)
if(hlt(i).1t.rs) rs=h1t(i)
if(hab(i).gt.al) al=hab(i)
if(hab(i).1t.as) as=hab(i)
errl=errl+hlt(i)
erra=erra+hab(i)
enddo
if(nob.ne.0) errl=errl/float(nob)
if(nob.ne.0) erra=erra/float(nob)
display results, 3 boreholes in a table
if(mod(nob,3).ne.0) then
m0—mob/3+1
else
m0=nob/3
endif
do k=1,m0
write(4,40) k
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40

format(10x,'Table',i2,'. Comparison Between Calculated and',
&' Observed Hydraulic Head (ft)')
m1=(k-1)*3+1
m2=k*3
if(m2.gt.nob) m2=nob
write(4,45)
45
format(91('-'))
write(4,50) (nameob(i),i=m1,m2)
50
format('No. DATE I',3 (10x,a6,9x,' I '))
write(4,55)
55
format(12x,1 1 ,3(' corn. obv. err. I'))
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=-nt+nts(is)
write(4,65) is,iyear(is),month(is),iday(is),
&(hcom(i,is)+Z0,hobv(i,nt)+Z0,herr(i,is),i=m1,m2)
65
forrnat(i2,i3,1.',i2,'.',i2,' l',3( 18.2,19.2,f7.2,' I'))
enddo
write(4,70) (hab(i),i=m1,m2)
70
format(2x,'a-ERROR l',3(18x,f6.2, 1 1'))
write(4,80) (hlt(i),i=m1,m2)
80
format(2x,'r-ERROR I',3(17x,f6.1,'%',' I'))
write(4,47)
47
format(91('-')/)
enddo
write(4,85) as,a1
85 format(13x,6('-'),' ABSOLUTE ERROR ranges from',f6.2,'ft to ',
&f6.2,1I ',6('-'))
write(4,90) erra
90 format(15x,8('*'),' MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR=',f6.2,'ft',
&lx,8('*')/)
write(4,95) rs,r1
95 format(13x,6('-'),' RELATIVE ERROR ranges fi-om',f6.2,'% to ',
&f6.2,'% ',6('-'))
write(4,100) errl
100 format(15x,7('*'),' MEAN RELATIVE ERROR=',f6.2,'% ',
&7('*')//)
write(4,101) NoData
101 format('Note: The ',f4.1,' in the "obv." columns indicates',
no data available.')
close(4)
C
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open(4,fi1e=thobvt',status='unknown')
write(4,*) nt
do i=1,nob
write(4,'(a6)') nameob(i)
write(4,*) '
Time Water Level'
write(4,200) (tstep(j),hcomt(i,j)+ZO,j=1,nt)
200
format(2f12.2)
enddo
close(4)
open(4,file=therr.txtt,status—'unknown')
write(4,110) nob
110
format('VARIABLES="x","y","here HPZONE T="Herr",i=',i2)
write(4,'(3f8.3)') ((xob(i)+X0)/1000.,(yob(i)+Y0)/1000.,
&heror(i),i=1,nob)
close(4)
return

end

****** Subroutine for the Date Corresponding to the end of Time-steps ******
subroutine DAT
include 'flow.inc'
character*6 nameob,namew
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)

do is=1,ns
10

ndayb=ndayb+int(sp(is))
if(monb.eq.2) then
if(mod(1900+nyrb,4).eq.0) then
mnday(monb)=29
else
mnday(monb)=28
endif
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endif
if(ndayb.gt.mnday(monb)) then
ndayb=ndayb-mnday(monb)
monly=monb+1
if(monb.gt.12) then
monb=monb-12
nyrb=nyrb+1
endif
goto 10
endif
iyear(is)—nyrb
month(is)--monb
iday(is)=ndayb
enddo
return
end

***** Subroutine for Checking Data *****
subroutine DATACHECK(ierr)
include 'flow.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,bin
real NoData
character*6 nameob,namew
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,time,mv,bin,nt,numing
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxhb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ h(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),hb1(Maxhbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&q2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),q2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&q2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ ploce(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pkye(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
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&,pkze(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),pse0(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
&,p s el(M axelmtxy,Maxlayer-1),b eta
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),hobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&hcom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),herr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /aal 0/ iflagl,iflag2,iflag3,iflag4,jflag4,iflag5,jflag5,
&iflag6,iflag7,jflag7,iflag8,jflag8,iflag9,jflag9,iflagvz,iflagvt,
&ifigKy_x,iflgKz_x,ns0
common /aal 1/ ratioKlay(Maxlayer-1),ratioSOlay(Maxlayer-1),
&ratioSllay(Maxlayer-1),1dc,ks0,ksl,pkx,ps0,psl,rKyKx0,rKzKx0
common /aa12/ atop(Maxnodxy),iflag10
common /aa13/ X0,Y0,Z0

open(4,file=tcheckdatai,status=lunknown')
write(4,*) ' *** basic.dat ***'
write(4,10) kstg,mv,bin,errO,numing,X0,YO,Z0
10
format(' flag for storage matrix: ',il/
&' flag for calculating velocity: ',il/
&' flag for saving binary file: ',il/
&' iterative error: ',f10.6/
&' flag for node numbering: ',il/
&' X0,YO,Z0 =',2f10.20.2//)

20

22

24
26

write(4,*) ' *** spt.dat ***'
write(4,20) ns0
format(' number of stress-period: ',i3)
write(4,*) 'stress-period intervals:'
write(4,22) (sp(is),is=1,ns0)
format(10f10.2)
write(4,*) 'number of time steps in each stress-period:'
write(4,24) (nts (is), i s=1,ns 0)
format(10i10)
write(4,26) iflagl
format(' flag for uniformity of time-step interval: ',il)
write(4,*) 'time-step intervals:'
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress-period #',is
write(4,22) (sdt(is,j),j=1,nts(is))
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enddo
write(4,28) monb,ndayb,nyrb
28
format(' initial date of simulation: ',i2,'/',i2,'/',i2)
monb0=monb
ndayb0=ndayb
nyrb0=nyrb
call DAT
write(4,29) (iyear(i),month(i),iday(i),i=1,ns)
29
format(' Dates at the end of each stress period:'/
&' Year/Month/Day'/(2x,3i5))
monb=monb0
ndayb=ndaybO
nyrb=nyrb0
write(4,'(//)')

30

32

write(4,*) ' *** xyz.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'total nodes in plane: ',n0
write(4,*) 'node
x
do i=1,n0
write(4,30) i,xy(i,1)+X0,xy(i,2)+YO
forrnat(i5,2fl2.2)
enddo
write(4,*) 'elemental layers: °,nz
write(4,32) iflag2
format(' flag for vertical elevations: ',il)
if(iflag2.eq.0) then
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** zz.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'vertical elevations:'
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz: ',j
write(4,22) (zz(i,j)+Z0,i=1,n0)
enddo

else
write(4,*) 'vertical elevations:'
write(4,22) (zz(1,j)+Z0,j=1,nz+1)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** connect.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'total elements in plane: ',ne0
write(4,*) ' element i
j
k'
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write(4,42) (i,(em(i,j),j=1,3),i=1,ne0)
format(4i8)
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** hO.dat ***'
write(4,50) iflag3
format(' flag for initial water head: ',il)
write(4,*) 'initial water head:'
if(iflag3.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' k=',j
write(4,22) (h(i,j)+Z0,i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,22) (h(i,1)+ZO,i=1,n0)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** atop.dat ***I
write(4,55) iflag10
format(' flag for aquifer top-elevation: ',il)
write(4,*) 'top elevation of aquifer:'
if(iflag10.eq.0) then
write(4,22) (atop (i)+ZO,i=1,n0)
else
write(4,22) atop(1)+ZO
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** hbl .dat ***'
write(4,60) iflag4
format(' flag for first-type boundary nodes: ',il)
write(4,*) 'nodes on the first-type boundaries:'
if(iflag4.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' k=',j
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(j)
write(4,24) (nbl(i,j),i=1,n1(j))
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',nl (1)
write(4,24) (nbl(i,1),i=1,n1(1))
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endif
write(4,62) jflag4
format(' flag for water head at first-type boundaries: ',il)
write(4,*) 'Water head on the first-type boundaries:'
if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #',is
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' k=',j
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(j)
write(4,22) (hbl(i,j,is)+ZO,i---1,n1(j))
enddo
enddo
else if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.1) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #is
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',nl (1)
write(4,22) (hbl(i,l,is)+ZO,i=1,n1(1))
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq. 1 .and.jflag4.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',ill (1)
write(4,22) (hbl(i,1,1)+Z0,i=1,n1(1))
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** q2.dat ***'
if(nq2v.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of elemental sides with lateral flux: ',nq2v
write(4,*) 'element # node #
write(4,70) ((eq2v(i,j),j=1,2),i=1,nq2v)
format(2i10)
write(4,72) iflagvz
format('flag for flux uniformity along vertical direction: ',il)
write(4,74) iflagvt
forrnat('flag for flux uniformity in time: ',il)
write(4,*) 'Lateral flux:'
if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,23) (q2v(i,j,is),j=1,nz)
1
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format(10e12.5)
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagyt.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,23) q2v(i, 1 ,is)
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
do i-1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,23) (q2v(i,j,is),j=1,nz)
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagyt.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,23) q2v(i,1,1)
enddo
endif
endif
if(nq2pu.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of top elements with downward flux: ',nq2pu
write(4,*) 'elements:'
write(4,24) (eq2pu(i),i=1,nq2pu)
write(4,76) iflag5
format('flag for downward flux uniformity in time: ',il)
if(iflag5.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
write(4,23) (q2pu(i,is),i=1,nq2pu)
enddo
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
write(4,23) (q2pu(i,1),i=1,nq2pu)
endif
endif
if(nq2pd.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of bottom elements with upward flux: ',nq2pd
write(4,*) 'elements:'
write(4,24) (eq2pd(i),i=1,nq2pd)
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write(4,78) jflag5
format('flag for upward flux uniformity in time: ',il)
if(jflag5.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
write(4,23) (q2pd(i,is),i=1,nq2pd)
enddo
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
write(4,23) (q2pd(i,1),i=1,nq2pd)
endif
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** well.dat
write(4,*) 'number of wells:',nq
if(nq.ne.0) then
vvrite(4,*) 'total number of pumpage data in each well:',ndw
write(4,80) iflag6
format(' flag for well pumpage: ',il)
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) 'well name: ',namew(i)
write(4,*) ' coordinates:',xqw(i)+XO,yqw(i)+YO
if(iflag6.eq.0) then
write(4,82) (qw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
format(10f12.2)
else if(iflag6.eq.1) then
write(4,*) qw(i,l)
endif
enddo
write(4,*) 'time intervals for pumpage data:'
write(4,22) (dtw(i),i=1,ndw)
write(4,*) 'well screens:'
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) 'well name: ',namew(i)
write(4, (10i3)') (scwz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
endif
write(4,*) ' Pumpage of each well at each time step:'
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) namew(i)
t=0.0
do is=1,ns
1

c
c
c

c
c
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do it=1,nts(is)
dt=sdt(is,it)
t=t+dt
qq=qwis(i,t-dt,t)
write(4,*) dt,qq
enddo
enddo
enddo
write(4,'(//)')

90

write(4,*) ' *** hobv.dat ***I
write(4,*) 'number of monitoring wells:',nob
write(4,*) 'data not available symbol:',NoData
if(nob.ne.0) then
do i=1,nob
write(4,*) 'well name: ',nameob(i)
write(4,*) 1 coordinates:',xob(i)+XO,yob(i)+YO
write(4,*) ° well screens:'
write(4,'(10i3)') (scobz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
write(4,*) 'observed water head:'
time=0.0
it=0
do is=1,ns0
do j=1,nts(is)
it=it+1
time=time+sdt(is,j)
write(4,*) ' time=',time
do i=1,nob
write(4,90) nameob(i),hobv(i,it)+ZO
format(a15,fl2.2)
enddo
enddo
enddo
endif
write(4,'(//)')

write(4,*) ' *** k.dat ***'
write(4,100) iflag7,jflag7
100
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of Kx: ',il/
&' flag for layering of domain: ',il)
if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.0) then
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do j=1,nz
write(4,*) ' Layer #',j
write(4,22) (pkxe(i,j ),i=1 ,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',Ick
write(4,22) (pkxe(i,kk),i=1 ,ne0)
write(4,*) 'K ratio of each layer:'
write(4,' (1 Of .4)') (ratioKlay(j),j =1 ,nz)
else if(iflag7.eq.1.and.jflag7.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',kk
write(4,*) pkx
write(4,*) 'K ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz)
endif
write(4,110) rKyKx0,rKzKx0
format(' anisotropy ratio Ky/Kx=',f8.4,'Kz/Kx=',f8.4)
vvrite(4,111) beta
format(' angle of the principal direction=',f8.2)
if(iflgKy_x.eq.1) write(4,*) Ky/Kx != 1 for part of the domain.'
if(iflgKz_x.eq.1) write(4,*) Kz/Kx != 1 for part of the domain.'
write(4,'(//)')

write(4,*) ' *** sO.dat ***'
write(4,120) iflag8,jflag8
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of SO: ',il/
120
&' flag for layering of domain: ',il)
if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
write(4,*) ' Layer #',j
write(4,22) (pse0(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',ks0
vvrite(4,22) (p se0(i,ks 0), i=1 ,ne0)
vvrite(4,*) ' SO ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratio S Olay(j ),j=1 ,nz)
else if(iflag8.eq.1.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
vvrite(4,*) 'Layer #',ks0
write(4,*) ps0
write(4,*) ' SO ratio of each layer:'
write(4, 1 (10f8.4) 1 ) (rati o S Olay(j),j ,nz)
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endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** sl.dat ***'
write(4,130) iflag9,jflag9
130
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of Si: ',il/
& flag for layering of domain: ',il)
if(iflag9.eq.0.and.jflag9.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
write(4,*) 'Layer #',j
write(4,22) (psel(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflag9.eq.0.and.jflag9.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer # 1 ,ks1
write(4,22) (psel(i,ks1),i=1,ne0)
write(4,*) ' Si ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(1
.4)') (ratioSllay(j),j=1,nz)
else if(iflag9.eq.l.and.jflag9.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',ks1
write(4,*) psi
write(4,*) ' Si ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioSllay(j),j=1,nz)
endif
close(4)
ierr=0
if(Maxnodxy.lt.n0) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxnodxy',n0)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxlayer.lt.(nz+1)) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxlayer',nz+1)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxstrp.lt.ns) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxstrp',ns)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxstep.lt.nt) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxstep',nt)
ierr=1
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endif
imax=nts(1)
do is=2,ns0
if(nts(is).gt.imax) imax=nts(is)
enddo
if(Maxstep_strp.lt.imax) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxstrp',imax)
ierr=1
endif
imax=n1 (1)
do k=2,nz+1
if(nl(k).gt.imax) imax=n1(k)
enddo
if(Maxhb1.1t.imax) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxhbl',imax)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2v.lt.nq2v) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2v',nq2v)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2pu.lt.nq2pu) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2pu',nq2pu)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2pd.lt.nq2pd) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2pd',nq2pd)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxwells.lt.nq) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxwells',nq)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxwelldata.lt.ndw) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxwelldata',ndw)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxelmtxy.lt.ne0) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxelmtxy,ne0)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxobv.lt.nob) then
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call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxobv',nob)
ierr=1
endif
if(MaxInt.le.Maxnode) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('MaxInt',Maxnode)
ierr=1
endif

return
end
C
C
C

subroutine BOUNDCHECKMSG(string,kvalue)
character * 15 string
write(*, 10) string,kvalue
10
format(' The parameter ',a15,' defined in FILE flow.inc should be',
&' no less than ',i8,'.')
return
end
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****** Include File (flow.inc) for UAF1ow3D ******
c
C
c The following Parameters control static dimensioning within UAF1ow3D:
C
c Maxnodxy --- maximum number of nodes on xy plane;
c Maxlayer --- maximum number of layers;
c Maxstrp --- maximum number of stress periods;
c Maxstep --- maximum number of time steps;
c Maxstep_strp --- maximum number of steps in a stress period;
c Maxhbl --- maximum number of nodes at the 1st-type boundary on xy plane;
c Maxq2v --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type lateral boundary;
c Maxq2pu --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type upper boundary;
c Maxq2pd --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type lower boundary;
c Maxwells --- maximum number of injection and extraction wells;
c Maxwelldata --- maximum number of well data (in time) in each well;
c Maxnode --- maximum number of total nodes, i.e.,Maxnode=Maxnodxy*Maxlayer;
c Maxelmtxy -- maximum number of triangular elements on xy plane;
c Maxobv --- maximum number of observation wells;
c Maxmatrix -- maximum space allocated for hydraulic sparse banded matrix;
c MaxInt --- maximum integer.
c
c User Adjustable:
C
parameter(Maxnodxy=2790,
Maxlayer=4,
&
Maxstrp=10,
&
Maxstep=129,
&
Maxstep_strp=24,
&
Maxhb1=69,
&
Maxq2v=10,
&
Maxq2pu=5384,
&
Maxq2pd=10,
&
Maxwells=56,
&
Maxwelldata=129,
&
Maxelmtxy=5384,
&
Maxobv=50,
&
Maxmatrix=3257000,
&
MaxInt=30000)
&
c
c Fixed:
c
p arameter(Maxnode=Maxnodxy*Maxlayer)
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APPENDIX G
Source Code for

Three-Dimensional Finite-Element
Groundwater Solute Transport Model
UASolute3D
c ccccccccccccccccccoecccccccccccccccccccccccceccccccccceccccccc
c c A Finite-Element Program for Three-Dimensional Subsurface c
c c Contaminant Transport Simulation with Triangular Prism
c c Elements
Cc
cc
---- written by Zhihui Zhang
C cccccccccccccecccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
The factors and processes considered in the model are:
1.advection and dispersion (MMOC)
2. large-scale hydraulic conductivity variability (conditional stochastic
approach)
3. local-scale physical heterogeneity (two-domain approach)
4. nonlinear sorption (Freudlich isotherm)
5. equilibrium and rate-limited sorptions (two-site approach)
6. transient rate-limited dissolution of residual NAPL (theta model)
7. transient groundwater flow
Model description:
1.three-dimensional finite element (Galerkin) approach
2. iso-parametric triangular prism elements
3. MMOC (modified method of characeristics) for A-D equation
PROGRAM UASOLUTE3D
integer bin
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl ,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
call DATA(ierr)
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call DATACHECK(ier)
if(ierr.eq.l.or.ier.eq.1) then
write(*,*)
write(*,*) ' I I III Please Check Your Data H
write(*,*) ' ***** Program Abnormally Terminated. *****'
goto 10
endif
call SCALE
if(injectw.eq.0) call BANDWC(nO,ne0,nz,n,ne,m)
write(*,*)
write(*,*) 1 ***** Calculation begins
if(b in. eq. 1 ) then
open(9,file='c.bin',form='unformatted',status='unknown')
endif
open(4,file=tc.txt',status='unknown')
is=0
it=0
call OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
time=0.0
nt=0
do is=1,ns
write(*,*)
write(*,*) ' --- Stress Period #',is
call SOLUTE3D(is,ierrun)
if(ierrun.eq.1) then
write(*,*) ' ***** Program Abnormally Terminated. *****
goto 10
endif
enddo
close(4)
if(bin.eq.1) close(9)
write(*,*)
writ e (* , *) ,***** Calculation ends here.'
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write (*,*) ,***** Outputting results
call RESULT
write(*,*)
write(*,*) '***** Program Normally Terminated.

1
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10 end

***** Subroutine for Bandwidth Calculation *****
subroutine BANDWC(nO,ne0,nz,n,ne,m)

include 'solute.inc'
integer scwz,scobz,em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb 1 (Maxcb 1 ,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa20/ nl_inj(Maxlayer),nb1inj(Maxcl_inj,Maxlayer),
&Cwl_inj(Maxcl_inj ,Maxlayer)
common /bb 1/ md(Maxnode),nr(Maxnode),f(Maxnode)
dimension ln(6)
n=n0*(nz+1)
ne=ne0*nz
do i=1,n
nr(i)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1

regular nodes at the 1st-type boundaries
do j=1,n1(kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
i=(kz-1)*n0+nb1(j,kz)

else
i -(nbl(j,kz)-1)*(nz+1)+kz
endif
nr(i)=MaxInt
enddo
if(injectw.eq.1) then
injection wells as the 1st-type of boundaries
do j=1,nl_inj(kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
i=(kz-1)*n0+nbl_inj (j ,kz)
-

else
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i=(nbl_inj (j ,kz)- 1 )*(nz+ 1 )+kz
endif
nr(i)=MaxInt
enddo
endif
enddo
m=0
do i=1,n
if(nr(i).eq.0) then
m=m+1
nr(i)=m
endif
enddo
do i=1,m
md(i)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
if(numing eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ii=kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-n0)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ii=(em(ie0,j)- 1 )*(nz+ 1 )+(kz+ 1 )
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-1)
enddo
endif
do j=1,6
if(ln(j).ne.MaxInt) then
do i=1,6
if(ln(j).ge.ln(i)) then
mr=ln(j)-1n(i)+1
if(mr.gt.md(ln(j))) md(ln(j))=mr
endif
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
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enddo
do i=2,m
md(i)=md(i)+md(i-1)
enddo
mr=md(m)
write(*, 10) Maxmatrix,mr
format(' Total Bandwidth [<=',i8,'] for H matrix =',i8)
write(*,20) Maxnode,m
format(' Total Unknown Nodes [<=',i5,1 for H =',i5)
if(Maxmatrix.lt.mr) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxmatrix',mr)
stop
endif
return
end

C
C
C
c ***** Function for calculating the average flow rate and conc. of
c
a well within timel and time2 *****
Function qwis(iq,timel,time2,iflag)
c
c

iflag:0 --- flow rate
iflag :1 --- concentration
include 'solute.inc'
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
tw1=0.0
tw2=0.0
st=0.0
qwis=0.0
do i=1,ndw
tw2=tw2+dtw(i)
if(twl.gt.timel) then
tl=twl
else
tl=timel
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endif
if(tw2.ge.time2) then
t2=time2
else
t2=tw2
endif
if(t2.gt.t1) then
st=st+(t2-t1)
if(iflag.eq.0) then
qwis=qwis+(t2-t1)*qw(iq,i)
else
qwis=qwis+(t2-t1)*Cqw(iq,i)
endif
endif
tw 1 =tw2
enddo
qwis=qwis/st
return

end
C
C
C
c ***** Function for calculating retardation factor Rm at a node *****
function Retardt(i,kz)
include 'solute.inc'
real Km,km2
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa10/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aal 7/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /ccl/ Cmt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cmk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
rt=denst(i,kz)*fr*Km(i,kz)*Fm*ep/
&(theta(i,kz)-thetaim(i,kz)-thetaN(i,kz))
if(ep.ne.1.0) then
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tmp=Cmk(i,kz)
if(tmp.lt.0.01) tmp=0.01
rt=rt*exp((ep-l)*alog(tmp))
endif
Retardt=1.0+rt
return
end

•

***** Function for calculating the average bulk density
on an element *****
function denst_e(ie,kz)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1 (Maxlayer),nb 1 (Maxcb 1 ,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&s cwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer- 1 ), scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer- 1)
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
denst_e=0.0
do j=1,3
denst_e=denst_e+denst(em(ie,j),kz)
denst_e=denst_e+denst(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
denst_e=denst_e/6.0
return
end

•

***** Function for calculating the average dispersivities
on an element *****
function alfa_e(ie,kz,iflag)

•
•

iflag:0 --- longitudinal dispersivity
iflag:1 --- transverse dispersivity
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include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxriodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
alfa e=0.0
if(iflag.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
alfa e=alfa e+alfaL(em(ie,j),kz)
alfa_e=alfa_e+alfaL(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
alfa e=alfa_e+alfaT(em(ie,j),kz)
alfa e=alfa_e+alfaT(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
endif
alfa_e=alfa_e/6.0
return
end

•

***** Function for calculating the average volumetric fractions
of fluid phases on an element *****
function theta_e(ie,kz,iflag)

•
•
•

iflag:0 --- water volumetric fraction in mobile domain
iflag:1
NAPL volumetric fraction
iflag:2 --- water volumetric fraction in immobile domain
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
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common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
theta e=0.0
if(iflag.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
theta_e=theta_e+theta(em(ie,j),kz)-thetaim(em(ie,j),kz)&thetaN(em(ie,j),kz)
theta_e=theta_e+theta(em(ie,j),kz+1)-thetaim(em(ie,j),kz+1)&thetaN(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
else if(iflag.eq.1) then
do j=1,3
theta_e=theta_e+thetaN(em(ie,j),kz)
theta e=theta e+thetaN(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
theta e=theta e+thetaim(em(ie,j),kz)
theta_e=theta_e+thetaim(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
endif
theta_e=theta_e/6.0
return
end

•

***** Function for calculating the average sorption parameters
on an element *****
function sorp_e(ie,kz,iflag)

•
•

iflag:0 --- equilibrium sorption coef. in mobile domain
iflag:1 --- reverse first-order sorption rate in mobile domain
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
real Km,km2
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
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&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa10/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
sorp_e=0.0
if(iflag.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
sorp_e=sorp_e+Km(em(ie,j),kz)
sorp_e=sorp_e+Km(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
sorp_e=sorp_e+km2(em(ie,j),kz)
sorp_e=sorp_e+km2(em(ie,j),kz+1)
enddo
endif
sorp_e=sorp_e/6.0
return

end
c
c
c
c
c

c

***** Function for calculating the mass transfer rate coef. of NAPL
into mobile domain on an element *****
function ratekn_e(ie,kz,it)
based on S.E.Powers et al.'s paper (WRR, 30(2), Feb.94)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
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dimension v(6),thW(6),thN(6)
do j=1,3
v(j)=SQRT(vx(em(ie,j),kz+1,it+1)**2+vy(em(ie,j),kz+1,it+1)**2+
&vz(em(ie,j),kz+1,it+1)**2)
v(j+3)=SQRT(vx(em(ie,j),kz,it+1)**2+vy(em(ie,j),kz,it+1)**2+
&vz(em(ie,j),kz,it+1)**2)
enddo
afa=4.13e-6
betal=0.598
beta2=0.673
beta3=0.369
do j=1,3
if(thetaNi(em(ie,j),kz+1).ne.0.0) then
thN(j)=thetaN(em(ie,j),kz+1)/thetaNi(em(ie,j),kz+1)

else
thN(j)=0.0
endif
if(thetaNi(em(ie,j),kz).ne.0.0) then
thN(j+3)=thetaN(em(ie,j),kz)/thetaNi(em(ie,j),kz)

else
thN(j+3)=0.0
endif
thW(j)=theta(em(ie,j),kz+1)-thetaim(em(ie,j),kz+1)&thetaN(em(ie,j),kz+1)
thW(j+3)=theta(em(ie,j),kz)-thetaim(em(ie,j),kz)&thetaN(em(ie,j),kz)
enddo
Sh=0.0
d50m=0.0
do k=1,2
do j=1,3
kj=3*(k-1)+j
d50m=d50m+d50(em(ie,j),kz+2-k)
if(v(kj).ne.0.0.and.thN(kj).ne.0.0) then
Re=v(kj)*denstw*d50(em(ie,j),kz+2-k)/viscw/thW(kj)
Re=exp(betal*alog(Re))
dp=d50(em(ie,j),kz+2-k)/dM0
beta4=0.518+0.114*dp+0.10*Ui(em(ie,j),kz+2-k)
dp=exp(beta2*alog(dp))
U=exp(beta3*alog(Ui(em(ie,j),kz+2-k)))
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thn_i=exp(beta4*alog(thN(kj)))
Sh—Sh+Re*dp*U*thn_i
endif
enddo
enddo
Sh=afa*Sh16.0
d50m=d50m16.0
ratekn_e—Sh*Dm/d50m/d50m
return
end

***** Subroutine for update the volumetric fraction of redisual
NAPL phase *****
subroutine UP_THN(it,dt)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
real kn
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /ccl/ Cmt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cmk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
afa=4.13e-6
beta1=0.598
beta2=0.673
beta3=0.369
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
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v=SQRT(vx(i,kz,it+1)**2+vy(i,kz,it+1)**2+vz(i,kz,it+1)**2)
if(thetaNi(i,kz).ne.0.0) then
thn_i=thetaN(i,kz)/thetaNi(i,kz)
else
thn_i=0.0
endif
if(v.ne.0.0.and.thn_i.ne.0.0) then
Re=v*denstw*d50(i,kz)/viscw/(theta(i,kz)-thetaim(i,kz)&thetaN(i,kz))
Re=exp(betal*alog(Re))
dp=d50(i,kz)/dM0
beta4=0.518+0.114*dp+0.10*Ui(i,kz)
dp=exp(beta2*alog(dp))
U=exp(beta3*alog(Ui(i,kz)))
thn_i=exp(beta4*alog(thn_i))
Sh=afa*Re*dp*U*thn_i
kri—Sh*Dm/d50(i,kz)/d50(i,kz)
thetaN(i,kz)=thetaN0(i,kz)+1m*(Cmk(i,kz)-Sc)*dt/denstn
if(thetaN(i,kz).1t.0.0) thetaN(i,kz)=0.0
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end
C
C
C
c ***** Subroutine for update sorbate conc. (Sm2) in rate-limited
c
sorbed phase in the mobile domain *****
subroutine UP_ SM2(dt)
include 'solute.inc'
real Km,km2
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aal 0/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /cc 1/ Cmt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cmk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc2/ Sm20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sm2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)

do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
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tmp=exp(-km2(i,kz)*dt)
Sm2k(i,kz)=Sm20(i,kz)*tmp
if(Cmk(i,kz).gt.0.0) then
Sm2k(i,kz)=Sm2k(i,kz)+(1.0-Fm)*Krn(i,kz)*
&exp(ep*alog(Cmk(i,kz)))*(1.0-tmp)
endif
enddo
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1
•
do i=1,n0
Sm2k(i,kz)=Sm20(i,kz)/(1.0+km2(i,kz)*dt)
if(Cmk(i,kz).gt.0.0) then
Sm2k(i,kz)=Sm2k(i,kz)+km2(i,kz)*(1.0-Fm)*Km(i,kz)*
• &exp(ep*alog(Cmk(i,kz)))*dt/(1.0+km2(i,kz)*dt)
endif
enddo
•
enddo
return
end

•

***** Subroutine for update solute conc. (Cim) in the
immobile domain *****
subroutine UP_CIM(dt)
include 'solute.inc'
real Kim,kim2
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,err1,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nter I ,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa16/ Kim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kim2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&Fim,eq
common /cc l/ Cmt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cmk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc3/ Sim20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sim2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc4/ CimO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cimk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
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dimension Cimt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
iter=1

save the old Cim
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
Cimt(i,kz)=Cimk(i,kz)
enddo
enddo
100 do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0

calculate Rim*theta im
rt=denst(i,kz)*(1.0-fr)*Kim(i,kz)*Fim*eq
if(eq.ne.1.0) then
if(Cimk(i,kz).ge.1.0) rt=r- t*exp((eq-1)*alog(Cimk(i,kz)))
endif
Rim=thetaim(i,kz)+rt

calculate Sim2
tmp=exp(-kim2(i,kz)*dt)
Sim2k(i,kz)=Sim20(i,kz)*tmp
if(Cimk(i,kz).gt.0.0) then
Sim2k(i,kz)=Sim2k(i,kz)+(1.0-Fim)*Kim(i,kz)*
&exp(eq*alog(Cimk(i,kz)))*(1.0-tmp)
endif

calculate F
if(Cimk(i,kz).gt.0.0) then
F--(1.0-Fim)*Kim(i,kz)*exp(eq*alog(Cimk(i,kz)))

else
F=0.0
endif
F=epsilon*Cmk(i,kz)+(fr-1.0)*denst(i,kz)*kim2(i,kz)*
&(F-Sim2k(i,kz))
.... finally get Cim
tmp=exp(-epsilon*dt/Rim)
Cimk(i,kz)=Cim0(i,kz)*tmp
if(tmp.ne.1.0) Cimk(i,kz)=Cimk(i,kz)+F*(1.0-tmp)/epsilon
enddo
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enddo
compare the new Cim with the old one
err=0.0
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
aC=abs(Cimk(i,kz)-Cimt(i,kz))
if(aC.gt.err) err=aC
enddo
enddo
write(*,*) ' the Cim iteration error =',err
if(err.gt.errl.and.iter.le.nterl) then
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
Cimt(i0,kz)=Cimk(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
iter=iter+1
goto next iteration
goto 100
endif
return
end

***** Subroutine for Finite Element 3-D Solute (Cm) Transport in
the mobile domain *****
subroutine SOLUTE3D(is,ierrun)
include 'solute.inc'
parameter(Maxg1wells=6*Maxwells*(Maxlayer-1))
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,bin
real km2,Km,kim2,Kim,NoData
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
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&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),Cobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&Ccom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),Cerr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
common /aa10/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /aal 1/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa15/ plcxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa16/ Kim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kim2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&Fim,eq
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /aa19/ ntrn(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /aa20/ nlinj(Maxlayer),nbl_inj(Maxclinj,Maxlayer),
&Cwlinj(Maxcl_inj,Maxlayer)
common /aa21/ hh(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa22/ ndNAPLt(Maxnodxy),thetaNAPLt(Maxnodxy),
&nkNAPLt(Maxnodxy),i1cNAPLt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),nNAPL,iperiod
common /bbl/ md(Maxnode),nr(Maxnode),f(Maxnode)
common /bb2/ gl(Maxmatrix)
common /bb3/ d(6,6,Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb4/ s(6,6,Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb5/ si(6,Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc0/ Cm0(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cell Cmt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cmk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc2/ Sm20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sm2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc3/ Sim20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sim2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc4/ CimO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cimk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /ddl/ Ccomt(Maxobv,Maxstep),tstep(Maxstep)
dimension x(6),y(6),z(6),bN(6,27),1n(6),dx(3),dy(3),dz(3)
dimension dN1(3),dN2(3),dN3(3),dN4(3),dN5(3),dN6(3)
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dimension ri (3),r2(3),r3(3),r4(3),dNx(6,27),dNy(6,27),dNz(6,27)
dimension dd(6,6),ig(4),djacob(27),aa(3),bb(3),cc(3),xx(3),yy(3)
dimension Dxx(6),Dyy(6),Dzz(6),Dxy(6),Dyz(6),Dxz(6)
dimension qx(6),qy(6),qz(6),qm(6)
dimension fO(Maxnode),fp(Maxnode),Cmb(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
dimension glwells(Maxglwells),nodsglw(Maxglwells)
ierrun=0
--- add NAPL since stress-period "iperiod"
if(is.eq.iperiod) then
do i=1,nNAPL
do kz=1,n1cNAPLt(i)
j=i1cNAPLt(i,1(2)
thetaNi(ndNAPLt(i),j)—thetaNAPLt(i)
thetaN(ndNAPLt(i),j)=thetaNAPLt(i)
thetaNO(ndNAPLt(i),j)=thetaNAPLt(i)
enddo
enddo
endif
do it=1,nts(is)
write(*,*) ' time step=',it
dt=sdt(is,it)
write(*,*) 'dt=',dt
nt=nt+1
time=time+dt
tstep(nt)=time
if(inj ectw.eq.1) then
call ClINJECT(time,dt,ierrun)
call BANDWC(nO,ne0,nz,n,ne,m)
endif
if(it.eq.1.and.injectw.eq.0) then
do i=1,m
fO(i)=0.0
enddo
lateral dispersive flux through Neumann Boundary
do i=1,nq2v
ie0=eq2v(i, 1)
i0=eq2v(i,2)
ifq2=0
do j=1,3
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if(em(ie0,j).eq.i0) ifq2=j
enddo
if(ifq2.eq.0) then
write(*,*) ' Data Error in qc2.dat Data File!'
ierrun=1

return
else if(ifq2.eq.1) then
orientation case 1
do kz=1,nz
r1(1)=xy(em(ie0,1),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,2),1)
r3(1)=r1(1)
r4(1)=r2(1)
r1(2)=xy(em(ie0,1),2)
r2(2)=xy(em(ie0,2),2)
r3(2)=r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
ri (3)—zz(em(ie0,1),kz+1)
r2(3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz+1)
r3(3)—zz(em(ie0,1),kz)
r4(3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,1)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,2)
ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0

else
ig(1)=(em(ie0,1)-1)*(nz+1)+(k2+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,2)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
ig(4)=ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(-r1(j)+r2(j)-r3 (j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)-
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&r3(j)+r4(j))*tak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/16.0
gg=0.0
do j=1,3
gg=gg+(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j0&r3(j)+r4(j))*dak)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j=1,3
ff=ff+(-r1(j)+r2(j)-r3(j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j))*tak)*(41(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(r1(j)-r2(j)&r3(j)+r4(j))*dak)
enddo
ff=ff/16.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)

else
1j=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)
endif
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+qc2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-ff*ff)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
else if(ifq2.eq.2) then
orientation case 2
do kz=1,nz
r1(1)=xy(em(ie0,2),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,3),1)
r3(1)=r1(1)
r4(1)=r2(1)
r1(2)=xy(em(ie0,2),2)
r2(2)—xy(em(ie0,3),2)
r3(2)=r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
r1(3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz+1)
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r2(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz+1)
r3(3)=zz(em(ie0,2),kz)
r4(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,2)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,3)
ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0
else
ig(1)=(em(ie0,2)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,3)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
ig(4)=ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/64.0
gg=0.0
do j =1,3
gg=gg+(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*dak)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j =1,3
ff=ff+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j)-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j )+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)*(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j )+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*dak)
enddo
ff=ff/32.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
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else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)

else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)

else
1j=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
endif
fl)(nu)=f0(nu)+qc2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-ff'ff)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo

else
c orientation case3
do kz=1,nz
ri (1)=xy(em(ie0,1),1)
r2(1)=xy(em(ie0,3),1)
r3(1)=r1(1)
r4(1)=r2(1)
r1(2)=xy(em(ie0,1),2)
r2(2)=xy(em(ie0,3),2)
r3(2)=r1(2)
r4(2)=r2(2)
r1(3)=zz(em(ie0,1),kz+1)
r2(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz+1)
r3(3)=zz(em(ie0,1),kz)
r4(3)=zz(em(ie0,3),kz)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ig(1)=kz*n0+em(ie0,1)
ig(2)=kz*n0+em(ie0,3)
ig(3)=ig(1)-n0
ig(4)=ig(2)-n0

else
ig(1)=(em(ie0,1)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(2)=(em(ie0,3)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ig(3)=ig(1)-1
ig(4)=ig(2)-1
endif
do ii=1,4
nu=nr(ig(ii))
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do k=1,27
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sek=se(k)
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
ee=0.0
do j=1,3
ee=ee+(r1(j)-r2(j)+r3 (j )-r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j )+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)**2
enddo
ee=ee/16.0
gg=0.0
do j=1,3
gg=gg+(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*sek)**2
enddo
gg=gg/16.0
ff=0.0
do j=1,3
ff=ff+(r1(j )-r2(j )+r3 (j)-r4(j)+(-r1 (j )+r2(j )+
&r3(j)-r4(j))*tak)*(-r1(j)-r2(j)+r3(j)+r4(j)+(-r1(j)+r2(j)+r3(j)&r4(j))*sek)
enddo
ff=ff/16.0
if(ii.eq.1) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.2) then
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
else if(ii.eq.3) then
fj=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)

else
fj=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
endif
fl)(nu)=f0(nu)+qc2v(i,kz,is)*ga(k)*fj*sqrt(ee*gg-ff* fi)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
endif
enddo
vertical dispersive flux through Neumann boundary

upper boundary
do i=1,nq2pu
ie0=eq2pu(i)
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do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),1)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ln(j)--nr(em(ie0,j))
else
ln(j)=nr((em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+1)
endif
enddo
do j=1,3
nu=ln(j)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
ee=(x(1)-x(3))**2+(y(1)-y(3))**2+(z(1)-z(3))**2
gg=(x(1)-x(2))**2+(y(1)-y(2))**2+(z(1)-z(2))**2
ff=(x(1)-x(3))*(x(2)-x(1))+(y(1)-y(3))*(y(2)-y(1))+
&(z(1)-z(3))*(z(2)-z(1))
fD(nu)=f0(nu)+qc2pu(i,is)*sqrt(ee*gg-ff'ff)/6.0
endif
enddo
enddo
lower boundary
do i=1,nq2pd
ie0=eq2pd(i)
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),nz+1)
if(numing.eq.0) then
ln(j)=nr(em(ie0,j)+nz*n0)
else
ln(j)=nr(em(ie0,j)*(nz+1))
endif
enddo
do j=1,3
nu=ln(j)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
ee=(x(1)-x(3))**2+(y(1)-y(3))**2+(z(1)-z(3))**2
gg=(x(1)-x(2))**2+(y(1)-y(2))**2+(z(1)-z(2))**2
ff—(x(1)-x(3))*(x(2)-x(1))+(y(1)-y(3))*(y(2)-y(1))+
&(z(1)-z(3))*(z(2)-z(1))
f0(nu)=f0(nu)+qc2pd(i,is)*sqrt(ee*gg-ff*f016.0
-
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endif
enddo
enddo
endif

elemental seepage matrix
do i=1,m
fPW=f0 (i)
enddo

do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
thw=theta(em(ie0,j),kz+1)-thetaim(em(ie0,j),kz+1)&thetaN(em(ie0,j),kz+1)
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),kz+1)
qx(j)=vx(em(ie0,j),kz+1,nt+1)/thw
qy(j)=vy(em(ie0,j),kz+1,nt+1)/thw
qz(j)=vz(em(ie0,j),kz+1,nt+1)/thw
enddo
do j=4,6
thw=theta(em(ie0,j-3),kz)-thetaim(em(ie0,j-3),kz)&thetaN(em(ie0,j-3),kz)
x(j)=x(j-3)
Y(j)=Y(j -3 )
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j-3),kz)
qx(j)=vx(em(ie0,j-3),kz,nt+1)/thw
qy(j)=vy(em(ie0,j-3),kz,nt+1)/thw
qz(j)=vz(em(ie0,j-3),kz,nt+1)/thw
enddo
do j=1,6
qm(j)=0.0
enddo
do j=1,6
qm(j)=qm(j)+qx(j)*qx(j)+qy(j)*qy(j)+qz(j)*qz(j)
enddo
do j=1,6
qm(j)=SQRT(qm(j))
enddo
alfale=alfa_e(ie0,Icz,0)
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alfate=alfa_e(ie0,kz,l)
delta=alfale-alfate
do j=1,6
if(qm(j).ne.0.0) then
Dxx(j)=delta*qx(j)*qx(j)/qm(j)+alfate*qm(j)+tor*Dm
Dyy(j)=delta*qy(jrqy(j)/qm(j)+alfate*qm(j)+tor*Dm
Dzz(j)=delta*qz(j)*qz(j)/qm(j)+alfate*qm(j)+tor*Dm
Dxy(j)=delta*qx(j)*qy(j)/qm(j)+tor*Dm
Dyz(j)=delta*qy(j)*qz(j)/qm(j)+tor*Dm
DxzW=delta*qx(j)*qz(j)/qm(j)+tor*Dm

else
Dxx(j)=tor*Dm
Dyy(j)=tor*Dm
Dzz(j)=tor*Dm
Dxy(j)=tor*Dm
Dyz(j)=tor*Dm
Dxz(j)=tor*Dm
endif
enddo
do k=1,27
dak=da(k)
tak=ta(k)
sek=0.5*(1.0+dak)+0.5*(1.0-dak)*se(k)
dx(1)=0.25*(x(1)-x(3)+x(4)-x(6)+(-x(1)+x(3)+
&x(4)-x(6))*tak)
dy(1)=0.25*(y(1)-y(3)+y(4)-y(6)+(-y(1)+y(3)+
&y(4)-y(6))*tak)
dz(1)=0.25*(z(1)-z(3)+z(4)-z(6)+(-z(1)+z(3)+
&z(4)-z(6))*tak)
dx(2)=0.25*(-x(1)+x(2)-x(4)+x(5)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*tak)
dy(2)=0.25*(-y(1)+y(2)-y(4)+y(5)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*tak)
dz(2)=0.25*(-z(1)+z(2)-z(4)+z(5)+(z(1)-z(2)&z(4)+z(5))*tak)
dx(3)=0.25*(-x(2)-x(3)+x(5)+x(6)+(x(1)-x(2)&x(4)+x(5))*dak+(-x(1)+x(3)+x(4)-x(6))*sek)
dy(3)=0.25*(-y(2)-y(3)+y(5)+y(6)+(y(1)-y(2)&y(4)+y(5))*dak+(-y(1)+y(3)+y(4)-y(6))*sek)
dz(3)=0.25*(-z(2)-z(3)+z(5)+z(6)+(z(1)-z(2)&z(4)+z(5))*dak+(-z(1)+z(3)+z(4)-z(6))*sek)
djacob(k)=DET(dx,dy,dz)
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dN1(1)=0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(2)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN1(3)=-0.25*(sek-dak)
dN2(1)=0.0
dN2(2)=0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN2(3)=-0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN3(1)=-0.25*(1.0-tak)
dN3 (2)=0.0
dN3(3)=-0.25*(1.0-sek)
dN4(1)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(2)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN4(3)=0.25*(sek-dak)
dN5(1)=0.0
dN5(2)=0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN5(3)=0.25*(1.0+dak)
dN6(1)=-0.25*(1.0+tak)
dN6 (2)=0.0
dN6(3)=0.25*(1.0-sek)
dNx(1,k)=DET(dN1,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(1,k)=DET(dx,dN1,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(1,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN1)/dj acob(k)
dNx(2,k)=DET(dN2,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(2,k)=DET(dx,dN2,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(2,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN2)/dj acob(k)
dNx(3,k)=DET(dN3,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(3,k)=DET(dx,dN3,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(3,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN3)/djacob(k)
dNx(4,k)=DET(dN4,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(4,k)=DET(dx,dN4,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(4,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN4)/dj acob(k)
dNx(5,k)=DET(dN5,dy,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNy(5,k)=DET(dx,dN5,dz)/dj acob(k)
dNz(5,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN5)/djacob(k)
dNx(6,k)=DET(dN6,dy,dz)/djacob(k)
dNy(6,k)=DET(dx,dN6,dz)/djacob(k)
dNz(6,k)=DET(dx,dy,dN6)/djacob(k)
bN(1,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(2,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0-tak)
bN(3,k)=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0-tak)
bN(4,k)=0.25*(sek-dak)*(1.0+tak)
bN(5,k)=0.25*(1.0+dak)*(1.0+tak)
bN(6,k)=0.25*(1.0-sek)*(1.0+tak)
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enddo
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
d(i,j,ie0,kz)=0.0
do k=1,27
Dxxk=0.0
Dyyk=0.0
Dzzk=0.0
Dxyk=0.0
Dyzk=0.0
Dxzk=0.0
do ij=1,6
Dxxk=Dxxk+Dxx(ij)*bN(ij,k)
Dyyk=Dyyk+Dyy(ij)*bN(ij,k)
Dzzk=Dzzk+Dzz(ij)*bN(ij,k)
Dxyk=Dxyk+Dxy(ij)*bN(ij,k)
Dyzk=Dyzk+Dyz(ij)*bN(ij,k)
Dxzk=Dxzk+Dxz(ij)*bN(ij,k)
enddo
d(i,j,ie0,kz)=d(i,j,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*(Dxxk*dNx(i,k)
&*dNx(j,k)+Dyyk*dNy(i,k)*dNy(j,k)+Dzzk*dNz(i,k)*dNz(j,k)
&+Dxyk*(dNx(i,k)*dNy(j,k)+dNy(i,k)*dNx(j,k))+Dyzk*(dNy(i,k)
&*dNz(j,k)+dNz(i,k)*dNy(j,k))+Dxzk*(dNx(i,k)*dNz(j,k)
&+dNz(i,k)*dNx(j,k)))*ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
enddo
enddo
enddo
if(is.eq.l.and.it.eq.1) then
do i=1,6
si(i,ie0,kz)=0.0
do j=1,6
s(i,j,ie0,kz)=0.0
do k=1,27
s(i,j,ie0,kz)=s(i,j,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*bN(j,k)*
&AB S(dj acob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
if(kstg.eq.1) then
if(i.eq.j) si(i,ie0,kz)=si(i,ie0,kz)+ga(k)*bN(i,k)*
&ABS(djacob(k))*(1.0-da(k))*0.5
endif
enddo
enddo
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enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
well pumping and injection
nglw=0
if(injectw.eq.0) then
do i=1,nq
qwi=qwis(i,time-dt,time,0)
if(qwi.gt.0.0) then
ie0=nodqe(i)
do j=1,3
xx(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)—xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)—yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
areae=0.0
do j=1,3
areae=areae+bb(j)*xx(j)
enddo
areae=0.5*areae
do j=1,3
kw=em(ie0,j)
Tmk=0.0
do kz=1,nz
if(scwz(i,k2).eq.1) then
if(hh(kw,kz,nt+1).gt.zz(kw,kz)) then
bl=zz(kw,kz)-zz(kw,kz+1)
else
bl=hh(kw,kz,nt+1)-zz(kw,kz+1)
endif
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b1=0.0
Tmk=Tmk+bl*ploce(ie0,kz)
endif
enddo
fj=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xqw(i)+cc(j)*yqw(i))/areae
do kz=1,nz
if(scwz(i,kz).eq.1) then
if(numing.eq.0) then
nul=nr(kw+(kz-1)*n0)
nu2=nr(kw+kz*n0)
else
ii=(kw-1)*(nz+1)+kz
nul=nr(ii)
nu2=nr(ii+1)
endif
if(hh(kvv,kz,nt+1).gt.zz(kw,kz)) then
bl=zz(kw,kz)-zz(kw,k2+1)
else
bl=hh(kw,kz,nt+1)-zz(kw,kz+1)
endif
if(b1.11.0.0) b1=0.0
qq=0.5*qwi*fj*bl*pkxe(ie0,kz)/Tmk
qq=2.0*qq/(theta(kw,kz)+theta(kw,kz+1)-thetaim(kw,kz)&thetaim(kw,kz+1)-thetaN(kw,kz)-thetaN(kw,k2+1))
if(nul.ne.MaxInt) then
nglw=ng 1 w+1
nodsglw(nglw)=nu 1
glwells(nglw)=qq
endif
if(nu2.ne.MaxInt) then
nglw=nglw+1
no ds glw(nglw)—nu2
glwells(nglw)--qq
endif
qq=qq*qwis(i,time-dt,time,l)
if(nu1.ne.MaxInt) fp(nul)=fp(nul)+qq
if(nu2.ne.MaxInt) fp(nu2)=fp(nu2)+qq
endif
enddo
enddo
endif
enddo
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endif
C

do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
Cmb(i0,kz)=Cm(i0,kz)
Cmt(i0,kz)=Cm(i0,kz)
Cmk(i0,1cz)=Cm(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1
do j=1,n1(kz)
Cmb(nbl(j,kz),kz)=Cm1(j,kz,is)
enddo
if(injectw.eq.1) then
do j=1,nl_inj(kz)
Cmb(nbl_inj(j,kz),kz)=Cwlinj (j,kz)
enddo
endif
enddo
c

transport steps begin here
dtc=dt/ntrn(is,it)
do its=1,ntrn(is,it)
write(*,*) '
transport step=',its

iter=0
errp=1.0e30
100 do i=1,m
gi)="f1)(i)
enddo
do j0=1,md(m)
gl(j0)=0.0
enddo
do j=1,nglw
gl(md(nodsglw(j)))=g1wells(j)
enddo
-

call BTRACK(nt,dtc,0)

do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
Re=0.0
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do j=1,3
Re=Re+Retardt(em(ie0,j),kz)
Re=Re+Retardt(em(ie0,j),kz+1)
enddo
Re=Re/6.0
dissol=ratekn_e(ie0,kz,nt)/theta_e(ie0,kz,0)
if(kstg.eq.1) then
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
dd(i,j)—d(i,j,ie0,kz)
if(i.eq.j) dd(i,j)—dd(i,j)+(dissol+Re/dtc)*
&si(i,ie0,kz)
enddo
enddo

else
do i=1,6
do j=1,6
dd(i,j)=d(i,j,ie0,kz)+(dissol+Re/dtc)*
&s(i,j,ie0,kz)
enddo
enddo
endif

total seepage matrix, initial condition, Dirichlet Boundary
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ii=kz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)=nr(ii-n0)
enddo

else
do j=1,3
ii--(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)--nr(ii-1)
enddo
endif
do i=1,6
nu=ln(i)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
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if(kstg.eq.l.and.i.eq.j) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+Re*si(i,ie0,1(z)*Cm0(k,kz+1)/dtc
f(nu)=f(nu)+dissol*si(i,ie0,1(2)*Sc
else if(kstg.eq.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+Re*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*Cm0(k,kz+1)/dtc
f(nu)=f(nu)+dissol*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*Sc
endif
if(ln(i).ge.ln(j)) then
j0=md(nu)-nu+ln(j)
g 1 (j0)=g1(j0)+dd(i,j)
endif
if(ln(j).eq.MaxInt) f(nu)=f(nu)-dd(i,j)*Cmb(k,kz+1)
enddo
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j-3)
if(kstg.eq.l.and.i.eq.j) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+Re*si(i,ie0,kz)*Cm0(k,kz)/dtc
f(nu)=f(nu)+dissol*si(i,ie0,1(z)*Sc
else if(kstg.eq.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+Re*s(i,j,ie0,1(z)*Cm0(k,kz)/dtc
f(nu)=f(nu)+dissol*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*Sc
endif
if(ln(i).ge.ln(j)) then
j0=md(nu)-nu+ln(j)
gl(j0)=g1(j0)+dd(i,j)
endif
if(ln(j).eq.MaxInt) f(nu)=f(nu)-dd(i,j)*Cmb(k,kz)
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
call UP SM2(dtc)
if(epsilon.ne.0.0) call UP_CIM(dtc)
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
if(numing.eq.0) then
do j=1,3
ii=lcz*n0+em(ie0,j)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
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ln(j+3)=nr(ii-n0)
enddo
else
do j=1,3
ii—(em(ie0,j)-1)*(nz+1)+(kz+1)
ln(j)=nr(ii)
ln(j+3)--nr(ii-1)
enddo
endif
coef=denst_e(ie0,kz)*sorp_e(ie0,kz,1)/theta_e(ie0,kz,0)
do i=1,6
nu=ln(i)
if(nu.ne.MaxInt) then
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
if(kstg.eq.l.and.i.eq.j) then
f(nu)=Anu)+coef*fr*si(i,ie0,kz)*Sm2k(k,kz+1)
f(nu)=f(nu)+epsilon*si(i,ie0,kz)*
&(Cimk(k,kz+1)-Cmk(k,kz+1))/theta_e(ie0,kz,0)
if(Cmk(k,kz+1).gt.0.0) then
f(nu)--f(nu)-coef*fi *(1.0-Fm)*sorp_e(ie0,kz,0)*
&si(i,ie0,kz)*exp(ep*alog(Cmk(k,kz+1)))
endif
else if(kstg.eq.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+coef*fr*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*Sm2k(k,kz+1)
f(nu)=f(nu)+epsilon*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*
&(Cimk(k,kz+1)-Cmk(k,kz+1))/theta_e(ie0,kz,0)
if(Cmk(k,kz+1).gt.0.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)-coe`fr*(1.0-Fm)*sorp_e(ie0,kz,0)*
&s(i,j,ie0,kz)*exp(ep*alog(Cmk(k,kz+1)))
endif
endif
enddo
do j=4,6
k=em(ie0,j-3)
if(kstg.eq.l.and.i.eq.j) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+coef*fr*si(i,ie0,kz)*Sm2k(k,kz)
f(nu)—f(nu)+epsilon*si(i,ie0,1(z)*
&(Cimk(k,kz)-Cmk(k,k2))/theta_e(ie0,1(2,0)
if(Cmk(k,kz).gt.0.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)-coef*fr*(1.0-Fm)*sorp_e(ie0,kz,0)*
&si(i,ie0,kz)*exp(ep*alog(Cmk(k,kz)))
-

-
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endif
else if(kstg.eq.0) then
f(nu)=f(nu)+coef*fr*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*Sm2k(k,kz)
f(nu)=f(nu)+epsilon*s(i,j,ie0,kz)*
&(Cimk(k,kz)-Cmk(k,kz))/theta_e(ie0,kz,0)
if(Cmk(k,kz).gt.0.0) then
f(nu)—f(nu)-coe1*fi *(1.0-Fm)* sorp_e(ie0,kz,0)*
&s(i,j,ie0,kz)*exp(ep*alog(Cmk(k,kz)))
endif
endif
enddo
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
-

c

solving linear eqs. by RTDR method
call RTDR(m)
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
if(numing.eq.0) then
i=(kz-1)*n0+i0
else
i=(i0-1)*(nz+1)+kz
endif
if(nr(i).ne.MaxInt) Cmk(i0,1(z)—f(nr(i))
enddo
do j=1,n1(kz)
Cmk(nbl(j,kz),kz)=Cm1(j,kz,is)
enddo
if(injectw.eq.1) then
do j=1,nl_inj(kz)
Cmk(nbl_inj(j ,kz),kz)=Cwl_inj (j ,kz)
enddo
endif
enddo
call UP THN(nt,dtc)
err=0.0
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
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aC=abs(Cmk(i0,kz)-Cmt(i0,kz))
if(aC.gt.err) err=aC
enddo
enddo
write(*,*) '
Cm iteration erron-- ',err
if(err.gt.errO.and.iter.le.nter0.and.err.lt.errp) then
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
Cmt(i0,kz)=Cmk(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
iter—iter+1
errp=engoto 100
endif
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
Cm(i0,1(z)=Cmk(i0,1(z)
Cim0(i0,1(z)=Cimk(i0,kz)
Sm20(i0,kz)=Sm2k(i0,kz)
Sim20(i0,kz)=Sim2k(i0,kz)
thetaN0(i0,kz)=thetaN(i0,kz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
transport steps end here
call OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
do kz=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer Number= 1 ,kz
write(4,*) ' NAPL fraction:'
write(4,'(5 18.4)') (thetaN(i,kz),i=1,n0)
enddo
obtain concentrations at observation wells
do i=1,nob
ie0=nobe(i)
do j=1,3
xx(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
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yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)—yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
areae=0.0
do j=1,3
areae=areae+bb(j)*xx(j)
enddo
areae=0.5*areae
Ccomt(i,nt)=0.0
do j=1,3
kob=em(ie0,j)
Cj=0.0
qmj=0.0
do kz=1,nz
if(scobz(i,kz).eq.1) then
bm=hh(kob,kz,nt+1)-zz(kob,kz+1)
bl=zz(kob,kz)-zz(kob,kz+1)
if(bm.ge.b1) then
b=bl
else if(bm.gt.0.0) then
b=bm
else
b=0.0
endif
cc1=(Cm(kob,kz)*b+Cm(kob,kz+1)*(bl-b))/b1
Cj=Cj+0.5*(cc1+Cm(kob,kz+1))*pkxe(ie0,kz)*b
qmj=qmj+pk.xe(ie0,1a)*b
endif
enddo
do kz=1,nz
if(scobz(i,kz).eq.1) then
bl=zz(kob,kz)-zz(kob,k2+1)
vlj=sqrt(vx(kob,lcz,nt+1)*vx(kob,kz,nt+1)+
&vy(kob,kz,nt+1)*vy(kob,kz,nt+1))
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v2j=sqrt(vx(kob,kz+1,nt+1)*vx(kob,kz+1,nt+1)+
c
c &vy(kob,kz+1,nt+1)*vy(kob,kz+1,nt+1))
c
Cj=Cj+0.5*(Cm(kob,kz)*vlj+Cm(kob,kz+1)*v2j)*bl
c
qmj=qmj+0.5*(v lj+v2j)*bl
c
endif
enddo
c
Cj—CScale*Cj/qmj
fj=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xob(i)+cc(j)*yob(i))/areae
Ccomt(i,nt)=Ccomt(i,nt)+Cj*fj
enddo
if(it.eq.nts(is)) then
Ccom(i,is)=Ccomt(i,nt)
if(Cobv(i,nt).ne.NoData) then
Cerr(i,is)=Ccom(i,is)-Cobv(i,nt)
else
Cerr(i,is)=0.0
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
C
return

end
C
C
C
c ***** Function for Matrix Determinant Calculation *****
function DET(a,b,c)

dimension a(3),b(3),c(3)
C

DET=a(1)*b(2)*c(3)+a(2)*b(3)*c(1)+a(3)*b(1)*c(2)&a(3)*b(2)*c(1)-a(2)*b(1)*c(3)-a(1)*b(3)*c(2)
return

end
C
C
C
c ***** Subroutine for Solving Linear Equations with RTDR Method *****
subroutine RTDR(n)
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include 'solute.inc'
common /bbl/ md(Maxnode),nr(Maxnode),f(Maxnode)
common /bb2/ gl(Maxmatrix)
do i=1,n
ii=i-1
id=md(i)
if(i.gt.1) then
mi=i-md(i)+md(ii)+1
do j=mi,i
igp=md(i)+j-i
jd=md(j)
j1=j-1
if(j 1 .gt.0) then
mj=j-md(j)+md(j1)+1
ij =mj
if(mi.gt.mj) ij=mi
if(ijle.j1) then
do k=ij ,j 1
k 1 =md(i)+k-i
k2=md(j)+k-j
kd=md(k)
g 1 (igp)=g1(igp)-g 1 (k1)*g 1 (k2)*g 1 (kd)
enddo
endif
endif
if(j .eq. i) goto 10
gl(igp)=g1(igp)/g1(j d)
f(i)=f(i)-gl(igp)*gl(jd)* f(j)
enddo
endif
10
f(i)=f(i)/g1(id)
enddo
nx=n-1
do i=1,nx
nxr=n-i
nxd=-nxr+1
do j=nxd,n
1r=j+1-md(j)+md(j -1)
if(lr.le.nxr) then
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lk=md(j)-j+nxr
f(nxr)=f(nxr)-g1(1k)*f(j)
endif
enddo
enddo
return

end

•

•
•

***** Subroutine for Particle Initial Conc. by Reverse Tracking *****
subroutine BTRACK(it,dt,iflag)
iflag: 0 --- get the Conc. using linear interpolation scheme
iflag: 1 --- get the Conc. using the inverse distance squared interpolation scheme
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,tracking
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Max1ayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aa18/ ij2e(Maxelms),nelms(Maxblks),node2ij(Maxnodxy,2),
&rxx(Maxcol+1),ryy(Maxrow+1),xo,yo,beta,ncol,nrow,tracking
common /cc0/ Cm0(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb6/ xxx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),yyy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&zzz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
dimension x(6),y(6),z(6),aa(3),bb(3),cc(3)
determine the locations of the back-tracked particles
call LOCATION(it,dt,l)

determine the element into which the particle falls and
c calculate the particle conc. using inverse distance squared method
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do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
xk=xxx(i0,kz)
yk=yyy(i0,kz)
zk=zzz(i0,kz)

c
c

c
c

c
12

14

c
13
c
22

if(tracking.eq.1) then
.... fast particle tracking (focusing on a few elements using mesh mapping)
... convert (xk,yk) into local (xl,y1) on the rectangular mesh
xl=(xk+X0-xo)*cos(beta)+(yk+YO-yo)*sin(beta)
y1=-(xk+X0-xo)*sin(beta)+(yk+YO-yo)*cos(beta)
... find the block(ir,jr) on the rectangular mesh
... original ir
ir=node2ij(i0,1)
ir0=ir
... update ir
if(xl.ge.rxx(ir+1)) then
ir=ir+1
if(ir.gt.ncol) then
ir=ncol
goto 13
endif
goto 12
endif
if(ir.eq.ir0) then
if(x1.1t.rxx(ir)) then
ir=ir-1
if(ir.lt.1) then
ir=1
goto 13
endif
goto 14
endif
endif
... original jr
jr=n.ode2ij(i0,2)
jr0=jr
... update jr
if(yl.ge.ryy(jr+1)) then
jr=jr+1
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24

23

if(jr.gt.nrow) then
jr=nrow
goto 23
endif
goto 22
endif
if(jr.eq.jr0) then
if(y1.1t.ryy(jr)) then
jr=jr-1
if(jr.lt.1) then
jr=1
goto 23
endif
goto 24
endif
endif
... search a few elements for the one which (xk,yk) falls into
ij=nrow*(ir-1)+jr
if(ij.eq.1) then
kelm1=1

else
kelml=nelms(ij-1)+1
endif
kelm2=nelms(ij)
ke=-1
do k=kelml,kelm2
ie0=ij2e(k)
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
aa(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x( 1)* y(3)
aa(3)=x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
bb(1)=y(2)-y(3)
bb(2)—y(3)-y(1)
bb(3)—y(1)-y(2)
cc(1)=x(3)-x(2)
cc(2)=x(1)-x(3)
cc(3)=x(2)-x(1)
ke=0
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do j=1,3
fj=aa(j)+bb(j)*xk+cc(j)*yk
if(fj.ge.0.0) ke=ke+1
enddo
if(ke.eq.3) goto 10
enddo
else
.... regular particle tracking (search all elements until found)
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
aa(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x(1)*y(3)
aa(3)=x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
bb(1)=y(2)-y(3)
bb(2)=y(3)-y(1)
bb(3)=y(1)-y(2)
cc(1)=x(3)-x(2)
cc(2)=x(1)-x(3)
cc(3)=x(2)-x(1)
ke=0
do j=1,3
fj=aa(j)+bbarxk+cc(,jryk
ke=ke+1
enddo
if(ke.eq.3) goto 10
enddo
endif
get the Conc. by linear or reverse distance squared interpolation schemes

10

the particle is not within the horizontal domain
if(ke.ne.3) then
ik=0
do iz=1,nz
fj=(zz(i0,iz)-zk)*(zk-zz(i0,iz+1))
if(fj.ge.0.0) then
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c
20
c

C

c

ik=1
goto 20
endif
enddo
the particle is not within the vertical range
if(ik.eq.0) then
Cm0(i0,kz)=Cm(i0,kz)
the particle is within the vertical range
else
dl=zz(i0,iz)-zk
d2=zk-zz(i 0,iz+1)
if(iflag.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
Cm0(i0,1(z)=(Cm(i0,iz)*d2+Cm(i 0 ,iz+ 1 ) * d 1 )/(d 1+ d2 )
else
... reverse distance squared interpolation
Cm0(i0,kz)—(Cm(i0,iz)*d2*d2+Cm(i 0 ,iz+ 1 ) * dl * d 1 )/
&(dl*dl+d2*d2)
endif
endif

c

the particle is within the horizontal domain
else
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
aa(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x(1)*y(3)
aa(3)—x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
bb(1)=y(2)-y(3)
bb(2)=y(3)-y(1)
bb(3)--y(1)-y(2)
cc(1)=x(3)-x(2)
cc(2)—x(1)-x(3)
cc(3)=x(2)-x(1)
areae=0.5*(bb(1)*x(1)+bb(2) * x( 2 )+bb( 3 ) * x( 3 ))
ik=0
do iz=1,nz
zel=0.0
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ze2=0.0
do j=1,3
d=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xk+cc(j)*yk)/areae
zel=zel+d*zz(em(ie0,j),iz)
ze2=ze2+d*zz(em(ie0,j),iz+1)
enddo
fj-- (zel-zk)*(zk-ze2)
if(fj.ge.0.0) then
ik=1
goto 30
endif
enddo
the particle is not within the vertical range
if(ik.eq.0) then
fj=(zk-ze2)/(ze 1 -ze2)
cd=0.0
if(iflag.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
-

c

30

c

do j=1,3
d=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xk+cc(j)*yk)/areae
if(fj.lt.0.0) then
cd=cd+d*Cm(em(ie0,j),nz+1)

else
cd=cd+d*Cm(em(ie0,j),1)
endif
enddo
Cm0(i0,kz)—cd

else
C

... reverse distance squared interpolation
d=0.0
do j=1,3
qd=1.0
do jj=1,3
if(jj.ne.j) then
d2=(x(jj)-xk)*(x(jj)-xk)+(y(jj)-yk)*(y(jj)-yk)
qd=qd*d2
endif
enddo
d=d+qd
if(fj.lt.0.0) then
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cd=cd+Cm(em(ie0,j),nz+1)*qd

else
cd=cd+Cm(em(ie0,j),1)*qd
endif
enddo
Cm0(i0,kz)=cd/d
endif
c

the particle is within the vertical range

else
c

if(iflag.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
cd1=0.0
cd2=0.0
do j=1,3
d=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xk+cc(j)*yk)/areae
cd1=cd1+d*Cm(em(ie0,j),iz)
cd2=cd2+d*Cm(em(ie0,j),iz+1)
enddo
Cm0(i0,kz)=((zel-zk)*cd2+(zk-ze2)*cd1)/(zel-ze2)

else
... reverse distance squared interpolation

do j=1,3
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j),iz+1)
enddo
do j=4,6
x(j)=x(j-3)
Y(j)=Y(j -3 )
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j-3),iz)
enddo
cd=0.0
d=0.0
do j=1,6
qd=1.0
do jj=1,6
if(jj.ne.j) then
d2—(x(jj)-xk)*(x(jj)-xk)+(y(jj)-yk)*(y(jj)-yk)+
$(z(jj)-zk)*(z(jj)-zk)
qd=qd*d2
endif
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enddo
d=d+qd
if(j.le.3) then
cd=cd+Cm(em(ie0,j),iz+1)*qd
else
cd=cd+Cm(em(ie0,j-3),iz)*qd
endif
enddo
Cm0(i0,kz)=cd/d
endif
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end

•

Subroutine for determining the locations of back-tracked particles
subroutine LOCATION(it,dt,iflag)

•
•

iflag:0 --- using first order integration of the characteristic equation
iflag:1 --- using fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration of the equation
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
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common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /cc0/ Cm0(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb6/ xxx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),yyy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&zzz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb7/ dx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),dy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&dz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb8/ qx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),qy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&qz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
dimension dx1(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),dyl(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&dzl(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),dd(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
step one.
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
dd(i0,kz)=-dt/Retardt(i0,kz)/(theta(i0,kz)-thetaim(i0,kz)&thetaN(i0,kz))
dx(i0,kz)=vx(i0,kz,it+1)*dd(i0,kz)
dy(i0,kz)=vy(i0,kz,it+1)*dd(i0,kz)
dz(i0,kz)—vz(i0,kz,it+1)*dd(i0,kz)
if(iflag.eq.0) then
xxx(i0,kz)=xy(i0,1)+dx(i0,kz)
yyy(i0,kz)—xy(i0,2)+dy(i0,kz)
zzz(i0,kz)=zz(i0,kz)+dz(i0,kz)
else
xxx(i0,kz)=xy(i0,1)+dx(i0,kz)/6.0
yyy(i0,kz)=xy(i0,2)+dy(i0,kz)/6.0
zzz(i0,kz)=zz(i0,kz)+dz(i0,kz)/6.0
endif
enddo
enddo
if(iflag.eq.0) goto 10
steps two and three
do kkk=1,2
call QXYZ(0,it,1,0)
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
dxl (i0,kz)=qx(i0,kz)*dd(i0,kz)*0 .5

•
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dyl(i0,kz)=qy(i0,kz)*dd(i0,kz)*0.5
dzl(i0,kz)=qz(i0,1cz)*dd(10,1cz)*0.5
enddo
enddo
call QXYZ(0,it,0,0)
do Icz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
dx(i0,kz)=dx1(i0,kz)+qx(i0,1cz)*dd(i0,1cz)*0.5
dy(i0,kz)—dyl(i0,kz)+qy(i0,kz)*dd(i0,kz)*0.5
dz(i0,kz)=dzl(i0,kz)+qz(i0,kz)*dd(i0,kz)*0.5
xxx(i0,kz)=xxx(i0,kz)+dx(i0,kz)/3.0
yyy(i0,kz)=yyy(i0,1cz)+dy(i0,kz)/3.0
zzz(i0,1cz)=zzz(i0,1cz)+dz(i0,1cz)13.0
enddo
enddo
enddo
step four
call QXYZ(1,it,0,0)
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
dx(i0,kz)—qx(i0,1cz)*dd(i0,kz)
dy(i0,1cz)=qy(i0,1c2)*dd(i0,kz)
dz(i0,kz)=qz(i0,kz)*dd(10,kz)
xxx(i0,kz)=xxx(i0,kz)+dx(i0,kz)/6.0
yyy(i0,1cz)—yyy(i0,kz)+dy(i0,1cz)/6.0
zzz(i0,1(z)=zzz(i0,1(2)+dz(i0,kz)/6.0
enddo
enddo
10 return
end

•

•
•
•
•

***** Subroutine for Darcian Velocity Estimation Within an Element *****
subroutine QXYZ(iflag,it,jf,intpl)
iflag:0 --- move back half a distance step
iflag:1 --- move back one distance step
jf:0 --- velocity at previous time step
jf:1 --- velocity at current time step
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intp1:0 --- linear interpolation
intp1:1 --- inverse distance sqaured interpolation
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,tracking
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aal 8/ ij2e(Maxelms),nelms(Maxblks),node2ij(Maxnodxy,2),
&rxx(Maxcol+1),ryy(Maxrow+1),xo,yo,beta,ncol,nrow,tracking
common /bb7/ dx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),dy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&dz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /bb8/ qx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),qy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&qz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
dimension x(6),y(6),z(6),a(3),b(3),c(3)
velocity estimation within element using linear or inverse distance squared
method
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
if(iflag.eq.0) then
xk=xy(i0,1)+dx(i0,kz)*0.5
yk=xy(i0,2)+dy(i0,kz)*0.5
zk=zz(i0,1<z)+dz(i0,kz)*0.5
else
xk=xy(i0,1)+dx(i0,kz)
yk=xy(i0,2)+dy(i0,kz)
zk=zz(i0,kz)+dz(i0,kz)
endif
if(tracking.eq.1) then
xl=(xk+X0-xo)*cos(beta)+(yk+Y0-yo)* sin(beta)
y1=-(xk+X0-xo)*sin(beta)+(yk+Y0-yo)*cos(beta)
ir=node2ij (i0,1)
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12

14

ir0=ir
if(xl.ge.rxx(ir+1)) then
ir=ir+1
if(ir.gt.ncol) then
goto 13
endif
goto 12
endif
if(ir.eq.ir0) then
if(x1.1t.rxx(ir)) then
ir=ir-1
if(ir.lt.1) then
ir- 1
goto 13
endif
goto 14
endif
endif
-

13
22

24

23

jr=node2ij(i0,2)
jr0=jr
if(yl.ge.ryy(jr+1)) then
jr=jr+1
if(jr.gt.nrow) then
jr=nrow
goto 23
endif
goto 22
endif
if(jr.eq.jr0) then
if(y1.1t.ryy(jr)) then
jr=jr-1
if(jr.lt.1) then
jr=1
goto 23
endif
goto 24
endif
endif
ij=nrow*(ir-1)+jr
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if(ij .eq.1) then
kelm1=1
else
kelml=nelms(ij-1)+1
endif
kelm2=nelms(ij)
ke=-1
do k=kelml,kelm2
ie0=ij2e(k)
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
a(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
a(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x(1)*y(3)
a(3)=x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
b(1)=y(2)-y(3)
b(2)=y(3)-y(1)
b(3)=y(1)-y(2)
c(1)=x(3)-x(2)
c(2)=x(1)-x(3)
c(3)=x(2)-x(1)
ke=0
do j=1,3
fj=a(j)+b(j)*xk+c(j)*yk
if(fj.ge.0.0) ke=ke+1
enddo
if(ke.eq.3) goto 10
enddo
else
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
x(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
a(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
a(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x(1)*y(3)
a(3)=x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
b(1)=y(2)-y(3)
b(2)=y(3)-y(1)
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b(3)=y(1)-y(2)
c(1)=x(3)-x(2)
c(2)--x(1)-x(3)
c(3)=x(2)-x(1)
ke=0
do j=1,3
fj=a6)+13(j)*xk+caryk
if(fj.ge.0.0) ke=ke+1
enddo
if(ke.eq.3) goto 10
enddo
endif
the estimation-point is not within the horizontal domain
10
if(ke.ne.3) then
ik=0
do iz=1,nz
fj=(zz(i0,iz)-zk)*(zk-zz(i0,iz+1))
if(fj.ge.0.0) then
ik=1
goto 20
endif
enddo
the estimation-point is not within the vertical range
20
if(ik.eq.0) then
qx(i0,kz)—vx(i0,kz,it+jf)
qy(i0,kz)=vy(i0,kz,it+jf)
qz(i0,kz)=vz(i0,kz,it+jf)
the estimation-point is within the vertical range
else
d1=(zz(i0,iz)-zk)
d2=(zk-zz(i0,iz+1))
if(intpl.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
qx(i0,kz)—(vx(i0,iz,it+jf)*d2+vx(i0,iz+1,it+jf)*d1)/(d1+d2)
qy(i0,kz)=(vy(i0,iz,it+jf)*d2+vy(i0,iz+1,it+jf)*d1)/(d1+d2)
qz(i0,1(z)=(vz(i0,iz,it+jf)*d2+vz(i0,iz+1,it+jf)*d1)/(dl+d2)
else
... reverse distance squared interpolation
qx(i0,kz)=(vx(i0,iz,it+jf)*d2*d2+vx(i0,iz+1,it+jf)*dl*d1)/
&(dl*dl+d2*d2)
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qy(i0,kz)=(vy(i0,iz,it+jf)*d2*d2+vy(i0,iz+1,it+jf)*dl*d1)/
&(dl*dl+d2*d2)
qz(i0,kz)=(vz(i0,iz,it+j f)*d2*d2+vz(i0,iz+1 ,it+j f)*d 1 *d 1)!
&(dl*dl+d2*d2)
endif
endif
c the estimation-point is within the horizontal domain
else
do j=1,3
x(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),1)
y(j)—xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
a(1)=x(2)*y(3)-x(3)*y(2)
a(2)=x(3)*y(1)-x(1)*y(3)
a(3)=x(1)*y(2)-x(2)*y(1)
b(1)=y(2)-y(3)
b(2)=y(3)-y(1)
b(3)=y(1)-y(2)
c(1)=x(3)-x(2)
c(2)=x(1)-x(3)
c(3)=x(2)-x(1)
areae=0.5*(b(1)*x(1)+b(2)*x(2)+b(3)*x(3))
ik=0
do iz=1,nz
ze 1 =0 . 0
ze2=0.0
do j=1,3
d=0.5*(a(j)+b(j)*xk+c(j)*yk)/areae
zel=zel+d*zz(em(ie0,j),iz)
ze2=ze2+d*zz(em(ie0,j),iz+1)
enddo
fj=(zel-zk)*(zk-ze2)
if(fj.ge.0.0) then
ik=1
goto 30
endif
enddo
c
the estimation-point is not within the vertical range
if(ik.eq.0)
then
30
f3=(zk-ze2)/(zel-ze2)
qdx=0.0
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qdy=0.0
qdz=0.0
if(intpl.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
do j=1,3
d=0.5*(a(j)+b(j)*xlc+ceryk)/areae
if(fj.lt.0.0) then
qdx=qdx+d*vx(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)
qdy=qdy+d*vy(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)
qdz=qdz+d*vz(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)

else
qdx=qdx+d*vx(em(ie0,j),1,it+jf)
qdy=qdy+d*vy(em(ie0,j),1,it+jf)
qdz=qdz+d*vz(em(ie0,j),1,it+jf)
endif
enddo
qx(i0,kz)=qdx
qy(i0,kz)=qdy
qz(i0,kz)=qdz

else
... reverse distance squared interpolation
d=0.0
do j=1,3
qd=1.0
do jj=1,3
if(jj.ne.j) then
d2=(x(jj)-xk)*(x(jj)-xk)+(y(jj)-yk)*(y(jj)-yk)
qd=qd*d2
endif
enddo
d=d+qd
if(fj.lt.0.0) then
qdx=qdx+vx(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)*qd
qdy=qdy+vy(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)*qd
qdz=qdz+vz(em(ie0,j),nz+1,it+jf)*qd

else
qdx=qdx+vx(em(ie0,j),1,it+jf)*qd
qdy=qdy+vy(em(ie0,j),1,it+jf)*qd
qdz=qdz+vz(em(ie0,j),1,it+j f)* qd
endif
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enddo
qx(i0,kz)=qdx/d
qy(i0,kz)=qdy/d
qz(i0,kz)=qdz/d
endif
the estimation-point is within the vertical range

else
if(intpl.eq.0) then
... linear interpolation
qdx1=0.0
qdy1=0.0
qdz1=0.0
qdx2=0.0
qdy2=0.0
qdz2=0.0
do j=1,3
d=0.5*(a(j)+b(j)*xk+c(j)*yk)/areae
qdx1=qdxl+d*vx(em(ie0,j),iz,it+jf)
qdyl=qdyl+d*vy(em(ie0,j),iz,it+jf)
qdz1=qdzl+d*vz(em(ie0,j),iz,it+jf)
qdx2=qdx2+d*vx(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)
qdy2=qdy2+d*vy(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)
qdz2=qdz2+d*vz(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)
enddo
qx(i0,kz)=((zel-zk)*qdx2+(zk-ze2)*qdx1)/(zel-ze2)
qy(i0,kz)=((zel-zk)*qdy2+(zk-ze2)*qdy1)/(zel-ze2)
qz(i0,1a)=((zel-zk)*qdz2+(zk-ze2)*qdz1)/(zel-ze2)

else
... reverse distance squared interpolation

do j=1,3
z(j)—zz(em(ie0,j),iz+1)
enddo
do j=4,6
x(j)=x(j-3)
YOY--Y(j -3 )
z(j)=zz(em(ie0,j-3),iz)
enddo
qdx=0.0
qdy=0.0
qdz=0.0
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d=0.0
do j=1,6
qd=1.0
do jj=1,6
if(jj.ne.j) then
d2--(x(jj)-xk)*(x(jj)-xk)+(y(jj)-yk)*(y(jj)-yk)+
$(z(jj)-zk)*(z(jj)-zk)
qd=qd*d2
endif
enddo
d=d+qd
if(j.le.3) then
qdx=qdx+vx(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)*qd
qdy=qdy+vy(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)*qd
qdz=qdz+vz(em(ie0,j),iz+1,it+jf)*qd
else
qdx=qdx+vx(em(ie0,j-3),iz,it+jf)*qd
qdy=qdy+vy(em(ie0,j-3),iz,it+jf)*qd
qdz=qdz+vz(em(ie0,j-3),iz,it+jf)*qd
endif
enddo
qx(i0,kz)—qdx/d
qy(i0,kz)=qdy/d
qz(i0,kz)—qdz/d
endif
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end

***** Subroutine for Data Input *****
subroutine DATA(ierr)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,bin,vformat,tracking
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real km2,Km,kim2,Kim,NoData
character*6 nameob,namew,ctmp
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),Cobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&Ccom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),Cerr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
common /aal 0/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa12/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aa14/ vx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),
&vy(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1),vz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa15/ pkxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa16/ Kim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kim2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&Fim,eq
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /aa18/ ij2e(Maxelms),nelms(Maxblks),node2ij(Maxnodxy,2),
&rxx(Maxcol+1),ryy(Maxrow+1),xo,yo,beta,ncol,nrow,tracking
common /aa19/ ntrn(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /aa20/ nl_inj(Maxlayer),nbl_inj(Maxcl_inj,Maxlayer),
&Cwlinj(Maxcl_inj ,Maxlayer)
common /aa21/ hh(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer,Maxstep+1)
common /aa22/ ndNAPLt(Maxnodxy),thetaNAPLt(Maxnodxy),
&nkNAPLt(Maxnodxy),i1cNAPLt(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),nNAPL,iperiod
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common /dd2/ iflagl,iflag2,iflag3,iflag4,jflag4,iflag5,jflag5,
&iflag6,jflag6,iflag7,jflag7,iflag8,jflag8,iflag10,jflag10,
&iflag11,jflag11,iflag12,iflag13,iflagvz,iflagvt,ns0
common /dd3/ ratioAlay(Maxlayer),ratioKlay(Maxlayer),
&ratioPlay(Maxlayer),ratioKe(Maxlayer),ka,kk,kp,kke,pal,pat,
&pKm,pkm2,pKim,pkim2,pp,pke,teta,tetaim,tetaNi,d50m,Uim

common /cc2/ Sm20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sm2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc3/ Sim20(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Sim2k(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /cc4/ CimO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cimk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
data se/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data da/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.0,0.0,
&0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.7745967,0.7745967,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,-0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data ta/0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,
&-0.7745967,0.0,0.7745967,-0.7745967/
data ga/0.7023320,0.4389575,0.4389575,0.4389575,
&0.2743480,0.2743480,0.4389575,0.2743480,0.2743480,
&0.4389575,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.1714678,
&0.1714678,0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678,0.4389575,
&0.2743480,0.2743480,0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678,
&0.2743480,0.1714678,0.1714678/
data mnday/31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31/
dimension ndNAPL(Maxnodxy),thetaNAPL(Maxnodxy),nkNAPL(Maxnodxy),
&ikNAPL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
ierr-0
write(*,*) 1 ***** Reading Data ....'
open(3,file=istart.dat')
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read(3,*) kstg
read(3,*) bin
read(3,*) numing
read(3,*) en 0,errl
read(3,*) nter0,nterl
read(3,*) XO,YO,ZO,CScale
read(3,*) tor,Dm,denstw,viscw
read(3,*) Sc,denstn
read(3,*) vformat
read(3,*) tracking
read(3,*) injectw
read(3,*) fi
read(3,*) epsilon
read(3,*) afa
close(3)
writ e (*,*)' Reading File basic.dat DONE.'
-

-

open(3,file='spt.dat')
read(3,*) ns
read(3,*) (sp(is),is=1,ns)
read(3 ,*) (nts(is),is=1,ns)
read(3,*) iflagl
if(iflagl.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns
read(3,*) (sdt(is,j),j =1 ,nts(is))
st=0.0
do j=1,nts(is)
st=st+sdt(is,j)
enddo
if(abs(st-sp(is)).gt.1.0e-5) then
write(*,*) ' Error: Inconsistence in stress period',is
ierr=1
endif
enddo
else if(iflagl.eq.1) then
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nts(is)
sdt(is,j)=sp(is)/nts(is)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag Wrong in DATA file "spt.dat"!'
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ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) nyrb,monb,ndayb
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File spt.dat DONE.'
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=nt+nts(is)
enddo
if(nt.gt.Maxstep) then
write(*,*) ' Error: Too many time steps!'
ierr=1
endif
open(3,file='t-steps.dat')
do is=1,ns
read(3,*) (ntrn(is,it),it=1,nts(is))
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File t-steps.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='xyz.dat')
read(3,*) nO
read(3,*) (itmp ,(xy(i,j),j =1 ,2), i=1 ,n0)
read(3,*) nz
read(3,*) iflag2
if(iflag2.eq.0) then
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File xyz.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=izz.dat')
do j=1,nz+1
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (zz(i,j),i=1 ,n0)
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File zz.dat DONE.'
else if(iflag2.eq.1) then
read(3 ,*) (zz(1 ,j),j=1 ,nz+ 1)
do i=2,n0
do j=1,nz+1
zz(i,j)=zz(1,j)
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enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File xyz.dat DONE.'
else
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag Wrong in DATA File "xyz.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
do i=1,n0
xy(i,1)=xy(i,1)-X0
xy(i,2)—xy(i,2)-YO
do j=1,nz+1
zz(i,j)=zz(i,j)-ZO
enddo
enddo
C

open(3,file='connect.dat')
read(3,*) ne0
read(3,*) (itmp,(em(i,j),j=1,3),i=1,ne0)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File connect.dat DONE.'
C
c

if(injectw.eq.0) then
open(3,file=k.dat')
read(3,*) iflagl 1
read(3,*) jflagll
if(iflagll.eq.0.and.j flagll.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (pkxe(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else if(iflagll.eq.0.and.jflagll.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kke
if(kke.lt. 1 .or.kke.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (pkxe(i,kke),i=1 ,ne0)
read(3,*) (rati oKe(j ),j =1 ,nz)
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do j=1,nz
if(j.ne.kke) then
do i=1,ne0
pkxe(i,j)=pkxe(i,lcke)*ratioKe(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag11.eq.l.and.jflagll.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kke
if(kke.ltior.kke.gt.nz) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) pke
read(3,*) (ratioKe(j ),j =1 ,nz)
do j=1,nz
do i=1,ne0
pkxe(i,j)=pke*ratioKe(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ° Error: Flags for K values Wrong in DATA',
&' File "k.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File k.dat DONE.'
c
endif
C

open(3,file='cO.dat')
read(3,*) iflag3
if(iflag3.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((Cm(i,j),i=1,n0),j= ,nz+1)
else
read(3,*) (Cm(i, 1),i-1 ,n0)
read(3,*) factor
do j=2,nz+1
do i=1,n0
Cm(i,j)=Cm(i,l)
enddo
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c

enddo
call DISTRIBUTION(factor)
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File cO.dat DONE.'

c
open(3,file='cb1.dat')
read(3,*) iflag4
if(iflag4.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (n1(j),(nbl(i,j),i=1,n1(j)),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) n1(1),(nbl(i,1),i=1,n1(1))
do j=2,nz+1
nl(j)=n1(1)
do i=1,n1(j)
nbl(i,j)=nbl(i,l)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: First Flag Wrong in DATA File "hbl.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) jflag4
if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.0) then
read(3 ,*) (aCml(i,j,is),i=1,n1(j)),j=1,nz+1),is=1,ns)
else if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ((Cml(i,l,is),i=1,n1(1)),is=1,ns)
do is=1,ns
do j=2,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
Cml(i,j,is)=Cml(i,l,is)
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq.1.and.jflag4.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (Cml(i,1,1),i=1,n1(1))
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
Cml(i,j ,is)=Cml(i,1,1)
enddo
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enddo
enddo

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Second Flag Wrong in DATA File "cbl.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File cbl.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=lqc2.dat')
read(3,*) nq2v
if(nq2v.ne.0) then
read(3,*) ((eq2v(i,j),j=1,2),i=1,nq2v)
read(3,*) iflagvz,iflagvt
if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
read(3 ,*) (((qc2v(i,j ,is),j=1 ,nz),i=1 ,nq2v),is=1,ns)
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((qc2v(i,1 ,is),i=1 ,nq2v),is=1 ,ns)
do is=1,ns
do i=1,nq2v
do j=2,nz
qc2v(i,j,is)=qc2v(i, 1 ,is)
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ((qc2v(i,j,1),j=1,nz),i=1,nq2v)
do i=1,nq2v
do j=1,nz
do is=2,ns
qc2v(i,j,is)=qc2v(i,j, 1 )
enddo
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (qc2v(i,1,1),i=1,nq2v)
do i=1,nq2v
do j=1,nz
do is=1,ns
qc2v(i,j,is)=qc2v(i,1,1)
enddo
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enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for Lateral Flux Wrong in DATA',
&' File "qc2.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
endif
read(3,*) nq2pu
if(nq2pu.ne.0) then
read(3 ,*) (eq2pu(i),i=1 ,nq2pu)
read(3,*) iflag5
if(iflag5.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((qc2pu(i, i s), i= 1 ,nq2pu), i s=1 ,ns)
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (qc2pu(i,1),i=1,nq2pu)
do i=1,nq2pu
do is=2,ns
qc2pu(i,is)=qc2pu(i, 1)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flag for Upper Flux Wrong in DATA File'
&, "qc2.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
endif
read(3,*) nq2pd
if(nq2pd.ne.0) then
read(3,*) (eq2pd(i),i=1,nq2pd)
read(3,*) jflag5
if(jflag5.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((qc2pd(i, is),i=1 ,nq2p d),i s=1 ,ns)
else if(jflag5.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (qc2pd(i,1),i=1,nq2pd)
do i=1,nq2pd
do is=2,ns
qc2pd(i,is)=qc2pd(i, 1)
enddo
enddo
1
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else
write(*,*)' Error: Flag for Lower Flux Wrong in DATA',
&' File "qc2.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
endif
close(3)
write(*,*)' Reading File qc2.dat DONE.'
open(3,file=fwellc.dat')
read(3,*) nq
if(nq.ne.0) then
read(3,*) ndw
read(3,*) iflag6,jflag6
do i=1,nq
read(3,*) namew(i)
read(3,*) xqw(i),yqw(i)
if(iflag6.eq.0) then
if(jflag6.eq.0) then
read(3,*) (qw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
read(3,*) (Cqw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
else if(jflag6.eq.1) then
read(3,*) (qw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Wrong jFlag in DATA File "wellc.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
else if(iflag6.eq.1) then
if(jflag6.eq.0) then
read(3,*) qw(i, 1),Cqw(i, 1)
do id=2,ndw
Cqw(i,id)=Cqw(i,l)
enddo
else if(jflag6.eq.1) then
read(3,*) qw(i, 1)
do id=2,ndw
qw(i,id)=qw(i,l)
enddo
else
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write(*,*) ' Error: Wrong jFlag in DATA File "wellc.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif

else
write(*,*) ' Error: Wrong iFlag in DATA File "wellc.dat"!'
ierr=1

return
endif
enddo
read(3,*) (dtw(i),i=1,ndw)
do i=1,nq
read(3,*) namew(i),(scwz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
if(jflag6.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq
do id=1,ndw
Cqw(i,id)=0.0
enddo
enddo
endif
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File wellc.dat DONE.'
C

do i=1,nq
xqw(i)=xqw(i)-X0
yqw(i)=yqw(i)-Y0
enddo
call XYTOE(xqw,yqw,nodqe,nq,ier)
ierr-ier
-

c

homogenize the flow rate within each stress period
itsp=0
if(itsp.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq
itend=0
do is=1,ns
itstart=itend+1
itend=itend+nts(is)
qavg=0.0
cavg=0.0
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do it=itstart,itend
qavg=qavg+qw(i,it)*dtw(it)
cavg=cavg+Cqw(i,it)*qw(i,it)*dtw(it)
enddo
cavg=cavg/qavg
qavg=qavg/sp(is)
do it=itstart,itend
qw(i,it)=qavg
Cqw(i,it)=cavg
enddo
enddo
enddo
endif
open(3,file—'cobv.dat')
read(3,*) nob
read(3,*) NoData
if(nob.ne.0) then
do i=1,nob
read(3,*) nameob(i)
read(3,*) xob(i),yob(i)
read(3,*) (scobz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
do it=1,nt
read(3,*) temp
read(3,*) (nameob(i),Cobv(i,it),i=1,nob)
do i=1,nob
Cobv(i,it)=NoData
enddo
enddo
endif
close(3)
do i=1,nob
xob(i)=xob(i)-X0
yob(i)yob(i) -YO
enddo
call XYTOE(xob,yob,nobe,nob,ier)
ierr=ier
writ e (* , *)! Reading File cobv.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='alfa.dat')
read(3,*) iflag7
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read(3,*) jflag7
if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((alfaL(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((alfaT(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ka
if(ka.lt.l.or.ka.gt.(nz+1)) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (alfaL(i,ka),i=1 ,n0)
read(3,*) (alfaT(i,ka),i=1 ,n0)
read(3,*) (ratioAlay(j),j =1 ,nz+1)
do j=1,nz+1
if(j.ne.ka) then
do i=1,n0
alfaL(i,j)=alfaL(i,ka)*ratioAlay(j)
alfaT(i,j)=alfaT(i,ka)*ratioAlay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag7.eq.1 .and.jflag7.eq.1) then
read(3,*) ka
if(ka.lt.l.or.ka.gt.(nz+1)) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) pal,pat
read(3 ,*) (ratioAlay(j),j =1 ,nz+1 )
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
alfaL(i,j)—pal*ratioAlay(j)
alfaT(i,j)=pat*ratioAlay(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for alfa values Wrong in DATA',
&' File "alfa.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
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endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File alfa.dat DONE.'
open(3,fi1e='sorpt.dat')
read(3,*) iflag8
read(3,*) jflag8
if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((Km(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((km2(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((Kim(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((kim2(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kk
if(kk.lt.1.or.kk.gt.(nz+1)) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (Km(i,kk),i=1,n0)
read(3,*) (km2 (i,kk),i=1,n0)
read(3,*) (Kim(i,kk),i=1,n0)
read(3,*) (kim2(i,kk),i=1,n0)
read(3,*) (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
do j=1,nz+1
if(j.ne.kk) then
do i=1,n0
Km(i,j)=Km(i,kk)*ratioKlay(j)
lcm2(i,j)=1=2(i,kk)*ratioKlay(j)
Kim(i,j)=Kim(i,kk)*ratioKlay(j)
kim2(i,j)=kim2(i,kk)*ratioKlay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag8.eq.1.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kk
if(kk.lt.1.or.kk.gt.(nz+1)) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) pKm,plcm2,pKim,pkim2
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read(3,*) (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
Km(i,j)=pKm*ratioKlay(j)
km2(i,j)=pkm2*ratioKlay(j)
Kim(i,j)=pKim*ratioKlay(j)
kim2(i,j)—pkim2*ratioKlay(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for Km,k2s values Wrong in DATA',
&' File "sorpt.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) Fm,ep,Fim,eq
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File sorpt.dat DONE.'
open(3,file='density.dat')
read(3,*) iflag10
read(3,*) jflag10
if(iflaglO.eq.0.and.jflag1O.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((denst(i,j ),i=1,nO),j=1 ,nz+1)
else if(iflag10.eq.0.and.jflag10.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kp
if(kp.lt.l.or.kp.gt.(nz+1)) then
write(*,*) ' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) (denst(i,kp),i=1,n0)
read(3,*) (ratioPlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
do j=1,nz+1
if(j.ne.kp) then
do i=1,n0
denst(i,j)=denst(i,kp)*ratioPlay(j)
enddo
endif
enddo
else if(iflag10.eq.l.and.jflag10.eq.1) then
read(3,*) kp
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if(kp.lt.l.or.kp.gt.(nz+1)) then
writ e (*,*)' Layer # is not right!'
ierr=1
return
endif
read(3,*) pp
read(3,*) (ratioPlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
denst(i,j)—pp*ratioPlay(j)
enddo
enddo
else
write(*,*) ' Error: Flags for density values Wrong in DATA',
&File "density.dat"!'
ierr=1
return
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File density.dat DONE.'
open(3,file—'theta.dat')
read(3,*) iflag12
if(iflag12.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((theta(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((thetaim(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((thetaNi(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
else
read(3,*) teta,tetaNi,tetaim
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
theta(i,j)—teta
thetaim(i,j)=tetaim
thetaNi(i,j)=tetaNi
enddo
enddo
if(tetaim.eq.0.0) epsilon=0.0
read(3,*) iflagNAPL
if(iflagNAPL.eq.1) then
read(3,*) mNAPL
read(3,*) (ndNAPL(i),thetaNAPL(i),nkNAPL(i),
&(ikNAPL(i,j),j =1,nkNAP L(i)),i=1,mNAP L)
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do i=1,mNAPL
do kz=1,nkNAPL(i)
j=ikNAPL(i,kz)
thetaNi(ndNAPL(i),D=thetaNAPL(i)
enddo
enddo
endif
read(3,*) nNAPL,iperiod
read(3,*) (ndNAPLt(i),thetaNAPLt(i),nkNAPLt(i),
&(ikNAPLt(i,j),j =1 ,nkNAPLt(i)),i=1 ,nNAPL)
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File theta.dat DONE.'
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
thetaN(i,j)=thetaNi(i,j)
thetaN0(i,j)=thetaNi(i,j)
enddo
enddo
open(3,fi1e='struct.dat')
read(3,*) iflag13
read(3,*) dM0
if(iflag13.eq.0) then
read(3,*) ((d50(i,j),i=1,n0),j=1,nz+1)
read(3,*) ((Ui (i,j),i=1 ,n0),j =1 ,nz+ 1 )
else
read(3,*) d50m,Uim
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
d50(0=d5Om
Ui(i,j)=Uim
enddo
enddo
endif
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File struct.dat DONE.'
if(vformat.eq.0) then
open(3,file='../flow3d/v.txt')
do it=1,nt+1
read(3, (a)) ctmp
1
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read(3,'(a)') ctmp
do kz=1,nz+1
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (vx(i,kz,it),i=1,n0)
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (vy(i,kz,it),i=1,n0)
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (vz(i,kz,it),i=1,n0)
enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File v.txt DONE.'
else
open(3,file='../flow3d/v.bin',form=tunformatted)
do it=1,nt+1
read(3) itmp,itmp
read(3) ((vx(i,kz,it),i=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
read(3) ((vy(i,kz,it),i=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
read(3) avz(i,kz,it),i=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
enddo
close(3)
writ e (*,*)? Reading File v.bin DONE.'
endif
if(vformat.eq.0) then
open(3,file='../flow3d/h.txt )
do it=1,nt+1
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
do kz=1,nz+1
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,'(a)') ctmp
read(3,*) (hh(i,kz,it),i=1,n0)
enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File h.txt DONE.'
else
open(3,file='../flow3d/h.bin',form—'unformatted')
do it=1,nt+1
read(3) itmp,itmp
1
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read(3) ((hh(i,kz,it),i=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
enddo
close(3)
writ e (*,*)' Reading File h.bin DONE.'
endif
do kz=1,nz+1
do i0=1,n0
if(epsilon.ne.0.0) then
Cim0(i0,kz)=Cm(i0,kz)
Cimk(i0,kz)=Cm(i0,kz)
else
Cim0(i0,kz)=0.0
Cimk(i0,kz)=0.0
endif
if(Cm(i0,kz).gt.0.0) then
Sm20(i0,kz)—(1.0-Fm)*Km(i0,kz)*exp(ep*alog(Cm(i0,kz)))
else
Sm20(i0,kz)=0.0
endif
if(Cim0(i0,kz).gt.0.0) then
Sim20(i0,1(z)=(1.0-Fim)*Kim(i0,1(z)*exp(eq*alog(Cim0(i0,kz)))
else
Sim20(i0,1(z)=0.0
endif
Sm2k(i0,kz)=Sm20(i0,kz)
Sim2k(i0,kz)=Sim20(i0,1(z)
enddo
enddo
if(tracking.eq.1) then
open(3,file=frinesh.dat')
read(3,*) xo,yo,beta
read(3,*) ncol,nrow
read(3,*) (rxx(i),i=1,ncol+1)
read(3,*) (ryy(i),i=1,nrow+1)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File rmesh.dat DONE.'
beta=beta*3.1415926/180.0

open(3,file=fij2e.dat')
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nsum=0
ijs=0
do i=1,ncol
do j=1,nrow
ij s=ij s+1
read(3,*) nelms(ijs),(ij2e(k),k=l+nsum,nelms(ijs)+nsum)
nsum=nsum+nelms(ijs)
nelms(ijs)=nsum
enddo
enddo
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File ij2e.dat DONE.'
op en(3,file='node2ij.dat')
read(3,*) ((node2ij(i,j),j=1,2),i=1,n0)
close(3)
write(*,*) ' Reading File node2ij.dat DONE.'
endif
ns0=ns
if(ierr.eq.0) then
write(*,*) ' How many stress periods to run? ns='
read(*,*) ns
endif
return
end

***** Subroutine for obtaining vertically nonuniform distribution of
Cm0(x,y,z) based on K distribution conditioning on the measured
vertically averaged Cm0(x,y) values *****
subroutine DISTRIBUTION(factor)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
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&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcb1,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa15/ pkxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
dimension pkx(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kelm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
pkx(i,kz)=0.0
kelm(i,kz)=0
enddo
enddo
do kz=1,nz
do ie0=1,ne0
do j=1,3
k=em(ie0,j)
pkx(k,kz)=pkx(k,kz)+pkxe(ie0,kz)
kelm(k,kz)=kelm(k,kz)+1
pkx(k,kz+1)=pkx(k,kz+1)+pkxe(ie0,kz)
kelm(k,kz+1)=kelm(k,kz+1)+1
enddo
enddo
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
pkx(i,kz)=pkx(i,kz)/kelm(i,kz)
if(pkx(i,kz).1t.5.0) pkx(i,kz)=5.0
enddo
enddo
do i=1,n0
SKp=0.0
SK=0.0
do kz=1,nz+1
SKp=SKp+exp(-factor*alog(pkx(i,kz)))
SK=SK+1.0
enddo
p=Cm(i,1)*SKJSKp
do kz=1,nz+1
Cm(i,kz)=p*exp(-factor*alog(pkx(i,kz)))
enddo
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enddo
do i=1,n0
SKp=0.0
SK=0.0
do kz=1,nz+1
SKp=SKp+exp((1.0-factor)*alog(pkx(i,kz)))
SK=SK+pkx(i,kz)
enddo
p=Cm(i,1)*SK/SKp
do kz=1,nz+1
Cm(i,kz)—p*exp(-factor*alog(pkx(i,kz)))
enddo
enddo

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

5

10

open(4,file='Cm0',status='unknown')
write(4,5)
format(4(' Cw (K) '))
do i=1,n0
write(4,10) i,(Cm(i,kz),pkx(i,kz),kz=1,nz+ 1 )
format(i4,4(f9.2,'(',f8.2,')'))
enddo
close(4)

return
end

C
C
C
c

****** Subroutine for Scaling the Unit of Mass

******

subroutine SCALE
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,sc0bz,bin
real km2,Km,kim2,Kim
common /aa0/ kstg,en-0,errl ,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl ,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns ,ndw
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb 1 (Maxcb 1 ,Maxlayer) ,

&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq 2pd), nodqe(M axwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer -1 )
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer ,Maxstrp) ,
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc 2pu(Maxq 2pu, Maxstrp) ,
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
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common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
common /aal 0/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /aall/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aal 6/ Kim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kim2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&Fim,eq
common /cc4/ CimO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cimk(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
Sc=Sc/CScale
denstn=denstn/Cscale
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
Cm(i,kz)=Cm(i,kz)/CScale
Cim0(i,kz)=Cim0(i,kz)/CScale
Cimk(i,kz)=Cimk(i,kz)/CScale
enddo
enddo
do is=1,ns
do j=1,nz+1
do i=1,n1(j)
Cm 1 (i,j,is)=Cml(i,j ,is)/CScale
enddo
enddo
enddo
do i=1,nq2v
do j=1,nz
do is=1,ns
qc2v(i,j,is)=qc2v(i,j,is)/CScale
enddo
enddo
enddo
do i=1,nq2pu
do is=2,ns
qc2pu(i,is)=qc2pu(i,is)/CScale
enddo
enddo
do i=1,nq2pd
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do is=2,ns
qc2pd(i,is)=qc2pd(i,is)/CScale
enddo
enddo
do i=1,nq
do id=1,ndw
Cqw(i,id)=Cqw(i,id)/CScale
enddo
enddo
do kz=1,nz+1
do i=1,n0
Km(i,kz)=Km(i,kz)*exp(ep*alog(CScale))
Kim(i,kz)=Kim(i,kz)*exp(eq*alog(CScale))
denst(i,kz)=denst(i,kz)/CScale
enddo
enddo

return
end

treat the injection wells as the first-type of boundaries
subroutine ClINJECT(time,dt,ierr)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb 1 (Maxcb 1 ,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa20/ nlinj(Maxlayer),nbl_inj(Maxcl_inj ,Maxlayer),
&Cwlinj(Maxcl_inj,Maxlayer)
dimension iscr(Maxlayer),xx(3),yy(3),aa(3),bb(3),cc(3)
do kz=1,nz+1
nl_inj (kz)=0
enddo
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do iq=1,nq
qq=qwis(iq,time-dt,time,0)
only injection wells when the flow rate > 0
if(qq.gt.0.0) then
ie0=nodqe(iq)
do kz=1,nz+1
iscr(kz)=0
enddo
do kz=1,nz
if(scwz(iq,kz).eq.1) then
iscr(kz)=1
iscr(kz+1)=1
endif
enddo
do j=1,3
xx(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)=xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)=yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)—xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
areae=0.0
do j=1,3
areae=areae+bb(j)*xx(j)
enddo
areae=0.5*areae
do la=1,nz+1
only the portion of well with screen
if(iscr(kz).eq.1) then
do j=1,3
fj=0.5*(aa(j)+bb(j)*xqw(iq)+cc(j)*yqw(iq))/areae
partition the influence of the well into
the nearby nodes which are close enough
if(fj.gt.O.1) then
nl_inj(la)=nl_inj(kz)+1
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nbl_inj (nl_inj (kz),kz)=em(ie0,j)
Cwl_inj (nl_inj (kz),kz)=qwis(iq,time-dt,time,l)
endif
enddo
endif
enddo
endif
enddo

check the size of the arrays
numcl_inj=nl_inj (1)
do kz=2,nz+1
if(numcl_inj .1t.nl_inj (kz)) numel_inj=nl_inj(kz)
enddo
if(Maxcl_inj.lt.numcl_inj) then
call B OUNDCHECKMS G('Maxcl_inj',numcl_inj)
ierr=1
endif
return

end

***** Subroutine for Finding Elements Based on Coordinates *****
subroutine XYTOE(x,y,elm,nxy,ierr)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,elm,scwz,scobz
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
dimension x(nxy),y(nxy),e1m(nxy),xx(3),yy(3),aa(3),bb(3),cc(3)
ierr=0
do 10 i=1,nxy
do ie0=1,ne0
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do j=1,3
xx(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),1)
yy(j)=xy(em(ie0,j),2)
enddo
aa(1)—xx(2)*yy(3)-xx(3)*yy(2)
aa(2)=xx(3)*yy(1)-xx(1)*yy(3)
aa(3)=xx(1)*yy(2)-xx(2)*yy(1)
bb(1)=yy(2)-yy(3)
bb(2)=yy(3)-yy(1)
bb(3)=yy(1)-yy(2)
cc(1)=xx(3)-xx(2)
cc(2)=xx(1)-xx(3)
cc(3)=xx(2)-xx(1)
kei=0
do j=1,3
fj=aa(j)+bb(j)*x(i)+cc(j)*y(i)
if(fj.ge.0.0) kei=kei+1
enddo
if(kei.eq.3) then
elm(i)—ie0
goto 10
endif
enddo
write(*,20) i,x(i),y(i)
20 format(' Well No.',i3, 1 ( 1 ,f10.2,',',f10.2,T,
&'is outside of domain!')
ierr=1
10 continue
return
end

***** Subroutine for Saving Results *****
subroutine OUTPUT(nO,nz,is,it)
include 'solute.inc'
integer bin
common /aa0/ kstg,err0,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
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common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa13/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale

C
save results in text format

c

write(4,*)
if(it.eq.0) then
write(4,*) ' ---- Initial State ----'
else if(it.eq.-1) then
write(4,10) is,nts(is),time
10 format(' Stress Period:',i3,' Time Step:',i3,
&' Total Elapsed Time:',f10.2)

else
write(4,10) is,it,time
endif
do kz=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer Number= 1 ,kz
write(4,*) ' Concentration'
write(4, 1 (5f8.1)') (Cm(i,kz)*CScale,i=1,n0)
enddo

save results in binary format
if(bin.eq.1) then
write(9) is,it
write(9) ((Cm(i0,kz)*CScale,i0=1,n0),kz=1,nz+1)
endif
return

end
C
c
c
c ***** Subroutine for Printing Results at the Obv. Points *****

subroutine RESULT
include 'solute.inc'
integer bin
real NoData
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character*6 nameob,namew
c h aract er * 12 filename
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),Cobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&Ccom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),Cen(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /ddl/ Ccomt(Maxobv,Maxstep),tstep(Maxstep)
dimension Cab(Maxobv),Ch(Maxobv)
write(*,*) ' Input Com.-Obv. result filename:'
read(*,'(a)') filename
filename='Ccom-obv'
open(4,file=filename,status='unknown')
calculate the date to which the end of time step relates
call DAT
calculate the average absolute and relative errors of boreholes
do i=1,nob
Cexp0=1.0e10
Cexp1=-1.0e10
Cab(i)=0.0
Clt(i)=0.0
mc=0
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=nt+nts(is)
if(Cobv(i,nt).gt.Cexpl) Cexp1=Cobv(i,nt)
if(Cobv(i,nt).ne.NoData) then
if(Cobv(i,nt).1t.Cexp0) Cexp0=Cobv(i,nt)
mc=mc+1
Cab(i)=Cab(i)+abs(Cen(i,is))
endif
enddo
if(mc.ne.0) Cab(i)=Cab(i)/float(mc)
if(Cexpl.ne.0.0) then
if(Cexpl.ne.NoData) Clt(i)=Cab(i)/(Cexpl)*100.0
endif
enddo
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c

r1=C1t(1)
rs—Clt(1)
al=Cab(1)
as=Cab(1)
err1=0.0
erra=0.0
do i=1,nob
if(Clt(i).gt.r1) r1=C1t(i)
if(Clt(i).1t.rs) rs—Clt(i)
if(Cab(i).gt.al) al=Cab(i)
if(Cab(i).1t.as) as=Cab(i)
errl=errl+Clt(i)
erra=erra+Cab(i)
enddo
if(nob.ne.0) errl=errl/float(nob)
if(nob.ne.0) erra=erra/float(nob)
display results, 3 boreholes in a table
if(mod(nob,3).ne.0) then
m0=nob/3+1

else
m0=nob/3
endif
do k=1,m0
write(4,40) k
format(10x,'Table',i2,'. Comparison Between Calculated and',
40
&' Observed Concentration (ugh)')
m1=(k-1)*3+1
m2=k*3
if(m2.gt.nob) m2=nob
write(4,45)
format(91('-'))
45
write(4,50) (nameob(i),i=m1,m2)
format('No. DATE 1%30 Ox,a6,9x, 1'))
50
write(4,55)
format(12x, 1 ,3(' corn.obv. err. I'))
55
nt=0
do is=1,ns
nt=nt+nts(is)
write(4,65) is,iyear(is),month(is),iday(is),
&(Ccom(i,is),Cobv(i,nt),Cerr(i,is),i=m1,m2)
forrnat(i2,i3,1.',i2,1.',i2,' l',3(f8.2,19.2,f7.2,' I'))
65
enddo
1

1 1
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write(4,70) (Cab(i),i=m1,m2)
format(2x,'a-ERROR l',3(18x,f6.2,' I'))
70
write(4,80) (Clt(i),i=m1,m2)
format(2x,'r-ERROR
80
write(4,47)
format(91('-')/)
47
enddo
write(4,85) as,a1
85 format(13x,6('-'),' ABSOLUTE ERROR ranges froml,f9.2, ugh1 to ',
&f9.2,' ugh ',6('-'))
write(4,90) erra
90 format(15x,8('*'),' MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR=',f9.2,' ugh',
&lx,8('*')/)
write(4,95) rs,r1
95 format(13x,6('-'),' RELATIVE ERROR ranges from',f7.2,'% to ',
&f7.2,'% ',6('-'))
write(4,100) errl
100 format(15x,7('*'),' MEAN RELATIVE ERROR=',f7.2,'%
&7('*')//)
write(4,101) NoData
101 format('Note: The ',f4.1,' in the "obv." columns indicates',
&' no data available.')
close(4)
1

open(4,file='Cobvt',status= unknown')
write(4,*) nt
do i=1,nob
write(4,'(a6) ) nameob(i)
Time Concentration'
write(4,*) '
write(4,200) (tstep(j),Ccomt(i,j),]=1,nt)
format(2f8.1)
200
enddo
close(4)
return
end
l

1

****** Subroutine for the Date Corresponding to the end of Time-steps ******
subroutine DAT
include 'solute.inc'
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character*6 nameob,namew
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxsttp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)

do is=1,ns
10

ndayb=ndayb+int(sp(is))
if(monb.eq.2) then
if(mod(1900+nyrb,4).eq.0) then
mnday(monb)=29
else
mnday(monb)=28
endif
endif
if(ndayb.gt.mnday(monb)) then
ndayb=ndayb-mnday(monb)
monb=monb+1
if(monb.gt.12) then
monb=monb-12
nyrb=nyrb+1
endif
goto 10
endif
iyear(is)=nyrb
month(is)--monb
iday(is)=ndayb
enddo
return

end

***** Subroutine for Checking Data *****
subroutine DATACHECK(ierr)
include 'solute.inc'
integer em,eq2v,eq2pu,eq2pd,scwz,scobz,bin,tracking
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real km2,Km,kim2,Kim,NoData
character*6 nameob,namew
common /aa0/ kstg,errO,errl,time,bin,nt,numing,nter0,nterl,injectw
common /aal/ n,m,ne,n0,ne0,nz,nq2v,nq2pu,nq2pd,nq,nob,ns,ndw
common /aa2/ xy(Maxnodxy,2),zz(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),sp(Maxstrp),
&nts(Maxstrp),xqw(Maxwells),yqw(Maxwells),xob(Maxobv),yob(Maxobv)
common /aa3/ em(Maxelmtxy,3),n1(Maxlayer),nb1(Maxcb1,Maxlayer),
&eq2v(Maxq2v,2),eq2pu(Maxq2pu),eq2pd(Maxq2pd),nodqe(Maxwells),
&scwz(Maxwells,Maxlayer-1),scobz(Maxobv,Maxlayer-1)
common /aa4/ Cm(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Cml(Maxcbl,Maxlayer,Maxstrp),
&qc2v(Maxq2v,Maxlayer-1,Maxstrp),qc2pu(Maxq2pu,Maxstrp),
&qc2pd(Maxq2pd,Maxstrp)
common /aa5/ alfaL(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),alfaT(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&denst(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aa6/ nobe(Maxobv),Cobv(Maxobv,Maxstep),
&Ccom(Maxobv,Maxstrp),Cerr(Maxobv,Maxstrp),NoData
common /aa7/ iyear(Maxstrp),month(Maxstrp),iday(Maxstrp),
&mnday(12),nyrb,monb,ndayb,nameob(Maxobv),namew(Maxwells)
common /aa8/ se(27),da(27),ta(27),ga(27)
common /aa9/ dtw(Maxwelldata),qw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata),
&sdt(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp),Cqw(Maxwells,Maxwelldata)
common /aal 0/ Km(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),km2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Fm,ep
common /aal 1/ tor,Dm,denstn,denstw,viscw,Sc,dMO,fr,epsilon,
&d50(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),Ui(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aal 2/ theta(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer)
common /aal 3/ XO,YO,ZO,CScale
common /aal 5/ pkxe(Maxelmtxy,Maxlayer-1)
common /aal 6/ Kim(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),kim2(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&Fim,eq
common /aa17/ thetaNi(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),
&thetaN(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),thetaNO(Maxnodxy,Maxlayer),afa
common /aal 8/ ij2e(Maxelms),nelms(Maxblks),node2ij(Maxnodxy,2),
&rxx(Maxcol+1),ryy(Maxrow+1),xo,yo,beta,ncol,nrow,tracking
common /aa19/ ntrn(Maxstrp,Maxstep_strp)
common /dd2/ iflagl,iflag2,iflag3,iflag4,jflag4,iflag5,jflag5,
&iflag6,j flag6,iflag7,jflag7,iflag8,jflag8,iflag10,jflag10,
&iflag11,jflag11,fflag12,iflag13,iflagvz,iflagvt,ns0
common /dd3/ ratioAlay(Maxlayer),ratioKlay(Maxlayer),
&ratioPlay(Maxlayer),ratioKe(Maxlayer),ka,kk,kp,kke,pal,pat,
&pKm,pkm2,pKim,pkim2,pp,pke,teta,tetaim,tetaNi,d50m,Uim
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open(4,file='datachecle,status—'unknown')
write(4,*) ' *** start.dat ***'
write(4,10) kstg,bin,numing,errO,errl,nter0,nterl,X0,YO,Z0,tor,
&Dm,denstw,viscw,Sc,denstn,tracking,injectw,fr,epsilon,afa
10
format(' flag for storage matrix: ',il/
&' flag for saving binary file: ',i1/
&' flag for node numbering: ',if/
&' iterative errors for Cm and Cim: ',2f10.6/
&' max-iterations for Cm and Cim: ',2i5/
&' X0,Y0,Z0 = ',2f10.2,f8.2/
&' tortuosity of porous media: ',f5.3/
&' molecular diffusion coef: ',e12.5/
&' water density: ',e12.5/
&' water viscosity: ',e12.5/
&' aqueous solubility: ',e12.5/
&' NAPL density: ',e12.5/
&' particle tracking flag: ',il/
&' injection wells treatment flag: ',il/
&' mass fraction of sorbent in mobile domain: ',f5.3/
&' mass transfer coef between mobile and immobile domains: ',
&e12.5/
&' NAPL dissolution coefficient afa: ',e12.5//)

20

22

24
26

28

write(4,*) ' *** spt.dat ***'
write(4,20) ns0
format(' number of stress-period: ',i3)
write(4,*) 'stress-period intervals:'
write(4,22) (sp(is),is=1,ns0)
format(10fl0.2)
write(4,*) 'number of time steps in each stress-period:'
write(4,24) (nts(is),is=1,ns0)
format(10i 1 0)
write(4,26) iflagl
folinat(' flag for uniformity of time-step interval: ',il)
write(4,*) 'time-step intervals:'
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress-period #',is
write(4,22) (sdt(is,j),j=1,nts(is))
enddo
write(4,28) monb,ndayb,nyrb
format(' initial date of simulation: ',i2,'/',i2,'/',i2)
monb0=monb
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ndaybO—ndayb
nyrb0—nyrb
call DAT
write(4,29) (iyear(i),month(i),iday(i),i=1,ns)
29
format(' Dates at the end of each stress period:'/
&' Year/Month/Day'/(2x,3i5))
monb=monb0
ndayb=ndaybO
nyrb=nyrb0
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** t-steps.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'transport steps in each time-step:'
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress-period #',is
write(4, 1 (20i4)') (ntrn(is,j),j=1,nts(is))
enddo
write(4,'(//)')

30

32

write(4,*) ' *** xyz.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'total nodes in plane: 1 ,n°
y°
write(4,*) 'node
x
do i=1,n0
write(4,30) i,xy(i,1)+X0,xy(i,2)+YO
format(i5,2fl2.2)
enddo
write(4,*) 'elemental layers: ',nz
write(4,32) iflag2
format(' flag for vertical elevations: ',il)
if(iflag2.eq.0) then
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** zz.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'vertical elevations:'
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz: ',j
vvrite(4,22) (zz(i,j)+Z0,i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) 'vertical elevations:'
write(4,22) (zz(1,j)+Z0,j=1,nz+1)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
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42

50

60

62

write(4,*) ' *** connect.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'total elements in plane: 1 ,ne0
write(4,*) ' element i
j
k'
write(4,42) (i,(em(i,j),j=1,3),i=1,ne0)
format(4i8)
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** cO.dat ***'
write(4,50) iflag3
format(' flag for initial concentration: ',il)
write(4,*) 'initial concentration:'
if(iflag3.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' k=',j
write(4,22) (Cm(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,22) (Cm(i,1),i=1,n0)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** cbl.dat ***'
write(4,60) iflag4
format(' flag for first-type boundary nodes: ',il)
write(4,*) 'nodes on the first-type boundaries:'
if(iflag4.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' k= 1 ,j
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(j)
write(4,24) (nbl(i,j),i=1,n1(j))
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',nl (1)
write(4,24) (nbl(i,1),i=1,n1(1))
endif
write(4,62) jflag4
format(' flag for concentrations at first-type boundaries: ',il)
write(4,*) ' concentrations on the first-type boundaries:'
if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #',is
do j=1,nz+1
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write(4,*) ' k=',j
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(j)
write(4,22) (Cm I (i,j,is),i=1,n1(j))
enddo
enddo
else if(jflag4.eq.0.and.iflag4.eq.1) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period # 1 ,is
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(1)
write(4,22) (Cml(i,l,is),i=1,n1(1))
enddo
else if(iflag4.eq.1.and.jflag4.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'total nodes: ',n1(1)
write(4,22) (Cml(i,1,1),i=1,n1(1))
endif
write(4,'(//)')

70
72
74

write(4,*) *** qc2.dat ***'
if(nq2v.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of elemental sides with lateral flux: ',nq2v
write(4,*) ' element # node # 1
write(4,70) ((eq2v(i,j),j=1,2),i=1,nq2v)
format(2i10)
write(4,72) iflagvz
format('flag for flux uniformity along vertical direction: ',il)
write(4,74) iflagvt
format('flag for flux uniformity in time: ',il)
write(4,*) 'Solute lateral flux:'
if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,22) (qc2v(i,j,is),j=1,nz)
enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,22) qc2v(i, 1,is)
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enddo
enddo
else if(iflagvz.eq.0.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,22) (qc2v(i,j,is),j=1,nz)
enddo
else if(iflagyz.eq.l.and.iflagvt.eq.1) then
do i=1,nq2v
write(4,*) ' Iq2=',i
write(4,22) qc2v(i,1,1)
enddo
endif
endif
if(nq2pu.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of top elements with infiltration: ',nq2pu
write(4,*) 'elements:'
write(4,24) (eq2pu(i),i=1,nq2pu)
write(4,76) iflag5
76
format('flag for downward flux uniformity in time: ',il)
if(iflag5.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
write(4,22) (qc2pu(i,is),i=1,nq2pu)
enddo
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
write(4,22) (qc2pu(i,1),i=1,nq2pu)
endif
endif
if(nq2pd.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'number of bottom elements with upward intrusion:
&,nq2pd
write(4,*) ' elements:'
write(4,24) (eq2pd(i),i=1,nq2pd)
write(4,78) jflag5
format('flag for upward intrusion uniformity in time: ',il)
78
if(jflag5.eq.0) then
do is=1,ns0
write(4,*) ' stress period #: ',is
write(4,22) (qc2pd(i,is),i=1,nq2pd)
enddo
else if(iflag5.eq.1) then
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write(4,22) (qc2pd(i,1),i=1,nq2pd)
endif
endif
write(4,'(//)')

80
81

82

write(4,*) ' *** wellc.dat ***I
write(4,*) 'number of wells:',nq
if(nq.ne.0) then
write(4,*) 'total number of pumpage data in each well:',ndw
write(4,80) iflag6
format(' flag for well pumpage: ',il)
write(4,81) jflag6
format(' flag for solute conc. in injection wells: ',il)
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) 'well name: ',namew(i)
write(4,*) ' coordinates:',xqw(i)+XO,yqw(i)+YO
if(iflag6.eq.0) then
write(4,*) ' pumpage:'
write(4,82) (qw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
format(10f12.2)
if(jflag6.eq.0) then
write(4,*) ' concentration:'
write(4,22) (Cqw(i,id),id=1,ndw)
endif
else if(iflag6.eq.1) then
write(4,*) ' pumpage:'
write(4,*) qw(i,l)
if(jflag6.eq.0) then
write(4,*) 'concentration:'
write(4,*) Cqw(i,l)
endif
endif
enddo
write(4,*) 'time intervals for pumpage data:'
write(4,22) (dtw(i),i=1,ndw)
write(4,*) 'well screens:'
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) 'well name: ',namew(i)
write(4,'(10i3)') (scwz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
if(jflag6.eq.1) then
write(4,*) ' Solute conc. in injection wells is 0.0'
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

endif
endif
write(4,*) ' Pumpage/Conc. of each well at each time step:'
do i=1,nq
write(4,*) namew(i)
t=0.0
do is=1,ns
do it=1,nts(is)
dt=sdt(is,it)
t=t+dt
qq=qwis(i,t-dt,t,0)
if(jflag6.eq.0) then
cq=qwis(i,t-dt,t,l)
write(4,*) dt,qq,cq
else
write(4,*) dt,qq
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** cobv.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'number of monitoring wells: ',nob
write(4,*) 'data not available symbol:',NoData
if(nob.ne.0) then
do i=1,nob
write(4,*) ° well name: ',nameob(i)
write(4,*) ' coordinates:',xob(i)+XO,yob(i)+YO
write(4,*) ' well screens:'
write(4,'(10i3)') (scobz(i,k),k=1,nz)
enddo
write(4,*) 'observed concentration:'
time=0.0
it=0
do is=1,ns0
do j=1,nts(is)
it=it+1
time=time+sdt(is,j)
write(4,*) ' time=',time
do i=1,nob
write(4,90) nameob(i),Cobv(i,it)
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90

format(a15,f1 2.2)
enddo
enddo
enddo
endif
write(4,'(//)')

write(4,*) ' *** alfa.dat ***'
write(4,100) iflag7,jflag7
100
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of alfa: ',i1/
&' flag for layering of domain: ',i1)
if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer #',j
write(4,*) 'longitudinal dispersivity:'
write(4,23) (alfaL(i,j),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) ' transversal dispersivity:'
write(4,23) (alfaT(i,j),i=1,n0)
foimat(10f10.5)
23
enddo
else if(iflag7.eq.0.and.jflag7.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',ka
write(4,*) 'longitudinal dispersivity:'
write(4,23) (alfaL(i,ka),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'transversal dispersivity:'
write(4,23) (alfaT(i,ka),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) ' alfa ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioAlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag7.eq. 1 .and.jflag7.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',ka
write(4,*) 'longitudinal dispersivity:',pal
write(4,*) 'transversal dispersivity:',pat
write(4,*) ' alfa ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10D3.4)') (ratioAlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** sorpt.dat ***'
write(4,120) iflag8,jflag8
120
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of Km,km2,Kim,kim2: ',il/
&' flag for layering of domain: ',il)
if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.0) then
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do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer #',j
write(4,*) ' equilibrium sorption coef. for mobile domain:'
write(4,23) (Km(i,j),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) ' desorption rate constant for mobile domain:'
write(4,23) (km2 (i,j ),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) ' equilibrium sorption coef. for immobile domain:'
write(4,23) (Kim(i,j),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'desorption rate constant for immobile domain '
write(4,23) (kim2(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else if(iflag8.eq.0.and.jflag8.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',kk
write(4,*) 'equilibrium sorption coef. for mobile domain:'
write(4,23) (Km(i,kk),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'desorption rate constant for mobile domain:'
write(4,23) (km2(i,kk),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'equilibrium sorption coef. for immobile domain:'
write(4,23) (Kim(i,kk),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'desorption rate constant for immobile domain:'
write(4,23) (kim2(i,kk),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) 'parameter ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag8.eq. 1 .and.jflag8.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer # ,kk
write(4,*) ' equilibrium sorption coef. for mobile domain:',pKm
write(4,*) ° desorption rate constant for mobile domain ',pkm2
write(4,*) 'equilibrium sorption coef. for immobile domain:',pKim
write(4,*) 'desorption rate constant for immobile domain ',pkim2
write(4,*) 'parameter ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioKlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
endif
write(4,*) 'fraction of instantenous sorption in mobile domain:',
.

1

.

.

&Fm
write(4,*) 'exponent value of Freudlich isotherm for mobile domain:',
&ep
write(4,*) ' fraction of instantenous sorption in immobile domain:',
&Fim
write(4,*) ' exponent value of Freudlich isotherm for immobile domain:',
&eq
write(4,'(//)')
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write(4,*) ' *** density.dat ***'
write(4,140) iflag10,jflag10
140
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of density: ',il/
&' flag for layering of domain: ',il)
if(iflag10.eq.0.and.jflag10.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) 'Layer #',j
write(4,23) (denst(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else if(iflag10.eq.0.and.jflag10.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',kp
write(4,23) (denst(i,kp),i=1,n0)
write(4,*) ' density ratio of each layer:'
write(4;(10f8.4)') (ratioPlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
else if(iflag10.eq.l.and.jflag10.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer # ,kp
write(4,*) pp
write(4,*) ' density ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioPlay(j),j=1,nz+1)
endif
write(4,'(//)')
7

write(4,*) ' *** theta.dat ***'
write(4,*) ' flag for homogeneity of theta: ',iflag12
write(4,*) ' Porosities of the porous media:'
if(iflag12.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz=',j
write(4,23) (theta(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) teta
endif
write(4,*)
vvrite(4,*) 'Volumetric water contents in immobile domain:'
if(iflag12.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz=',j
write(4,23) (thetaim(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) tetaim
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endif
write(4,*)
write(4,*) 'Initial volumetric fraction of residual NAPL phase:'
if(iflag13.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz=',j
write(4,23) (thetaNi (i,j ),i=1 ,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) tetaNi
endif
write(4,'(//)')
write(4,*) ' *** struct.dat ***'
write(4,*) 'flag for homogeneity of material structure: ',iflag13
write(4,*) 'particle size of medium sand: ',dM0
write(4,*) 'median particle diameters of the porous media:'
if(iflag13.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) ' kz=',j
write(4,23) (d50(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) d5Om
endif
write(4,*)
write(4,*) 'Uniformity coefficients:'
if(iflag13.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz+1
write(4,*) '',j
write(4,23) (Ui(i,j),i=1,n0)
enddo
else
write(4,*) Uim
endif
write(4,'(//)')
if(injectw.eq.0) then
write(4,*) ' *** k.dat ***'
write(4,150) iflag11,jflagll
150
format(' flag for horizontal homogeneity of Kx: ',il/
&' flag for layering of domain: ',il)
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igiflag11.eq.0.and.jflagll.eq.0) then
do j=1,nz
write(4,*) ' Layer #',j
write(4,22) (pkxe(i,j),i=1,ne0)
enddo
else igiflag11.eq.0.and.jflagll.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer #',kke
write(4,22) (ploce(i,kke),i=1,ne0)
write(4,*) 'K ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioKe(j),j=1,nz)
else igiflag11.eq.1.and.jflag11.eq.1) then
write(4,*) 'Layer # 1 ,1cke
write(4,*) pke
write(4,*) 'K ratio of each layer:'
write(4,'(10f8.4)') (ratioKe(j),j=1,nz)
endif
endif
close(4)
ierr=0
if(Maxnodxy.lt.n0) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxnodxy',n0)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxlayer.lt.(nz+1)) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxlayer',nz+1)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxstrp.lt.ns) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxstrp',ns)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxstep.lt.nt) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxstep',nt)
ierr=1
endif
imax=nts(1)
do is=2,ns0
if(nts(is).gt.imax) imax=nts(is)
enddo
if(Maxstep — strp.lt.imax) then
call BOUND CHECKMSG('Maxstrp',imax)
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ierr=1
endif
imax=n1(1)
do k=2,nz+1
if(nl(k).gt.imax) imax=n1(k)
enddo
if(Maxcb1.1t.imax) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxcbl',imax)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2v.lt.nq2v) then
call BO'UNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2v',nq2v)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2pu.lt.nq2pu) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2pu',nq2pu)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxq2pd.lt.nq2pd) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxq2pd',nq2pd)
ierr= 1
endif
if(Maxwells.lt.nq) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxwells',nq)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxwelldata.lt.ndw) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxwelldata',ndw)
endif
if(Maxelmtxy.lt.ne0) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxe1mtxyl,ne0)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxobv.lt.nob) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxobv',nob)
ierr=1
endif
if(MaxInt.le.Maxnode) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('MaxInt',Maxnode)
ierr=1
endif
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if(Maxcol.lt.ncol) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxcol',ncol)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxrow.lt.nrow) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxrow',nrow)
ierr=1
endif
if(Maxelms It nelms(ncol*nrow)) then
call BOUNDCHECKMSG('Maxelms',nelms(ncol*nrow))
ierr=1
endif
return
end

subroutine BOUNDCHECKMSG(string,kvalue)

c h arac t er * 15 string
write(*,10) string,kvalue
10
format(' The parameter ',a15,' defined in FILE solute.inc should',
&' be no less than ',i8,'.')
return
end

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport steps were introduced on 8/18/97
Mass scaling was introduced on 8/18/97
Treating injection wells as 1st type of boundaries was introduced on 8/19/97
Rate-limited terms were put on the right-hand side of eq. (9/12/97)
to increase the converging speed of iterations.
Mass-transfer term "epsilon*(Cim-Cm)" were put on RHS of eq. to
increase the converging speed of outer iterations. (11/13/97)
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****** Include File (solute.inc) for UASolute3D ******
c The following Parameters control static dimensioning within UASolute3D:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maxnodxy --- maximum number of nodes on xy plane;
Maxlayer --- maximum number of layers;
Maxstrp --- maximum number of stress periods;
Maxstep --- maximum number of time steps;
Maxstep_strp --- maximum number of steps in a stress period;
Maxcbl --- maximum number of nodes at the 1st-type boundary on xy plane;
Maxcl_inj -- maximum number of nodes at the 1st-type boundary on xy plane for
the injection wells;
Maxq2v --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type lateral boundary;
Maxq2pu --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type upper boundary;
Maxq2pd --- maximum number of nodes at the 2nd-type lower boundary;
Maxwells --- maximum number of injection and extraction wells;
Maxwelldata --- maximum number of well data (in time) in each well;
Maxnode --- maximum number of total nodes, i.e.,Maxnode—Maxnodxy*Maxlayer;
Maxelmtxy -- maximum number of triangular elements on xy plane;
Maxobv --- maximum number of observation wells;
Maxmatrix -- maximum space allocated for hydraulic sparse banded matrix;
MaxInt --- maximum integer.

c User Adjustable:
parameter(Maxnodxy=2790,
Maxlayer=4,
Maxstrp=10,
Maxstep=129,
Maxstep_strp=24,
Maxcb1=131,
Maxc 1 _inj=80,
Maxq2v=10,
Maxq2pu=10,
Maxq2pd=10,
Maxwells=56,
Maxwelldata=129,
Maxelmtxy=5384,
Maxobv=72,
Maxmatrix=3045000,
MaxInt=30000)
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parameter (Maxcol=171,
Maxrow=223,
Maxblks=Maxcol*Maxrow,
Maxelms=3*Maxblks)

c Fixed:
parameter(Maxnode=Maxnodxy*Maxlayer)
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